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ABSTRACT
This, thesis describes theoretical and experimental research into
the anisotropic waves and instabilities which can be produced at the surface
of a conducting fluid, or at the interface between a conducting and non-
conducting fluid, when the conductor is subject to a vertical electromagnetic
force due to the imposition of a horizontal magnetic field and an electric
current.
The basic theory of M.H.D.anisotropic surface waves is expanded to
include the effect of surface tension, viscosity, and a two-fluid interface.
Polar plots of phase and group velocity and lines of constant phase are
presented for sets of experimentally feasible parameters. The nature of
the anisotropy is discussed.'
The problems of reflection and refraction, the initial impulse
problem and the 'ship-wave' and 'fish-line' problems, as applied to
.
anisotropic surface waves, are solved using methods of'wave-crest kinematics.
The requirements of a rig to demonstrate the anisotropic waves in
the laboratory are discussed. Two different rigs are described. One using
mercury produces inconclusive results. The other using electrolyte covered
by organic solvents clearly demonstrates the existence of anisotropic waves,
giving qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions.
As background to the theoretical study of the H.H.D.Rayleigh-Tayl,or
instability, the influence of j x ~ forces on free surface shapes is examined.
Vari~ts of the instability itself are analysed, and it appears that some
interesting instability motions may exist. 'The variation of orientation of
the ~stability with the electromaenetic parameters is determined.
Experiments and experimental techniques to demonstrate some of the
predicted instabilities are described. A novel, large amplitude 'bridge'
instability is recorded, and excellent agreement with theory is obtained
in an orientation experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.!he Neture and Scope of the Research
Problems in magnetohydrodynamics (M.ll.D.) can be loosely
ditided into three types; those of kinematic H.ll.D.where the'
motion of a conducting fluid which influences the electromagnetic
~ameters is giTen ab initio,and essentially the solution is
merely an exercise in electromagnetic field theory; those where
the problem is basically one of fluid mechanics, with the Lorentz'
(jx ~ ) force, imposed and invariant from the start, acting as
one more (albeit possibly rotational) force acting on the fluid
along with pressure gradients, gravity etc.; and those w~ch
exhibit a true 11.H.D. coupling where the fluid mechanical and
electromagnetic equations are interrelated and cannot be solTed
independently. The research presented in this thesis is
basically to do with problems of the second type, although in
fact the phenomena described could not occur were it not for
a particular mechanism whereby the fluid mechanical parameters
feed back to influence the electromagnetic ones.
The subject is the study of the waves, instability,
and the stationary profile of the surface, or interface with
.an insulating liquid, of a conducting fluid which is subject
to an imposed magnetic field and carries an imposed electric
current, such that the resultant j x ~ force is irrotational.
To the extent that current and field are both imposed, the
•. 'problem is of the second category, but the particular coupling
effect 'referred to above is that the current always tends to
"fill" the conducting fluid, and so at the surface of the fluid-
it is always to be found parallel to the surface.
" "
,·C'
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In this way the fluid motion, or more strictly the motion of
the liquid surface, is able to influence the electromagnetic
forces, and the result is strong anisotropy in the wave dispersion
and instabilities.
The basic phenomenon of anisotropy 1n the above
circumstances has already been reported by Shercliff (1969)
in the case of waves, and in instabilities by Lemaire (1963)
and others. The original theoretical work in this thesis
has been to examine some of the implications which this
anisotropy has beyond the simplest cases already solved •.
"
Thus a number of classical surface wave phenomena have been
applied to the case of anisotropic surface waves, with interesting
results. In the stability problem an attempt hqs been made to
study the effect of small variations in the configuration of
electromagnetic parameters upon the instability motions, with
the result that novel instability modes have been discovered.
The experimental work has been to demonstrate the
anisotropy, which has not been done before, to show its' influence
on other wave phenomena, and to discover what effect it has on
various configurations of instability.
'.2. The Evolution of the Research
The whole of the work reported here grew out of an initial
attempt to demonstrate experimentally the existence of anisotropic
surface waves. It soon became apparent that further theoretical
work needed to be done to predict accurately the practical
possibilities. It waS at an early stage, too, that an unintended
instability in the mercury experiments focussed attention upon .'
the stability question.
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Most of the work has as its goal the academic aim to
inquire, learn and verify; it is not related very closely to
current technological needs, but since M.H.D. is a relative-ly.
new, and still largely uncharted subject, it was thought well
worthwhile to explore this corner of it relating to free surfaces
and interfaces under imposed j x B forces. As far as is known,
the phenomena under investigation do not occur naturally in the
universe.
In the instability work in particular, although the
results are presented in a lo~ical sequence, it would be f~se
to pretend that the particular problems dealt with \"ere in
practice posed, solved, and experimentally verified, in that
order. Rather, only when the instability mechanisms were
better understood through a combination of theoretical study
and experimental work, 'and the answers effectively obtained,
could the questions be posed in the '"ayset out in chapter 5.
Thus the overall philosophy with which the research was approached
was one of going step by ste~, asking questions and finding
answers as the understanding grew, rather than starting with
the research mapped out from the beginning. The interplay
between experimental and theoretical work has fostered this
approach, which is somewhat unusual in t-l.H.D., a subject in which
it is not often easy to match experimental and theoretical progress
and let each influence the other.
One practical aim which does lie behind the wave experiments,
"
although not developed as yet, is that of using the anisotropic
surface wave' system as a visual demonstration, even a teaching aid,
- 4 -
for the general study of anisotropic waves in physics. It was
this Rim which prompted the theoretical study of the application
of the anisotropic dispersion relation to classical surface wave
problems, since these could be the very things used to visually
.demonstrate the sometimes unexpected properties of anisotropic
waves.
Finally, it is worth recording that a ten month delay in
the delivery of the central piece of equipment, the large Helmholtz
coil magnet system, has seriously limited the progress in experimentally
demonstrating all the wave phenomena it was hoped to show.
Layout of Thesis "
The thesis is in two broad sections, chapters 2, ,and 4 on
anisotropic surface waves, and chapters 5 and 6 on the M.H.D.
Rayleigh-Taylor inl3t~hility and related pr-obl.ema,
Ch"lpter 2 is ':l deb-dlc,.lstudy ('If the basd,c anisotropic
wave problem, RS a preliminary to the experiments, and so contains
Borneof the work alre,9.dydone by Shercliff, as a basis, but the
rest is original, computing and plotting theoretical dispersions
involving surface tension, the solution involving viscosity, and
discussion on the nature of the anisotropy.
Chapter , moves on to deal in more general terms with the
application of the anisotropic dispersion to classical wave problems,
and is more en exercise in kinematic wave theory than M.H.D.
There is a review of methods of wave kinematics developed by others,
and then these methods are applied successively to
(a) the reflection of anisotropic surface waves,
(b) the initial value problem applied to anisotropic surface waves
- 5 -
i.e. the pattern of waves to be f01md a given time after an
instantaneous point impulse or point surface displacement,
(c) the refraction of waves due to j varying in a plane normal
to ,!!, and
(d) the problem of finding the pattern of waves when a disturbance
moves steadily across the surface - the "ship wave" problem, or
when account is taken of surface tension, the "fish line" problem.'
Chapter 4 describes the experimental work to demonstrate
the existence of anisotropic surface WllVes, and to show soma of
the phenomena of chapter 3. This covers 'the consideration of
possible experimental approaches and choice of suitable parameters,
the design and operation of equipment, and the results obtained.
Chapter 5 covers the theoretical aspects of the work on th~
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, with a section on the effect ofj x ,!!
forces on the shape of stable liquid surfaces, a brief resum& of
the simple H.ll.D. instability case already solved, and then
investigation into the effect on the instability of varying
j and ~ whilst still maintaining irrotationality.
In chapter 6, the experimental work on instabilities is
detailed, including a description of the equipment, the development
of surface-height sensing probes, and a novel large-amplitude
instability which was discovered, as well as attempting to verify
the phenomena predicted in chapter 5.
Finally, brief conclusions are drawn in chapter 7, along
with suggestions for further work.
Where possible figures are bound next to the relevant pages
of script. Some information, not considered relevant to the main
text, is relegated to the appendices, notably specification of '.
computer programmes t'
- 6 -
which are simply copied out. Since the programmes were
merely used as tools to solve lengthy equations, both directly
and numerically, and to plot out results, no attempt has ~een made
to describe their operation except the numerical plotting of
group rays in chapter 3, since computing at this level cannot be
considered an end in itself, but merely a means of solving
problems it would be otherwise time consuming to solve by hand.
",
-w"
I'
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2. ANISOTROPIC SURFACE WAVES UNDER A VERTICAL j x B FORCE
2.1. Introduction to the Problem
2.1.1. Outline of chapter contents
In this chapter, the basic theory of anisotropic surface
waves in a conducting liquid is examined. When a horizontal .
magnetic field and horizontal electric current are imposed on an
electrically conducting liquid, producing a vertical electromagnetic
force, waves on the surface of the fluid, which must be excited by
external means, propagate at different speeds in different directions.
The foundation of this theory is the work of Shercliff (1969), the
salient features of which are outlined for completeness in' 2.2~ .•..".
since they form the basis of the rest of the original work relating
to the anisotropic surface waves'.
In 2.3 the analysis has been extended to cope more
realistically with experimental conditions. Theoretical predictions,.are obtained from a dispersion relation for waves at the interface
between two liquids, with surface tension taken fully into account
and an attempt has been made to analyse the effect of.viscosity in
both liquids.
In 2.4 the computational solution is described and polar
plots of phase and group velocity and lines of constant phase ~e
presented, along with a discussion of their implications.
In 2.5 the fundamental nature of the anisotropic effect 1s
discussed, in an attempt to isolate the true M.H.D. aspect of the
phenomenon. Finally, the effect is considered of varying the angle
between the imposed magnetic field and electric current directions, .
for the practically possible case involving surface tension. ,c
The aim of the work in this Chapter has been to take the-
theoretical base of Shercliff, and modify and present it in a form
relevant to the problem of producing anisotropic waves experimentally •.,
· - 8 -
2.1.2. B~sic assumptions and approximations made
These are the same as those made in Shereliff (1969).
Small amplitude waves are considered in every cl'l.seso that only
the linear terms of the hydrodynamic perturbation equations are
necessary.
,
The magnetic field is imposed horizontally and is supposed I
steady and uniform throughout and the electric current due to an
applied D.C. electric field is assumed to be horizontal and of
uniform density throughout the conducting fluid in the undisturbed
..state. Thus the liquid surface is normally at rest horizontally
under gravity and vertical irrotational j x D forces.
The magnetic induction due to the imposed curr~nts is
assumed negligible compared with the applied field, and induced
currents due to wave motion in the presence of the magnetic field
are also neglected. These assumptions will be justified later in
chapter 4.
In general when the surface is disturbed vertically the
distortion of the current density field will give rise to rotational
j x .!! forces but we shall assume the waves to be of small enough
amplitude for this to be ignored.
2.2. Previous lvork
2.2.1. General Literature
Helcher (1963) gives a fairly comprehensive description of
field coupled H.H.D. surf~ce waves \'Ihichin some cases are anisotropic
but those are a different phenomenon from the one under consideration
here, being. for cases where the electric and magnetic fields are not
effectively independent, and are an integral part of the wave
propagating mechanism.
There is an extensive literature about ordinary hydrodynamic
surface waves e.g. Lamb (1932), Stoker (1957).
- 9 -
2.2.2. The basic dispersion relation (Shercliff. 1969)
Using the notation of Fig. 2.1. we consider a plane wave
train of frequency rowith normal in the n direction, trougns and
crests in the s direction. js' the component of imposed current in the
s direction will not be perturbed by the waves whereas j is perturbedn
in the z,n ~lane,. and in fact in this plane, the current at the surface
follows the surface profile. Thus it follows that curl (1 x ~),
( = (~.grad) 1since div 1 = 0 and ~ is uniform) has zero 8 component.
Now the linearized perturbation equation of motion is:-
()" J . B .f d~ + ~ f = j_x_ - r'3 ~ • ••• 2.1 .
neglecting viscosity, with all variables harmonic functions,of timd
h is a unit vector in the + z direction.
Taking the curl of (2.1) gives
which has no s component, and so
= 0 which requires w = 0 if 1,\ is a harmonic function of time.-s ='s
Therefore it is possible to define a velocity potential
~ (z,n,t) for the irrotational flow in the z,n plane.
Now lx B in (2.1) may be expressed as -j B i+ j' x B + j' x Bs n- - -8 - -n
where.it is the current vector in the z,n plane. j t x B acting
n
J:iorizontallympy be neglected as small in this small amplitude
approximation, whilst it should be noted that j' x B will be iri the- -s
z,n plane, and at the surface will always be normal to the surface.
Thus (2.1) may be expressed as :-
()9>
g_rad (P ~t + P + (f~ + JsBn)2)= l' x Bs ••••2.2
If this is integrated along the surface z = z , j' x B
o - -B
contributes nothing, and if the ambient pressure above the surface
be.taken as zero:- F ~tof p ....(f~+ S,B,..)z.o=F(t)=O
j I e. j ~+ jn.1- - -
'Z
"JT\.1 L (U"Lt ve.c.tor)
FIG.2.1. NOTA TIO N OF WAVE ANALYSIS.
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with
. I
and hence all the variables
are harmonic functions of n.
":I.
~ Za k1.For surface tension c:J... , at the surface, p = -ex. ~ 7\.\, = ol.Zo
to a first approximatiOn.
Hence, at z = 0 (applying the classic linearization process such;
that all variables are the same at z = 0 as at z = z )o '.
••••2.3
(2.3) is effectively the boundary condition on pressure at the
surface.
.
The motion of the fluid as a whole is defined also by the
two-dimensional Laplacian \7 '1. ¢ = 0 , •••• 2~4.
since we assume incompressibility, and by the boundary conditions:-
_ ~ _ ~"Zo
V.,_ - ~z. - ~
~
"dz.
at z = 0 ' •••• 2~.5
and = 0 at z = - h •••• 2.6.
in a bounded fluid of depth h.
(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) require a form:-
cf = C r9 e, ,(Cot - kfl) f sink k2. HOt.).. kit "",.,I.. b] ...;2.1
'For (2.3) also to be satisfied, a constraint relating ~ and k
is required, and this is the dispersion relation.
Substituting (2.7) in (2.3) gives :-
1
(k~o(."" f~ + js B,,) ••• 2.8
N.B. A somewhat different approach to solVing for the dispersion
relation may be found in chapter 5 where the stability equation is
effectively the same as the dispersion relation.
Thus it can be clearly seen that of the field and current
components, only js and Bn affect the dispersion relation. "This'
....
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produces anisotropy of wave propagation, since the magnitude of
"j B varies with the orientation of the wave number direction Ie ,s n
relative to the imposed j and B fields, and given that oo-isfixed
there is directional variation of I~I
2.2.3.; Predicted results
Shercliff went on to eValuate the sort of results to be
expected from the dispersion relation (2.8) in both the case of
"surface" waves on a deep fluid, where the wavelength is short
compared with the depth; and "long" waves in shallow fluid,where
the depth is small compared with the wavelength, and vertical
accelerations can be ignored; i.e. tanh kh = 1, and tanh kh = k h'.
respectively.
oB
Taking i =Las a dimensionless parameter indicating thef3
relative strengths of J_x B and gravity forces, and,ignoring
surface tension to simplify the calculations; and considering
the case where j and B are imposed mutually at right angles, to- - ,
produce 1-x .!!. upwards, equ. (2.8) reduces to:-
=gk (I -)' Cc":) '1.e ) for surface waves and ••• 2.9a
2
00 for long waves, ••• 2.91>
where e is the angle between the k. and ~ directions.
This configuration of imposed fields produces the greatest
degree of anisotropy, although there is a stability limit of )5< 1
if the net force on the fluid is not to be upwards, causing the
,
Rayleigh-Taylor instability to occur.
Shercliff presented the anisotropy visually in polar plots
of phase and group velocity, (see 2.4.1. and 3.1.3.) and these are
shown in fig. (2.2), adjusted to suit the particular case of the
configuration of imposed fields stated above. Only one quadrant
11. d.i.rec.ti.,."
(i) Pha.se Ve.lo~i.t~
r
a)surface waves
a
I i
ti) Ph.a.se. V L t j tlirf".ctio",-. - ......e OCL ~
. 1"1
V L .t J cl~,.!:C-t';ot\,OJ) G rou~ e OCL. ~. ..
b)long waves
.FIG.2.2. SHERCLIFF'S' DISPERSION PLOTS
. C.To shol.U sho.pe oh.l~ - not to 0.. rort.i..c.u.\.o.,.. sc-o.le.)
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is drawn, and the complete picture is obtained by reflection in
both axes. The salient features to note as characteristic of the
dispersion are that waves propagating in the j direction are
unaffected by the j x ~ force, whilst those in the B direction are
most affected, to the degree that when ~= +1 the waves will not
" ,
propagate at all. For wave~ in ;-therdirections ,-the eff;ct is
somewhere between the two extremes, and of great interest is the
fact that the phase and group velocity are not in the same direction.
Lines of constant phase due to a continuously oscillating
point source, i.e. the trough and crest pattern which would be
observed in an experimental situation, are identical in shape to
the polar plot of group velocity for the dispersion relati~n6
specified by eq. (2.9). ~
"
"
2.3 AdaptAtion of Theory for Practical Situation
2.3.1. Waves at a two fluid interface
Now the first'aim of this project was to demonstrate
experimentally that the anisotropy of B.Il.D. surface waves exists .,
at all, and to do this I had to determine how to show up the.
anisotropy to best advantage. From some of the practical
considerations to be found in chapter 4, it became clear that "
probably the best way to obtain suitablp.waves was at the interface
between two liquids of very simil~r densi.ties, one electrically
.conducting, the other not. Usin::;tl:ese, t~1.egravity force
influencing the waves could be reduced by an order of magnitude,
making it practically !,>ossiblefor the j x ~ force to "compete"
with the gravity force.
In this case, the dispersion relation is obtained assuming
the anisotropic effect of j x B as discussed above, simply adding- -
2the j B cos e term where appropriate to Lamb's analysis
(Lamb 1932 Art. 2.31 ) and it is supposed therefore that iand B
·fN·f).Tht, ,..~ ~~ ,-L:,~~ ~ ~ ,9. i..?' ~l ~ ~ ~ U1.. ~
~ ~ w-k ~~ t.~ ~~ e'Otk ~ ~ ..a ~~
~ (,~ ~~"
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are applied mutually at right angles and that j x B acts upwards,- - .
and e is then the angle between the wave direction and the magnetic
field.
If subscript (1) denotes the upper non conducting fluid,
and (2) denotes the lower conducting fluid, the analysis is as '
follows.-
In the upper fluid, V\1>, = 0
In the lower fluid, \7~<P~=0
)
)
) the wave number vector ••• 2.10
In a vertical plano containing
t being a two dimensional velocity potential, as we saw in Shercliff's
analysis.
The equation of motion is:-
grad (f1~+:P' + f'1~Z_) = 0
grad (P:z.~+l''I.+[F2.~-~BOo'lSJ2..) = / x ~s
At the interface, 1. x ~ is always normal, 60 integrat?-ng
~ ~,
•••:2.11a
••• 2.11b .
(2.11b) along the interface z =
p,..< ;Pt"")z.Zo . +.plo + (P2g
and (2.11a) gwes fl( ~~\"ZO
z gives:-o
2- jB cos e) z = 0o
+:p, + p, g z0 = 0
••• 2.12
••• 2.13
Now the interfacial condition on pressure at z = 0 is:-
b~Zo
r2. = PI - 0<. ~ 'l'\.z. • ••• 2.14.-
••• from (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14)
Jt ••• 2.16But
Now if the interface ••• 2.17
(2.10) can be solved using (2.16)
~boundary conditions ~z = 0 at z = + hl and
~d (2.17), with the
"?J¢,_
-= 0 at z = -hd2. _2
for fluids of depth hi and h2 •
- 14 -
LW£. t(wt-kon)f k k ]Thus ~, = k.e. - - s~ 2. - coth. h, co,!;h. b~ol
rl, \.w £. i (w t: - k 0 t\)f I k ]
'"1''1. = T ~ -- [SiTU\. "2. +c.oth khl.. C6Sh. boa. r 0•• 2.18
For (2.18) to be compatible with the boundary condition on
pressure, (2.15), the constraint necessary is the dispersion
relation ro= f(k) obtained by substituting (2.18) in (2.15) and
(~ )assuming that "dt 2.a-z.o
Hence:-
••• 2.19
From this it can be seen that the two fluid case is
essentially the same as that of the surface waves on a single
fluid in contact with vacuum or gas, since had we introduced,
j x B acting downwards in the upper field, l-l1ththe lower fluid- -
non-conducting, the dispersion relation would have been identical
(showing that the anisotropy term j B cos2e is independent of the
actual fluid parameters used).
The final choice of experimental parameters is discussed in
chapter 4, but it is worth noting here that the degree of anisotropy
obtainable will depend upon the right hand side of (2.19), in°
».
particular the ratio t-
Oompardng rthd.ewith the single fluid case it can be seen
that if (f'l..-f1) is made very small, j B can compete with it all
the more easily, though of course j B must not exceed (f'l. - f1 )g
or else the Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs. Whereas in the
single fl~id case negative j B (i.e. downward acting j x B )-
produced anisotropy an order of magnitude less severe than for the
- 15 -
upward force, here, if (P1- f1)g is an order of magnitude less than
j Bt as is possible by almost equalising the two densities, then
a large degree of anisotropy is obtainable with a downward j x B too,- -
with no problem of inst"1.bility. Cert~inly the possibility of
varying the ffi3.C;nitude of the term (f'2.. - (',) offers more scope for
obt<:>inin:!suitqble ex:,erimcntal parnmet ez-s,
2.3.2. The effect of surface tension
Shercliff, to show up the b".sic phenomenon to best advantage,
and for ease of manipulation chose to ignore surface tension effects
in plottin5 the sort of shapes of wave pattern to be expected
(fig. 2.2). Whilst this is justified for that reason, ;t is
misleading when approaching the problem of actually generating
such shapes in practice. One might initially assume that given
a large enough space. dimension, waves of sufficiently long wave-
lengths could be produced for surface tension effects to be of no
practical significance. However in the extreme cases of anisotropy
the theory predicts zero or nearly zero wavelength in the directions
where the j x B force has most effect. So that however long the
usual wavelength of the system is, there would always be present
some wavelength short enough to be affected by surface tension.
However- small surface tension is, the more severe anisotropv could
not be achieved in practice for this reason.
2Looking at eq. (2.19), it is the size of the dlk term
2compared with ( ('2.. - f1 )g - jB cos a which determines the extent
to which surface tension is important, but of course k itself ie
the dependent variable in this equation for most situations
(i.e. where rois imposed by exciting at a given frequency),
(For resonance experiments, k is fixed and rois the dependent
variable and solution is much easier). Since k also appears
explicitly on the left hand side of eq. (2.19) it is not directly
- 16 -
possible to determine the overall effect which surface tension
does have on the pattern by simply introducing some sort of
correctine factor. In fact it is true to say that here-is
a fluid mechnnics problem where the exclusion of surface tension from
the analysis has a qualitative as well as quantitative effect. Thus
eq. (2~19)must be solved as it stands, and this is done in 2~4.
2.3.3. The effect of Viscosity
Since in the search for suitable experimental liquids
a number of otherwise possibly useful ones had a viscosity an
order of magnitude higher than water, which is usually ~on61dered
inviscid for surface wave propagation problems, it was thought
necessary to determine by analysis what effect, if any, viscosity
has on the anisotropy. Moreover, in the two-fluid case, the
wavelength for a given frequency is less than for the free-surface'
case, and it is not immediately obvious whether this would result in
more or less damping of energy by viscosity, whilst there is also the
effect of shear stresses at the interface to be taken into account.
As far as coUld be determined, the problem of solving the '
";
wave equation, with viscous effects, for the interface between two
liquids, has not been tackled in the literature and so it is set'out
below, using Lamb's analysis for the free surface case as a guide'
(Lamb 1932 ~ 349).
The axis notation is es shown in fig. 2.1, subscript 1 for
upper parameters and variables, 2 for lower.
The equations of motion in the z, n plane are:-
••• 2.2Oa
amd
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and diVe !!1= dive !!2= 0 ••• 2.21
where the vectors are two dimensional with z, n components.
(2.20) and (2.21) are satisfied by
d q,o( 'dYo(. a <Po*. ~ YoI, r.
Uo(.'l1.= -~ - ~£.. ' U",2. =: - ~'Z. + d1"\. Lex.= 1, 2J ••• 2.22.
with V\p = 0, t~\J"2twhere Vl.
is a two dimensional Laplacian operator, ••• 2.23
with 'P1 del>= ..:..:a. - gzP1 dt
1>'1 ~~2. (g + jB cos2e)z-= --f'- ~t f2.
•••
and •••
ikon. + crt
On assuming the variables to vary as .e..
the solutions of (2.23) are :-
CA -b,," B 1<:20)1 e + 1 ~
~=
ik'l'\. + crt
.e: ok t} Z>O
l n +0-
e.
cf>'l. = (A ~
'f,_ - (C,-
••• 2.25
where '2. I'l. 0-ltJ1o( - < +-
Voc.
••• 2.26
It the fluids hsve infinite height And depth (for simplicit y)
+then one boundary condition is for zero motion at z = -~
Hence B1 = B2 = 0, and providedtn~has its real part positive,
D1 = D2,= O.
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Substituting (2.25) in (2.22) gives
( \ R -kz. C -~I-z..) t:b".u ....t: )U. ?It - - l< 1e. - m, 1 e, e. )
+ (kA
1
e--k-z. I -",,4) u«n of- tr i: )LlZ.1 of- i <. e, -e, e, ))
( kz. M"2.) ik'J'\.-ttt-l ) ••• 2.27"Uh1 - l k R 'J. -e, t- m:z. (2 -e ~ e )
~(I k2 'kC m~"2.) i.k-~.,.o-t:UZ1 - <.. A'J..e. - L 1 .e. .e: )
)
If z = 'l. denote the inter'fa.ce,with ~ = 0 the undisturbed level,
~then ~t = uz1 = uz2 at the interface, is ~other boundary condition,
and the small amplitude a~proximation is made that
d!l - (l! "\ - (u ))t - 21 )2.::(!) - Z2.. 2=0
"
k . ) 'I t: k ) lk'Y\+o··t- (R ..C L {')I.·flr - -_ (R -lC ..eHence 1.,::::- er f t L t -e. - er "l.:z. ••• 2.28
The other boundary conditions are those due to norma.land shear
stresses, viz : - P'l..2.'1. - P1Zl.. = 0<.. ;'l~
and , where 0<. is surface tension •••
,
2.29
But •••
Substituting for pvC. from (2.24) at z = 1t, with fat z = 0
( ) dUt\~ ~ U·UI. ~ u2.OCfrom 2.25, and substituting for d"Z.. ,~' ~
from (2.27) gives
R2:Z. / Pt = f_-o-+-~ -2.v,kl.] At +[~ ~ - 2. 111 km,,] L (1
I;1tjp& =[-o--(~+lB~l.e)~ -2v~kJ A~+[(3+SB~:Le)~t2~k~1] ~c,
ft1\.'Z. ==)L, [2 i k't A1 - (k'4t'W\11.) e,J .
D ••.• 2.31
rl.'M. == )1'l.[-1Lk1A:),-(k2t1n1~)C2]
(2.31) in .(2.29) gives, with j B Co?z8 = r ,A1 =-li";l ,C,= C2. t~om (2.28)
[ (f'- + (>1) 0- + [ ( f:t - Pi) ~ + r] ~ + (y,_ +!-1) 2k~+ ~" 3] A 1.
+f(p,- p,)~~ ..r~··lk (jl-2'''''l'1'''')+ :. k3] l C, ~0 ... 2.32
- 19 -
••• 2.'3
Combining (2.3~)amd (2.33)to eliminate A1 and C1 we have
(f'. +(1)O-(f'.-J')2 k' + 0'':_J',~4-k~-+- (r:-(',')",' .,_(re ('.)\k
~(f.-('0rk +~> - f,)(?' +f,)2 k'a-+ '" k'(P'-('1) = 4- k?(fl."'" +jL. 'lny{P.j!~
and frequency without viscosity
for the given wave number k)
••• 2.34
This is the dispersion relation.
The simplest case is.when jA, cr- ,
Then cl + w2 + )J1'1 :.1k 'l~ =0
• •• C1 = - k'l)}11 ± J k~V,.,,'). - (.U l.
M=O
•••
This case gives at least an approximate guide·to·the
Bort of beh~viour to be expected in the more general case.
For the present, what matters is the extent to which the viscosity
alters the wavelength for a given frequency, as this would alter
the anisotropy, and also the magnitude of the wave damping. ·Both
k~\ Ieffects depend upon the size of the term vM
The former effect·is negligible for w2 » k4 )JM l.
Whence a c - k2){, +L CV , since the term iw, which contains the
anisotropy, dominates the magnitude of C1.
The effect of having two fluids is to increase k for
a give~ w, and this therefore increases the relative strength of
- 20 -
the viscous term, which effectively sets a limit on the closeness
to which the liquid densities may usefully be matched. Similarly,
in the case of an upward force (r -ve), the usefulness of increasing
the magnitude of r is limited, si.nce k is thereby increased in one
direction, increasing the influence of viscosity in that direction.
However, with a downward force, if the frequency is unaffected by
viscosity in the o.h.d. case it will be unaffected in the M.H.D.
case. For en upward force, it is worth noting that the viscous
term will increase as the square of the anisotropy ratio between
k~ l.smallest and largest wave numbers encountered, so that )}M
could possibly increase by two orders of magnitude. This' suggests
that viscosity may not be negligible even ,...ith the use of fluids
such as water normally considered inviscid for wave propagation
purposes, and certainly discourages the use of more viscous liquids.
The limiting effects of viscosity on the size of frequency and wave·
length to be used in practical cases will be considered in chapter 4.
I"
The general interpretation and solution of eq. (2.34) is
more complex, since after substitution for m, a polynomial ot
order 8 in a is encountered. It is interesting to note that the
consideration of two fluids has the effect, via the right hand side
of (2.34) of doubling the order of the equation. In practice,
some of the terms may well be negligible compared with others, and
in chapter 4. the equatirm will be examined with pertinent v'llues
inserted.
Thus although (2•.311-)does not re~dily give a cle'l.ridea of
what happens when viscosity dominates, (i,.e. when the problem is no
longer a true wave motion. problem, n!J.vingodd order terms in (J
comparable in m~gnitude to even order terms), it does enable ih~
,~.
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results of an inviscid solution to be tested as to the validity of
the inviscid assumption.
2.4 Theoretical Predictions
2.4.1. Note about phase and grou!' velocity and lines of constant phase
Since we are dealing with anisotropic waves, dispersive with
respect to direction as well as frequency, distinction must be made
between polar plots of phase and group velocity and lines of constant
phase (at unit time after that phase has left a point source),
whereas in an isotropic system all would give polar plots that were
circles, although possibly of different size. The dispersion
relation so far has been expressed in the polar k plane, ~.e.
ro = f(k,a) where k is the wave number of wave crests lying normal
to the e direction. In this situation the phase .ttjvelocity c = k, '
, .
The group velocity,the speed of wave cr-eabs , is in the e direction.
which may be thought of as the speed and direction of a packet· of
waves with a given k and ro or equivalently as the speed of propagation
of energy contained in a given ro, k mode, has components
It. both ptlI'alleland perpendicular to e.
1 (~UJ.'\
and Co = k 'deA,
c and C( =JC:+C:) are conveniently displayed in polar plots •
These are C . c
le
for a given
~w
(~)e
:- Shercliff (1970).
.However, for direct comparison with ~ visual observation of the'
waves in practice, the most suitable theoretical parameter to plot
is the line of constant phase. This is the locus of all points
having the same phase, and in the case of a Wave system excited at
the origin at uniform frequency (a situation easily realisable in .
practice) .such lines define the shape of troughs and crests at any
distance from the origin (once the starting transients have been
allowed to damp out of the field of vie\'/). In our dispersion
- 22 -
relation includincr surface tension, k~ F(e) G(w) so that,
referring to Shercliff (1970), the lines of constant phase are
not the S3me shape as the polar plot of group velocity. This
is because the vector representing the constant phase curve bears
a ratio to the group velocity vector which varies with the wave
number dire~tion. The line of constant phase may be plotted
graphically by constructine the envelope of normals to the .'
extremity of th~ wave number vector ~, but to be able to draw
the lines by computer, the further fact is needed that such normals
touch the lines of constant phase at a point whose direotion from
the origin is that of the group velocity corresponding to ok. ;
2.4.2. Computational methods
To explore the experimental possibilities, it was decided
to solve eq. (2.19) to determine what degree of anisotropy would be
available from different experimental parameters.
a) Waves in a deep fluid
greater than half a wavelength;
kh > TT.. 1 -< c.oth.k~ 1·1
l
and we may take w2= [(P2."f1)~ -lBcosle+oc.kJ·](f~"f&)
"/hen h is
h > r '
For w fixed, this turns out to be a cubic in k , or after
rearrangement, in c, i.e. c.3 - (ea.-P,)tj c1. lBeos·e -~ = 0
(p, .. (' ..)w ('tf-fa
1T
The computer was used to solve this for the range of 0 -< e <. l:
for varying values of w, j B, f1 , fa. and 0<: t
and this range gives all the results by reflection in the e = 0
1Tand Taxes. Details of the programme are given in the appendix.
The group velocity was then calculated directly from
and ce
~P1- 1",)'3 - j.5c.o,'1e
2w (f, + fa)
iB shl'1e
= 2.w (f1" f~)
- 23 -
,'11
The group velocity, then, is in a direction e + ~ to the
rh -1 ( Ce)B direction, where 't' = tan C
k
'
The lines ot constant phase were then obtained as follows.
If their locus be (x3, Y3 ), at such a time and distance scale that
(x3' Y3 ) is the locus of the perpendiculars from the position,
vectors £ (i.e. unit time after the phase in question left the '
origin), and if the locus of ,£ be (xi' y1)' then x3 = x1 - c tan ~ sin e
and Y3 = Y1 + c tan~ cos e. See fig. (2.3).
b) Lon~ waves in shallow fluid
\-Ihenh is small cif ).. , i.e.. kh« 1
then tanh kh ~ kh
for hi and h2 both small,
••• (2.19) reduces to ())2= [ 2 2] k"tha.J..,( fa. -p, )g - j B cos e + oc. k p, Ita.. f ..h,
- a quadratic in k2, but again thewhich is more easily. soluble
computer was used to obtain 8 series of theoretical predictions.
See appendix •
c) One fluid shallow, the other deep
a qUClrtic. in k.
but it may reasonably be approximated to
(l = [_( Plo - f1)';} - iBcos le ....o«.l/J k~h2,WhiCh is now again a quadratic
2 ('2.
in k •
b) and c) can then be combined
X h,ka,using a variable == fl h .. • fah,
into one computation
h~ h,
or- -'fa. p,
solution
depending on the situation being considered.
FIG.2.3. CONSTRUCTION FOR CONSTANT
PHASE LI NES
-24-
Hence e" - c1. [(f~-f'1)<J - j1:> (A.)~eJX - 0(. w1. X = 0
c =Jf i[(f2. -f,)9 - jB ~s1eJX +fj[Cp1-f')Cj -jBCOS1erX\~O«Oxil
Ck = [(f~-f1)~ - }B~s~ e + 4-o{k'] ~:
kX
o.."J.. C, = !1) si.n 2..9 2 co
The lines of constant phase are plotted as for a).
The resulting ~lots are shown in figs. 2.4 - 2.7 for
the ease of mercury with a free surface, and that of a conducting
liquid of S.G. 1.100 covered by ~ non-conducting liquid of S.G. 1.080.
The surface tension for mercury wns t~ken as 0.5 N/m and for the
other case 0.04 N/m and O.O~~ N/m were chosen to represe~t a pos~ible
range of practically realisable values, the latter case being where
a detergent, Teepol, has been added to the c~nducting liquid.
The magnetic. field was set at 0.2Wb/m2, and' the current
5' 2 oBdensity, for the mercury at 5 x 10 Aim (giving ~ ~ 0.8
2 ° 1)and for the other case at 1000 Aim giving ( l ~ 1.02 which,r-: f')~
though nominally unstable, is in fact stabilized by the surface
tension for the frequencies used.
It can be seen that the phase velocity results are of the
sarne sort of shape as for the ideal case, but the degree of
anisotropy is markedly reduced, and the group velocity curve,
where 6 +1>900, is of a different shape, whereas the constant
phase lines for this case still show the sarne cusped shape.
There is a marked variation of pattern with frequency,
and it is instructive to dr~w a graph of k v rofor the cases
where 6 =.0 and 90° (i.e. with full j x ~ effect and zero effe~t)
and also' for the j x 11 acting downwards case. These' curves are
shown in fig. 2.8. They show most clearly th~ effect which the
surface tension has of reducing the degree of anisotrop~\ and
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provide a useful guide for the selection of experimental parameters,
as will be discussed in chapter 4.
The degree of anisotropy may be loosely defined by the ratio
(kmax) and this plotted against OJ for a given 0<. , cis in
k .m~n
fig. (2.9) , shows clearly the frequency range below which surface
tension effects are not too predominant.
As a further indication of the influence of surface tension,
the plot of c against k (fig.2.10), and in particular the value of
OJ and k for c. can be of help in choosing experimental parameters.'m~n
Discussion on the nature of the anisotropy
The plotted results of the previous section show up the
marked anisotropy of wave propagation which arises from the
jB cos2e term of (2.19). If the mathematics is traced back, it
can be seen that the physical origin of the anisotropy is the
action of the electromagnetic parameters on the pressure boundary
condition in the fluid. Effectively j x ~ acts as a 'gravity'
force when the fluid is at rest and the surface flat.. In the presence
of waves, the jx ~ force due to the current component parallel to
the wave troughs and crests continues to act as a vertical body
force, helping or hindering the gravity force and so influencing
Wave propagation, whereas the 1. x E.. force due to current normal to
troughs and crests is always normal to the surface, unable to exert
a restoring or destabilising influence on the surface shape.
Thus if we are looking for the kernel of the H.lI.D. effect,
where fluid mechanical and electromagnetic parameters interact to
produce a true h.Il.D. phenomenon, it is in the boundary condition
on current, which lceeps the current always parallel to the surface
so that waves in different directions "feel" different j_ x ~ forces.
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i.e. the fluid pressure which balances the j x ~ force varies
with the wave direction. Other\~se the mechanism of wave
propagation is a purely fluid mechanical action. This is by
contrast to magneto-acoustic waves where there is true M.R.D.
'coupling' and anisotropy is governed by the magnetic field
direction.
Also this anisotropic wave system can be contrasted with
most others encountered in physics in that the medium of wave
propagation itself is not anisotropic as is the case e.g. with
light in an anisotropic crystal, or vibration in anisotropieally
transmitting materials. The anisotropy is effectively imposed
by external parameters, and thus there is in this system a potential
for variation of the dispersion relation by simply changing the
magnitude and direction of the imposed field and current, providing
a flexibility which could make it,valuallle in the investigation and
demonstration of general anisotropic wave phenomena.
2.5.2. The orientation of the anisotropy
So far we have considered only the simplest cases with
j arid B imposed at right angles to one another such that the
j x ~ force in the undisturbed field is upwards. Shercliff's
analysis is generalized for any relative directions of j and ~ ,
and his polar plots of phase velocity etc., are expressed in this
generalized way, showing that when surface tension is ignored, it
is possible in principle to produce the same wave patterns whatever
the angle between j and ~ , but the orientation of the patterns will
vary, and the magnitude of j and ~ must be adjusted.
To express this in a way which will relate directly with
section 2.3 (i.e. the adaptation of the theory to the practical
situation), it is instructive to subst~tute js Bn for - jB c0826
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in (2.19), which then becomes the general case, and to consider
the variation of j B withe (still defined as the angle k makess n
with 1!) for different p(the angle between j and 1!) see"fig. (2.11).
Now js Bn = j B sin(,.8-0)cos e = jB (Sinpcos2e - =r= a cos a)
= ~ [Sinf>+ Sin(f>-l&~ ••• 2.36
:;Tr 2 )Thus when ft= +T t js Bn = - jB cos e as in (2.19
Now as e is varied, js Bn varies from a maximum when
e = .l -.:!!. and2. 4- to a minimum when e =
and 4+ S'4-Tr , and the difference between maximum and minimum
values is always jB. As f:> is varied, the mean of js Bn over all.
e varies as sin p •
As was seen in (2.4) the degree of anisotropy may be
represented bY~m~).for a given frequency.
. ml.n
case ignoring surface tension this is very much dependent upon ~ t
In Shercliff's
for a given jB, since the absolute value of j B is important ins n
the dispersion relation, and anisotropy is most readily obtained
. & ~rrfor F =Ti.e. when j and B are perpendicular and j x 1! acts
upwards. But in the practical case where the surface tension
term in (2.19) is of the same order as the others, then:-
..ea (P2.. - p,) ~ + (l,B.JJ!\Oi + 0(. (<':ea~
(p~ -:-P1)~ ... \)111)")"",,, ...O(.k~ec'_',.
(p C' B ) 1B It_ 1. - fl)~ + is ~,.,e ...,.+- Y +- Q. 1<-"".11.-'
( ) (' B ) '5 a.p~- f, ~ + 1S ... "'e..... - l::L ~ oi.. k ~ea.ft,
and though (js Bn )mea.ft can vary from + j& to - ~ depending'
2 2
on p , this will not have a very marked effect on the anisotropy
Fig. (2.9) shows the anisotropy ratio k plotted
max
k,m~n
against frequency for upward and downward J. x B (()= - ~ and + ': )
ratio.
sB
FIG.2.11. NOTATION FOR SECTION 2.52.
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for the two fluid case considered in (4.2). Hence if P be varied
ITfrom - 2. rrto 1: , the pattern of waves would remain approximately
1T".rotate through '2 in the opposite direction to />
11the e = 1.
(2.12).
direction to k. in the e = 0m~n
the same shape, but
from having k. inm~n
direction, see fig.
This brings to light the interesting cases of f> = 0,TT
which although included in the Shercliff results and (in the
instability case) in Murty (1961), are worth commenting on here.
Mathematically they are quite straightforward, but physically they
represent the cases where j and ~ are parallel or antiparallel and
there is no j x ~ force in the undisturbed state. ;
Wave numbers normal or parallel to j and ~ experience no
influence from j and ~ at all, but all others do, the most marked
". 3TTeffect being at 7; and 7; to j and ~. According to the
assumptions governing the whole theory, any deviation of current
other than in the vertical plane is negligible in its effect on
!x ~ forces, so that the only j x ~ forces actually acting are
in a horizontal direction, normal to j and ~. But the waves
propagate as if under a vertical body force of ~ either added to
2
or acting against gravity. Effectively, (see fig.2.13) the waves
resolve the j and B into (j , j ) and (B ,B ) having j x ~
- s n s n
components j B downwards and j B upwards, a net force of zero.s n n s
But because the wave motion is sensit~e only to j , the j Bs s n
force is effectively felt whereas the j B force is not and then s
anisotropy of wave motion follows, another example of the interesting
nature of the phenomenon.
FIG.2.13. TO ILLUSTRATE THE RESOLVING,
EFFECT OF THE WAVE ON j AND B
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3. THE ANISOTROPIC DISPERSION OF SURFACE WAVES APPLIED
TO VARIOUS WAVE PHENONENA
3.1.1. Introduction
Having established the theoretical basis for the
existence of M.H.D. anisotropic surface waves, it is interesting
to consider how the anisotropic dispersion affects some basic
phenomena of surface waves, viz:- reflection, refraction, the
initial impulse problem and the ship-wave problem. By removing
some of the simplicity of the situation, adding the anisotropio
term to the dispersion encourages a more fundamental study of the
:.
phenomenon itself, as in the case of reflection of plane waves at
a plane wall, and at the same time provides a relatively simple,
two dimensional wave system upon which to demonstrate the properties
of anisotropic waves ,.the general results of which may be applicable
to the three dimensional anisotropic wave systems encountered in
other branches of physics. There is the further attraction that
whilst the latter cannot readily, if at all, be directly observed
by the naked eye, the phenomena relating to our anisotropic surface
waves should be capable of being verified experimentally to some
extent • Thus whilst it may seem to be only of academic interest.
.toconsider the "ship-wave" problem, or the initial disturbance
problem referred to our wave system, that is no reason for avoiding
these interesting exercises which may well help in the understanding
of more complex and practically useful anisotropic wave systems.
3.1.2. Assumptions
To simplify the mathematics where necessary we shall
consider the case where surface tension is ignored. This has the
effect of showing up the phenomena to an extent which would not be
- 30 -
expected to be obtainable in laboratory experiments, but the
theoretical results should be of the same general nature as the
practically realisable ones.
It has been assumed that the conditions necessary for
production of the M.H.D. anisotropic waves can be met.
Effectively, the H.H.D. effects are used merely as a tool for
producing an anisotropic wave system, and do not in themselves
contribute in any other way to the phenomena under consideration,
except in the case of reBraction due to varying current density
(see below). Thus we ignore the distortion of current due to
a 'ship' or wave producing disturbance; in the initial disturbance
problem we ignore any distortion of current, producing rotational
forces, due to the small radius and large amplitude of wave crests
close to the source, since the principle of stationary phase used
tends to be erroneous in the region close to the source anyway; .
and we leave to the practical section the question of providing
a 'reflecting wall' which is permeable and indeed invisible to
the electromagnetic parameters i.e. which reflects the'waves
without affecting the imposed i x ~ force. (This theoretical
, '
approach would seem to be justified in the light of the discussion
ot the nature of the anisotropy in (2.5) ).
3.1.3. Brief review of methods of dealing with wave systems
..
In chapter 2, reference has been freely made to such
quantities as phase velocity, group velocity and lines of constant
phase, and brief definitions have been given. Essentially we have
been thinking purely in terms of plane wave systems-even the ideas
about lines of constant phase, themselves not plane waves, derived-
from plane wave theory. This would be sufficient to solve the
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reflection characteristics problem, but to gain more insight into
the problem of energy reflection, and to sol~e the further problems
posed in this chapter, it is necessary to refer to more complex
and generalised methods of analysing wave systems which can be used
to treat our anisotropic waves. These themselves are approximations
of the complete mathematical formulation. We shall look at two
general approaches since these will be used later on.
First is the principle of stationary phase, developed by
Kel vin and Lamb (1932). The wave system is represented in the form
of an equation for one of the variables, in this particular case 'YL •
the surface elevation would be appropriate.
+ co
= Z S fOJ~ [ i (k~X-_ - C(Jt)1Jk~
D(. -00 .... - ••• 3.1
0( = 1,"l..\represents the different co-ordinate axes.Aaa. obey"
cllie ~l1I1nnatioft eeBv9BtieB.
w is a real function of k~ , such that (3.1) satisfies the governing
wave equation. kD(.at the moment is simply an arbitrary variable
in the number of dimensions we are considering. The problem ia
to evaluate the integral when t and XO(. are large, given an initial
condition over a limited region of ~ •
It turns out that the main contribution to the integral of
(3.1) for a particular interval k + Skis when (koc.x-' - wt. ) 1a
constant in the interval, i.e. the "phase is stationary". lIenee
it becomes meaningful to talk of k_as a wave number to be found
in the xCI(.space where k. xe(- tl)t is constant, and the idea of
a group velocity arises because where the phase is stationary :-
i.e.
So that if we travel in the (~,t ) space such that
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i.e. at the group velocity, then that value of ~ which
contributes most to the integral of (3.1) at that particular
(!" t ) remains constant. The amplitudes of waves can be
obtained by this method, using the theory of Fourier integrals
and it can be shown that energy travels with the group velocity.
Nonetheless to apply the method as it stands to each
problem encountered would be very tedious and difficult,
\
especially where w is a function of direction as well as
magnitude of the wave vector ~, or even of !, also in the case of
non-homogeneous dispersive media ••·
A much simpler approach is that of wave crest kinematics"
(Lighthill (1964), Whitham (1961), Hayes (1970) ). At its simplest
this is basic geometrical optics, but to apply it to dispersive
systems needs some justification. Lighthill (1964) develops the
theory from the principle of stationary phase ab6ve, and Whitham
(1961) does so implicitly. He defines a phase function 4 (!,f t ),
such that lines of constant phase are given by, ~ (!o, t ) is
constant. lIe then defines frequency and wave number ·as
• •• 3.2
As Whitham points out, the existence of ;gives a precise meaning'
, to the idea of conservation of waves even where wave crests are not
:.easily defined. This is crucial since it enables the ideas of.
\wave crest kinematics to be extended to dispersive systems.
The phase velocity £ = ~t~~I~¢I where J\k .is
t'..
a unit vector in the ~ direction.
)'k
(3~2) --+ . -=- + \I ().J~t - = 0 •••\
\
which in effect states the
\.
)medi'um and type of waves
conservation of waves. The particul~
in question governs the form of the
1 t' '" = f( k )dispersion re a ~on, w
Thus substituting for w in (3.3) we have
•••3.4
....,.. "
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C ~k'+ j ~L = 0
the group velocity.
ilk; d'<~
)Xi. = 6'X.j
Now as !So = "li. t curl !f. = 0
i.e •
•• • = 0 ••• 3.5
which states that on a characteristic curve in (x , t)
-:>~, C_1 = ,
':)t 1 k remains constant.space such that
Whitham then goes on to show, as does Lighthill in a fuller ..
explanation, that for a non homogeneous medium defined by
II) = •••
if'the characteristic lines in (~ , t ) space governed
~f cb:i
'dk£ = ~
"
by ••• ,3.7
are followed, then k varies alone these group lines as
---
•••
although II) remains constant along these rays. Strictly this
is limited to slightly non-homogeneous media, where the variation
of dispersive properties throughout the medium is not such as
would prevent the application of the princiFle of stationary
phase in the fuller mathematical solution of the integral .
equa.tions. Lighthill demonstrates that as for the homogeneous
case, energy of a given wave packet is propagated along the
characteristic rays.
,
For the homogeneous case, !So is constant along c{~ = C
~t -'
and as £ is a function of !only, it must be constant in
magnitude and direction, i.e. group velocity rays are straight
lines. In the non-homogeneous case, li varies along d~ = C~t -'
which is now a function of ~ as well as li, so that in general'
a group velocity ray is curved.
Thus if the initial distribution of ~,and the dispersion
·....•-:._·..·r.;
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relation ~ = f(~, ~ ) are known, the kinematic properties of the IJ ~
wave system at a subsequent time and place can be found, as the
problems tackled later in the chapter will demonstrate.
Having found the kinematic properties, the amplitudes of
disturbances can be calculated from consideration of energy
conservation along the group rays, assuming - as does the whole'
theory - that the media are non-dissipative. To facilitate
calculation of wave intensity or amplitude, Hayes (1970) has
developed alternative equations to the ones above, but in the
rest of this chapter no further mention will be made of amplitude
since the anisotropic wave system furnishes a wealth of interestipg
phenomena in the kinematic properties alone.
Thus far, the problem has been posed as one of solving for
~ , and to plot lines of constant phase (i.e. the trough and crest
pattern actually observed), where these are not obvious from the
smlution for ~ , recourse must be made to equ.(3.2). Most recently,
however, Hunter (1972) has shown how 1is directly related to the'
space co-ordinates, ~nabling a direct calculation of f without
having,to integrate the ~ field. This method is used to advantage
in the solution of t~e~initia1 value problem.
3.2. Reflection of Anisotropic Surface Waves
3.2.1. The problem stated
When plane waves of any sort meet a boundary where all or
part of their energy is not absorbed but reflected, it might be
expected that they will obey the usual reflection law, i.e. the'
angle of incidence will equal the angle of reflection. This is
true ho~er, only when the waves are isotropic in propagation.
The problem then is how to characterize the reflection of waves
which propagate anisotropically, i.e. to obtain the relationship.
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betw~n incident and reflected angle of plane wave fronts for
different orientations of the reflector to a characteristic
direction of the anisotropic system. In our case this direction
has been arbitrarily chosen as that of maximum phase velocity
which, in the i perpendicular to B situation, is the B direction.- -
Also of interest is to determine how the energy of the waves is
reflected, as characterised by the relationship between incident
and reflected group velocity directions. First an intuitive
method using the polar plot of phase velocity was tried.
3.2.2. Graphical method
This method shows up clearly how it is that the waves are'.
reflected off the "mirror" at a different angle to their 'incidence.
It is based on the Huygen~s/wavelet idea of reflection being due to
the sum effect of an infinite number of sources along the line of
the mirror, each in phase with the incident wave at that point.
In fig. (3.1), A1 A2 represents a section of an infinitely
long plane wave crest whose normal is incident at angle i with the -
"mirror". A1B1C1D1 and A2B2C2D2 represent particular ~rayst (normal
to the crests and hence in the direction of phase velocity). Now
if the polar plot of phase velocity be drawn in, with centre at B1 t·
where ray 1 strikes the mirror, and to such a scale that Ai lies on
the plot, then A1B1 represents the distance travelled by the wave
crest in the incident direction in unit timeo
Now if ray 2 is drawn at such a distance from ray 1 that
B2 (opposite B1) to C2 (where ray 2 strikes the mirror) is equal
to A1B1, then the wave crest must take unit time to travel from
During this time B1 has acted as a sJlcondary source,
and can be imagined to have sent out a wave whose crest will have
reached the given locus of phase velocity when ray 2 has reached C2•
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FIG.3.1. REFLECTION, CONSTRUCTION,
AN I SOTROPIC WAVE S
FIG.3.2. REFLECTION CONSTRUCTION
ISOTROPIC WAVES
However, since all the points between B1 and C2 and B1 and X will
have acted in a similar way, there will be interference, and only
those parts of the crest will reinforce which lie on a l£ne passing
through C2, thus forming the reflected wave crest.
graphical construction is to find that point C, on the phase
Thus the
velocity locus such that LB101C2 is a right angle.
represents the reflected wave crest at reflected angle r.
If the phase velocity locus is a circle, as in isotropic
waves, then fig. (3.2) shows clearly that the reflected angle will
equal the incident since tJ32C2B1 = t.C1B1C2, but fig. (3.,1)shows
equally clearly that this is not in general the case for anisotropic
waves, except where there is symmetry, with the mirror along the
major or minor axis of the phase velocity locus or else when the
incident ray is normal to the mirror.
To save solving by drawing out the construction for each,
different angle of incidence, the method can be expressed
trigonometrically.
,
As we have seen, A1B1 = B2C2 = ci the inciden~ phase velocity
this result with that for refraction
c.uJ.era e
c = f (e), is the orthen tation of the
phase velocity to the magnetic field direction and f is determined
LB2B1C2 = i
LC1C2B1 = r
and B1C1 = cr
• B1C2 ci• • = sin i
It ia interesting to compare
in geometrical optics. Now
= er
sin r
by the dispersion relation.
ei = 0<+ 2' - i and er = ()(+ r + r
but'i and r are clearly reversible.
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••• the condition that n1 ' n2 are corresponding incident/reflected
angles or vice versa is that :-
so that if f(oc..+i:!: n ) obtained from the computed solutions
sin n
for c(e), be plotted against n, the abcissae of points on the two
curves having the same ordinates are the corresponding values n1,n2••
Fig. (3.3) is a typical curve and from it the incident versus
"
reflection angle characteristic may be plotted, in fig. (3.4).
This shows clearly that as n1 varies from 0 to 900t n2 varies from
o to angle n 0t less than 90°. Now if we take n1 as being i therecrl.
is a range of rwhich is from 0 to angles less than 90°, but if 'we
take n2 as i then there is an angle i = ncrit at which r is 90°,
and when i is increased beyond nOt it is not immediately clear'.crl.
i
what happens to r. There is an analogy here with the'critical
angle encountered in total internal reflection in optics, but in.
this case there is no alternative means whereby the energy may \
propagate away from the reflector. Fig. (3.5) represents
a typical F v n curve baken over 0 < n < 180°, and it is seen .to
be symmetrical about n = 90°.
Thus, if we take n2 as being the incident angle, when
n2 = a, n1 is 90° and ordinary reflection is just possible. When
n2 = b, the corresponding n1 is d or et and there is another possible
n1 ;:o having the same F.
Now a value of 90°<: n1 <: 1800 , is in fact meaningful if
thought of as a value of n2 = 180° - n1 (see fig. 3.6). Thus
oFIG.3.3. PLOT OF F AGAINST nO-90°
Cfoo - - - - - - - - -
n.
a.n.isd_mpic. re.fLec.tLOf\. c.h..o..ra.c.te.rist\.c..
c..orrespol'\d...if\3 to Fvn curve, MoVe.
I
l.sotn::>plC wo.ve re.fle.c..tio~ c.h.a.r-a.c..te.rls,b:.c.. ..
I
I
"'I'\. en:t.
FIG-,3.4, TYPICAL REFLECTION
CHARACTERISTIC FROM FIG. 3.3.
Fc, qoo d
n
FIG.3.5. PLOT OF F AGAINST nO-180°J
n2.. :: 4> represenf.s th.e sa.me..
Itl.lj vecix»: as Tt, '= ,<20 - 4> .
FIG. 3.6. TO ILLUSTRATE THE MEANING
OF n >90°.
.. ,' .
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n1 = d is equivalent to n2 = c and n1 = e equivalent to n2 = b~'
This would suggest therefore that the "reflected" ray compatible
with a ray incident at angle b, is in fact another incident ray,
'. incident at angle c.
This is conceivably possible when it is remembered that for
anisotropic waves the phase and group velocities are not pararlel,
and it is the group velocity which governs the reflection of energy.
However, it did not seem possible using a graphical method
to determine incident and reflected angle relationships for the
group velocity, and so it was decided to try to solve the problem . ,
completely analytically, so that phase and group velocity'reflection
characteristics could be determined in one operation on the computer. I':
This is to be found in the next section, and sheds some light on the.
anomalies which have appeared above.
3.2.3. Analytical method
The method above is rather cumbersome, involving as it does
.
obtaining results from an intermediate graph, but it does illustrate
well how the non-symmetrical reflection arises from the anisotropic
dispersion.
It is possible, as suggested above, to solve the problem
completely analytically, given the dispersion relation, and this.
method could be used for obtaining the reflection characteristics
of any anisotropically propagating two dimensional wave medium.
(In'three dimensions the incident group and phase velocities need
not be in the same plane as the reflected group and phase velocity,
and the extra degree of freedom allows the possibility of wave
.,. ",systems splitting on reflection into two normally plane polarised
waves each having their own phase and group velocity).
The key to this approach is the appreciation that the
component of the wave number vector parallel to the mirror is the
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same for both reflected and incident waves. This is obvious
from the fact that the parallel components of incident and
reflected w~ves coincide at the mirror itself.
Then, mathematically if the dispersion relation is
represented in terms of k and k normal and parallel to the
q p
mirror (see fig.3.7) all that remains to be done is, given k
p
and w to solve for k •
q Those solutions with no imaginary part
will represent the possible k and normally there will be two,
q
one positive and the other usually negative representing the
incident and reflected waves though more than two is not .impossible, .
which would indicate more than one possible reflected wave.· Thus,
the whole solution can be computed, along with group velocity for
incident and reflected rays, and the reflection characteristics
of both phase and group velocity can be plotted directly. We
take (2.14) as the dispersion relation, so that the results will
be applicable to the practicably realisable case.
2 [ 2 21 k
w :: • (f,- f,)g + jB~os e +oc.k JG'f-1~"-f'--:~
in k ,k space, this becomesp q
2 r, (k, ces 0< - k'lSiJ\~t _ 2J ~k__
W = L( /'-r,)g +. jB kJ. +o<k (f1" P,.)
·where k = jkp 2 + kq2' and surface tension is now represented by 0<. •
This may finally be represented as a polynomial in k
q
._.
8z:_
n = 0
b k n
n q = 0
~ j di.rec..t.of\.
FIG.3.7. NOTATION FOR' ANALYTICAL
SOLUTION OF REFLECTION PROBLEM
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where,
bS = Zs
b = 07
2
b6 = 4zS kp + z6 + z42
b5 = z4.1
--4 2 -2 2 2 4
b4. = 6zS kp + 3z6 kp + z4. + 2z42 kp + z22 + j B sin 0("
b3 = 2z4.1kp
2 + z21 - 4.j2B2cOsocsin3o( k,
- 6 4. 2 4. 2 2 2 21- 1
b2 = 4zffp + 3Z6 kp + 2z4. kp + Z4.2kp + Z2 + Z2~p + 6j B kp cos cC. si.n. Cl(
b1 = Z4.1kp4. + Z21 kp2 - 4.j~2 kp3 cos3o< sin c(
bO ~ zffp S + z6kp 6
r
" + Z4 kp4 + -z2kp2 + j2B~p 4 cos4.o(.
where,
-2za = c;I..
z6 = 2oe:( f1 - faJg
2 - rs k 2 2 ( ) 2 2z4 = 0<. J P cos ~ + f1 - f:l. g
I -
Z4,2= 2 Ctj B sin2()(
z2 ~ 2jBg( f1- rJ kp2cos2~
Z21= -4jBg «(>1-f') kpcos04. sinO<.
2 -
z22= 2jBg (f 1 - {'J sin c:J....
The programme used to solve this polynomial will be found in
the Appendix.
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The programme produces theoretical results in the form
of reflection characteristics for wave number vector and group
velocity, basad on a range of wave number vector incident angles
",
from - 90° to + 90° in 5° steps.
Typical reflection characteristics are shown in fig. (3.8)
(c) and (d) corresponding to an eXperimentally feasible case, and
(a) and (b) a more extreme case where surface tension has been
ignored to amplify the effect of anisotropy upon the reflection~
The wave number characteristics all pass through the origin, .
• •but only force.=0 and ± 90 are the normal laws of reflection obeyed ..
There is symmetry about the line i = - r, for both wave ~umber and
group velocity vectors, and the characteristic for -0( is the mirror
image of that for +0( in the line i = r.
It is clear that for cc. +ve ,r is sometimes greater than
o 0"90 when i is less, and for Cl(. negative - r > 90° for - i < 90 •
In some of these cases the corresponding group velocity incide~t
and reflection angl~s are greater than 90°, representing an
impossible situation, and for these the points have not been
connected by lines, but there are other cases where the group
velocity i and r are less than 90°. i.e. it is possible to
construct a case where the reflected wave crests look as though
they approach the wall. If we then attempt to construct the
"sort of wave pattern that might be expected between two group
velocity rays, fig. (3.9) is the result. Thus given sufficient'
time, a wide wave train incident on a mirror would result in two
interfering wave trains filling the space, but any slight disturbance
at a point would be reflected along the group velocity rays.
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If the group velocity characteristics are studied, some
interesting points emerge. Firstly for Ii] = 900,Iri = 90° and
for Ii I<.90°, Ir I<. 90°. This would be expected from energy
,considerations, but answers any questions of an anomaly raised in
(3.2.1), i.e. all wave energy incident in a given direction has
a corresponding reflection direction.
But it can be seen that a lot of points lie in the second
and fourth quadrant of the graph, i.e. there is a range of wave
number directions for each where the energy is reflected back
on the same side of the normal as it is incident. Moreover,
in case (b), the square shape of the ex. = 45°, 60°, 75°
"characteristics shows that there is a range of wave numbers where
the reflected direction is fairly constant for various incident
directions, and another range where small changes in incident
direction produce large changes in reflected direction.
Here it has been shown, in theory at least, that these.
anisotropic surface waves are capable of exhibiting reflection
behaviour very different from what is normally suspected of waves~;
If these phenomena could be demonstrated experimentally, they
could provide a useful illustration of the reflection behaviour
encountered in other forms of anisotropic waves, such as the
behaviour of the ' e t ray in a medium doubly refractive to
light rays.
,3.3. The Initial Value Problem
3.3.1. Analytical solution
This is the problem, given an initial point elevation or
impulse at a surface, of determining the subsequent elevation of
the ~hole surface. The ordinary hydrodynamic (0.H.D.) case'was ,"
. ~,
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first solved by Cauchy and Poisson and a complete solution of the
two dimensional solution using Fourier integrals is to be found in
Lamb (238, 239). Stoker (1957) shows how this can be extended to
the three dimensional cylindrically symmetrical case, where Bessel
functions become a characteristic part of the solution.
~ However, for the case of anisotropic surface waves, there
is no cylindrical symmetry, and \Ja.1 =
cylindrical polar co-ordinates where
o must be solved in,
'!!2_
'Ce a. :f: O. The general
, ;',~
solution therefore seemed beyond the scope of this thesis, but'it
was nonetheless thought worthwhile to attempt to solve the ki~ematic ~
problem i.e. to plot the shape of the wave pattern at any time
without knowing the amplitude. "
In the O.H.D. case, after the 1nitial impulse, waves with
an infinite range of,wave nUmbers propagate out from the origin,',
each wave number having the particular frequency required by the
,dispersion relation, and the energy contained in that wave number
travelling with the appropriate group velocity. In the case ot ;':
simple surface waves, without surface tension, the troughs and
~ crests accelerate away from the source so that at a fixed t~e,the
wave number decreases away from the source, and at a fixed place~ .
,..
the wave number increases with time.
The kinematic problem is easily solved for the O.H.D. case "
either by directly applying the principle of stationary phase or
..~..using the principle of wave crest kinematics, so that at time t
\ "
and diStance r from the origin, waves will be found with wave
2 ~G<J ~ .,..number k and frequency Cl) such that w = gk and ~k = 2:W = t
i, ' For the M.H.D. surface waves, ignoring surface tension, the, >..
(1 "I
p~oblem is almost trivial since the polar plots of group velocity
and lines of constant phase are identical. and the same for all
-44--
frequency. Therefore, the pattern of waves (troughs and crests)
to be expected after time t would be as shown in fig. (3.10),
being the pattern of fig. (2.1) repeated concentrically tn differing
magnitudes such that along the direction where j x ~ has no effect,
the distribution of wave numbers obeys 002 = gk, _& = ~. In the
20) t ..
more extreme cases of anisotropy, there will be triangular regions
where interference occurs between three different wave numbers at
each point.
However, it has already been shown in chapter 2 that for the ~
experimental scale being used, it is impossible to ignore surface
tension effects. When they are included, not only is the·polar '.
plot of group velocity different from that of the locus of constant
phase but it varies with frequency. Thus whilst it is possible· to
deduce directly from the knowledge of the group velocity as a function
of wave number the exact position of wave energy of a given wave
number vector, at a given time after the initial elevation, it is
not possible to plot lines of constant phase directly from this.,
. ,.
In principle it is possible, given the knowledge of keverywhere
at a tiven time to obtain the phasef' from k = grad</>,and thence
to plot lines of constant phase. But the problem is ill-posed
for computational methods, since it is not possible with the methods
already developed in chapter 2 for solving the dispersion relation,
to set the group velocity magnitude and direction and from it
deduc~ the relevant wave number vector, as would be necessary to
obtain ~ at fixed mesh points in a numerical solution. Moreover,
since ~ could be double or treble valued in some regions ~ would'be
likewise, and this would be difficult, though not impossible to
cope with by the method of integrating ~.
However, the recent work of Hunter (1972), developing.the
, ,
FIG.3.10. WAVE PATTERN AFTER INITIAl
DISTURBANCE -IG NORI NG SURFACE
TENSIOf\
· j cL':r-ec:tlOn..
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methods of Whitham, opens up a much more convenient way of directly ~ ,
plotting lines of constant phase.
At its simplest~ Hunter points out
• ~¢>relation :- w = w(k. , x . ) Wl.thk . =""""-='"
1. L. f,. ox.:
that given the"dispersion
d¢
w=-Tt
then from the rules of partial differentiation it follows that
,
along a characteristic, i.e. a group velocity ray in wave parlance :-
clx:.: - cLll. ~ cLc.u cL¢> ~" e
dt = ~tU = "iltv = = t )w ... '.9~, )x...: 0 -w .,.. ki ~~.
,i= I ~
';
The first four terms are effectively stating wha~ was ','
expressed in ,.1.2, defining the locus of group velocity rays,t'•
1 ~;
the variations of k along them, and the constancy of ro along t~~m. .,~'
It is the final term in d~ which makes it possible to include ,</>,'
directly in equations from which the loci for constant p at a' given <
time may be obtained:
Now assuming the medium is homogeneous, i.e. C!lc.u "~ = 0ox., '
then ~ as well as w is constant along the group lines.
Thus eq. ('.9) can be integrated directly and
:x:.i 1>
t = ~kc.' = ---c.u-.,..--rt-=-k-i-"'~~~-k-
d j:, , ())
with the starting condition that all ~ are found at x,i =
J<, .".-"
••• ,.10
\,
o when't = 0
Now ro = ••• r'.,,.11
, "
'.:
where we assume j and ~ mutually perpendicular and horizontal,
k in the B direction and j positive resulting in i x ~ acting
x -
downwards.
After differentiation, and subsequent substitution or '
ky=T t eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) give :-
x.
.....
tan a ' ..
, ., ,
•••• }>
;~ -
t
'2w
"-1u/"(f1+f'1.) +(f2.-('1)~k + ij:;kUr:>~e1:)clk3 •••. 3.14'=
'.""
Substituting for ~, and rearranging, eq. (3.14) becomes
a polynomial in k.
:.~,
where as =
a = 04-
a3 = - 2 t2c([(f'~-f1)j 1- 56 CO!)2.e] /(f1+·f:z.)
a2 = - 4 cp ':l. oc..
a1 ~ t
2 [(P2.-P1)'3 + SB c..cr.,~eJ'J. /(ft-t{'aJ
aO == - 4 f' [(f:a.- ('1)~ + ~ B <:.05~G]
Thus at a given time t, for a given line of constant phase ¢, ~
k may be obtained for various e, and from k and et- Cl) is obtained •. "
Then substituting the values of k, e and Cl) in eqs. (3.12) and (3.13)
at time t the location (x,y) is obtained of the point on the line of
constant phase ~ having a wave number in the e direction.
• d
· ' It'·· "
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TT"In this way, varying 0 between 0 and T ' and reflecting
the results in the axes, all possible values of k are covered,with
no ambiguity in areas where k is double or treble valued~ and by
varying t in steps of n- from n- upwards, a true picture of the
shape of troughs and crests (or more strictly of the lines of zero
displacement) is obtained from an economic number of computer
calculations. Another distinct advantage over the integration 01
"
k method is that the lines can be plotted directly, from the (x,y)
values, instead of contour plotting in a 1> field defined only at
discrete points.
The computer was programmed to follow the above procedure,
(see Appendix) the only difficulty being to check what the five
different roots of the polynomial were. Complex and negative roots'
were discarded as being of no physical significance; but if more
OJl~
thanlpurely real, positive root was found, it meant that there,must
be more than one closed loop in the locus of constant phase. This
is conceivably possible with the introduction of surface tension.
3.3.2. Computational results
A programme was run on the computer (see Appendix) to obtain .
lines of constant phase due to a point impulse to a mercury surface,
5 2 ' 2"with surface tension = O•.5N/m, j = 5 x 10 Aim and B = 0.2 Whim,
.1 x!! acting upwards.' Patterns were obtained for time't = 1,2,~,4'
secs. after the initial impulse, for ten phase values, <p.: rr,:2rr, .... , /orr
and these are shown in fig. (3.11), drawn full scale with'1/100
scale inset. In fact, since three real positive roots to the "
polynomial occurred in most cases, it was found difficult to plot
the results directly by computer, and figs. (3.11) and (3.12) were
drawn by hand from the computed values of rectangular co-ordinates
x and y. It will be seen that there is a low frequency, large
· j cH re et ion
'0'" -09 -10
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wavelength family (a) of curves, which are virtually unaffected by
surface tension, and propagate rapidly away from the source, the
lowest phases being the fastest, with lowest frequency. Then
there are two families of higher frequency curves, which propagate
much more slowly away from the source. These are shown, for t = 3,
in more detail in fig. 3.12. Family (b) has the higher phases
moving more slowly, and the frequency increases with phase number.
Family (c) has ¢ = tr just outside ¢ = rr-of family (b), but the
higher phases travel faster, and frequency decreases with increasing
phase number.
Now for t = 1 and 2 sees., family (b) is present for phases TT-+
(Orr-andpresumably embraces all phases. Families (a) and (c),
however, do not contain higher values of t ' and at certain o~her
values of cP the constant phase curve does not exist for the full range
of e values. From the plots, it appears to be highly probable that
for these cases, family (a) and (c) coincide into one line, as shown
by the dashes. Presumably at any time, there is a maximum ~ above
which only family (b) is present.
. .
These results suggest that an experimental investigation
would be fruitful, since for family (a) of constant phase lines'
j
the surface tension does not appear to have much effect on the ,
failing to find all of the roots of the polynomial, Presumably
anisotropy. Unfortunately, attempts to run the programme wit~
typical two-fluid data were unsuccessful, the "roots" subroutine
this was due to badly formed coefficients, and further investigation
of the problem should overcome this difficulty. It may simply have
been that'the time t for which results were required was too small"
and separation into discrete phase lines had not occurred.
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3.4. The Refraction of Anis~ropic Surface Waves
3.4.1. The problem stated
When a train of waves travels in a medium where the
dispersion relation varies with the space co-ordinates, then
in general the wave train changes its direction and speed, and
consequently lines of constant phase are bent. The simplest physical
example of this phenomenon known as refraction is the bending of "
light waves at the interfa~e between two media - in this case t~e
.~ ,
spatial variation is a discontinuity. An example of a continuously •
varying medium producing refraction of light is the mirage effect.
In the realm of hydrodynamic surface waves, the refracti~n
effect can be found in the case of long waves in shallow water 'of"
varying depth i.e. the sloping beach problem at its simplest, '
ignoring the added problem which occurs when the depth is sosmBll
"that the linear approximation no longer holds and the waves form
peaks and finally break. In the linear case, the dispersion ls
2 2~ = ghk , and the ~ave pattern can easily be discovered by the
method following. A review of various methods of dealing with.
this problem may be found in Stoker (1957) pp.133 - 137.
Clearly, our M.H.D. anisotropic surface waves present an
opportunity for varying the dispersion relation with the spatial
co-ordinates, and what makes this worth investigating, when the
apparently similar sloping beach problem is already well documented,
is the fact that these waves are dispersive with respect to both,
direction and wave number, so that the group velocity rays are bent'
in a different way from the phase velocity, by contrast to simple
hydrodynamic long waves where phase and group velocity are 'always'
equal.
-.
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Now to satisfy the basic assumptions made in the theory
of anisotropic surface waves and to have no motion in the absence
of waves, it is necessary that the undisturbed j x ~ force be
everywhere conservative. It can easily be shown (see chapter 5)
that for this to be satisfied, the only possible way of varying
the dispersion relation by altering electromagnetic variables
is to vary the current density such that (~.grad ) i = O.
We shall only consider the case where i and ~ are impos~d
perpendicular and horizontal so that the only possible case is
where the tank floor slopes in the vertical plane contai~g j
and is level in the vertical plane containing ~ • see figl'(3.13).'.
Chapter 5 contains further discussion of the geometries possible
when i .~~0 and, though dealing with instabilities, is of
course relevant to the case of the waves too. Thus if we take
~ in the (2) direction and j in the (1) direction, in the notation
of fig. (3.14), i = f(x1only)
The problem is, then, given j = f(x1) with sufficient
information about the frequency and direction of wave energy
entering a given region, to determine the group velocity rays
and the lines of constant phase within the region.
3.4.2. The analytical solution
This is a problem where the methods of wave crest kinematics
are a very convenient way of finding a solution.
If the simpler dispersion relation is used, ignoring surface
t4
in the notation of fig.(3.14)
••• 3.15
In two-dimensional space, eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) which define the
'~
FIG.3.13. LAYOUT OF A TYPICAL SITUATION
WHERE REFRACTION COULD OCCUR.
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variation of ~ along a group velocity ray, become :-
cl:~q oW J'l::'I.)w
- = "'\k clt = 'I d~fine the group velocity:- ray ••3.16dt 0 1 , CJ (.30
elk, ~c.u d.k.a. ~wand along it :- -=--= --- -= --at a :x., , ell ~-:C2.
';)w __L 1k, + 1<,' k. 'If ]Now -- k"~k,- 'lwk
)(.0 _L [ I - (2k, k'- k!) Y 1
}ka.= 'lwk ~~ k,1.
••• ,.17
••• ,.18 '
••• 3.19 .
Time does not appear explicitly in the dispersion relation,
so that a group velocity ray, defined from a given point in a given
'.direction, will always be the same for a given frequency" so time
may usefully be eliminated from equations (3.16) to obtain the
equation for the group velocity rays in (x1' x2) space i.e.
J..:x, =;~ ~w _ k,k~ f '(r k~~kl
cl"X.'2. '/ tr~ I{~k'l 4- ~(k:-lkl.kJ ••• ,.20
Similarly, if there is a steady state situation, where
waves are produced continuously by an energy source of constant
frequency, time may be eliminated from eqs. (3.17), using (3.16),
to define ~ in (x1' x2 ) space.
J.k, . - ~y
elk. = cl~d.~, = h. ~i.e. -'
o..-::t, ~ }k,
elk.
Similarly -=:t =
~"JCa.
d.!L~ ~y
- ~xa ;~and cl. ")(,~=
~Co
I ~}~
- ~ (. )oXtNow )X1= "l.wk
~Cuand --- = 0 since
'" ').:1
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. ,
Hence k2 is constant along a group velocity ray, and k1 is
governed by elk. k~1.k' d~ ••• 3.21- k2. ~ 'lJ k~a k, '()x,c.L 'X.1 k.
•••
Equations 3.20, 3.21, 3.22 can be solved numerically on the.
computer for the group velocity rays and wave number, given the.
"
frequency and initial direction of the wave energy, and the nature
of ~(x1). In the next section, two cases will be solved, the
typical plane wave case where the energy source is a line oscillation,
and the point source case where energy is assumed to radiate equally
in all directions.
If the energy were propagated with a spectrum of freque~cies, '
as in the initial v~lue problem, the solution would be more difficult.
Eqs. (3.20), (3.21), (3.22) are independent of w, but in fact w governs
the value of k at the source i.e. the starting point for the numerical
integration. Hence the most straightforward, if laborious, method
of solving for ~ throughout the area would be to consider discrete
values of w across the spectrum, solving to find the pattern of
group velocity rays appropriate to each and then to obtain the
location and wave numbers of energy at a given w. eq. (3.17) would'
be used to integrate along the appropriate group ray.
It should usually be possible to draw the lines of constant
phase from a knowledge of Wave number direction and magnitude· at
discrete points, integrating by eye. To plot lines of constant
,r ", ;
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phase directly, a method based on Hunter's results as in
would need to be adopted.
3.4.3 The numerical solution .'
I"
The actual programmes will be found in the Appendix. ,
I
The numerical methods used are described below.
A. Line source producing initially plane wave front
Tlie.:.areais conceived as a mesh of i x j points, with i group
velocity rays, each starting from the source line, evenly spacedi and
each ray being defined in space, along with values for k1 and k2' at
~
j points along its length.
Each ray is traced in turn in the following way :,-
>
Having established the location (x1 '%2 ) of the starting ti,1 i,1
point p. 1 of ray i (see fig. (3.15) the magnitude of the wave
1.,
2 ,v. ).2 )number at Pi,1 can be obtained directly from w = gk(1-b(X1 colei,1
where e is the angle between ~ (initially normal to the source l~e)
-1and the ~ direction, and this is in fact the slope tan a of the
source line x2 = a x1 +b.
Hence k1 and k2 may be found.
i,1 i,1
Hence from (3.20) the , '
direction of the group velocity ray at Pi,1 may be found.
~:: I < 1If an increment p in x2 is chosen.
Hence, taking this condition, x = x + P2. 2 2.11., r.
_j 1\" eLl
0. 'X.t r x..+p-+---a.cl:x.a '2. cl:Jt., . \
are easily obtained from
with k2 = constant.
"an increment p in x1 is chosen, and the,
.x,
FIG. 3.15. NOTATION FOR NUMERICAL
SOLUTION-LINE SOURCE.
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derivatives adjusted accordingly. As a check before repeating
the whole process to obtain , which is
obtained from the parameters at 1>.:,2.is compared with that predicted
(
<ix, ~ (ce x, \
J. ?(.'& / '-,1 +:P J... ")(..2.) i.,l
and if the error is above a stated limit [ 1 % .f ~~:'.);,,]
by
the step is re-calculated with an increment of!i, and this
increment is successively halved until a tolerable error is
reached. In this Case, further steps are made with start~g
increments of ~ , but not recorded for plotting and printout
until the total co-ordinate distance from the previously recorded
point is at least.p , and only then is the point Pi.'a. established
and the process contiilued to find :P.:.~. The final result is
a series of points spaced approximately :p apart along the ray.
By this method, it is hoped to keep the plotting of t~e"
rays within a possible maximum error of slope of 1% of 45°" i.e.
iO approximately. This is essential, since as tha differential
equations which form the basis of the numerfG~1 solution are
defined along the rays, there is no chance of cross checking
'between rays, except by visual observation of obvious 'stray' ~ays.
appearing in the plot-out.
Special provision is made in the programma for the ease '.
where the wave number at a point is parallel to the x2 axis,
since with k1 = 0, (3.21) becomes infinite, although it is not
needed in the solution for this particular point..'
Figs. (3.16) and (3.17) are typical plot-outs, for
linear and quadratic functions of l( (x1)· The re'sults are
0·5 ¥= 0·.5':x.
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presented as group velocity rays,plotted with a short line in
a direction normal to the wave number vector at each Pi,'.
In all except 3.16 Cb), the source line is the x1 axis.
B. Point source
A slightly different approach must be used here, sinc~ the
rays are not all predominantly in the same direction, at least to '
start with, and also there iano defined wave number vector direction "
to start with by which k1 and k2 and hence the derivatives may be
defined.
Thus a nominally radial increment base is used, with i group
" ~.
velocity rays radiating from the origin. 'Pi,1 is the same.point for
all 1, i.e. the point source, but k and k are dependent 'upon
1i., 2j.2.
direction in which the group velocity ray leaves P'.1. Assumingthe
that energy is radiated equally in all directions, the rays are
chosen to radiate uniformly, and this is achieved numerically in
the sub~outine "Rays" by setting the wave number vector in the "
direction required for the group velocity, calculating the group
velocity direction and using the deviation from its required
_,' ,]
direction to correct the wave number direction. This is repeated
until the group velocity ray is correct to withid 0.10 • , .
The procedure along the rays is similar to that used in
the line source above, only instead of using an increment p in
the X1 or x2 direction, the increment is made along the ray
direction, and the component of p in the x1 or x2 direction is
used in the incremental equation, in the x1 direction when
I ~ }>1 J...:x.a, 1clx. ~ ol x.,
and vice versa. Typical results are shown in fig. 3.18.
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3.5. The Kelvin Ship Wave Problem
).5.1. The problem stated
The effect of a local disturbance of pressure, travelling
with constant velocity across a surface, the so called 'ship wav~
problem', is a well documented phenomenon in fluid mechanics e.g.
Stoker (1957, section 8.1). It turns out that at any given
• I
I
I'
time, the wave number vector has a fixed direction along a line,
drawn from the disturbance, at a given angle to the direction of
travel of the disturbance. This is independent of time, and of
the speed of the ship, providing it is uniform speed in a straight
line. Hence a pattern of waves follows the disturbance, as
shown in fig. (3.19), and this pattern is the same whatever the
scale of the phenomenon, whether ocean liner or an obstruction in
a flowing stream, provided that capillarity may be ignored, .and
also that the area is considered sufficiently large for the waves
immediately local to the disturbance to be ignored, where the
principle of stationary phase is not applicable, and the shape and
size of the disturbance can no longer justifiably be approximated
to a point. With those conditions, the pattern is purely a function
of the dispersion relation of the wave system, and it is this which
makes it an interesting phenomenon to investigate when applied to
'our H.H.D. anisotropic waves, since there will be a different
pattern for each dispersion relation, governed by the anisotropy
parameter 't . Because of the anisotropy, the pattern will also
depend upon the direction of travel of the disturbance relative
to the imposed electromagnetic parameters.
We take again the simplest case where j and £! are orthogonal,
and capillarity is ignored. The method of solution is expressed in. .
two ways, following respectively the ~ethods of Kelvin and Ursell. '.
I i,
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We shall be principally concerned only with the kinematic
problem of determining the pattern of waves and not with amplitudes.
3.5.2. Kelvin's method
Kelvin's approach is to be found set out in Lamb (1932,
section 256) and is based on the principle of stationary phase.
The ordinary problem is very much simplified by the fact that the
group velocity is in the same.direction as the phase velooity, .~d
of half its magnitude, which permits a deoeptively simple solution
by geometrical construction to obtain the equations for lines of '
constant phase. The argument applied to tbe anisotropic case "
goes as follows; referring to fig. (3.20). '.
,
Let the disturbance 0 be moving with speed U in a direction
at an anglee(to the direction of imposed magnetic field.
Consider the waves at point P. These will be the result
of superposition of the effect of an impulse at each point along'
0's path up to the present time so that one method of approach "
would be to solve the initial value problem for each point a.long 0'8
path, and knowing the time and direction from each point to P ,the'
total effect at P could be integrated. But having in that step
implicitly used the principle of stationary phase to solve the
initial value problem, the principle is invoked again, to establish'.
that only the waves due to the impulse being at points such as Q
contribute significantly to the overall wave pattern at P ,the
effect of the impulse at the other points being to interfere
,"
destructively.
The first condition, then, given that the waves at .p are
due to the impulse at ~ is that the group velocity of the waves at
QP 5QP must be -t- where t is the timeu since the disturbance passed
through Q.
',.
FIG.3.19. AFTER LAMB.
\
\
)(. ~
<, - /,
'/ . \-....:: \
<,
u
FIG.3.20. NOTATION FOR LAMB'S
METHOD ..
FIG. 3.21. NOTATI 0 N FOR URSELL'S
METHOD.
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Secondly the condition that the waves at P are due t~ Q
and no other point along the disturbance path is that th~ component
of the velocity of the disturbance in the direction of the wave
number vector at P will be equal to the phase velocity at P.
Now if the dispersion relation be w2 = gk(1-¥cos2e)
the phase velocity fer wave number vectors at angle e to ~ is :-
c = ~ (1- '(5 cos2e), wl' being the frequency of the predominant
p
wave number at P.
The group velocity for such waves is :- ••
Ck= 'l.~ (1- ¥cos2e)
p
Ce=-L Y~~e'lWp
in the !i direction'
" "
and in the direction of +9 • I
'.
•• • QP = et = C~ ~ 1.( 1. :'\~ l. I OQ '.= '2w JII-'t~ e/ ...'if S\.~ ~ zeU ... 3.23,.
(1- ¥cos2e) •••and U cos (e + ClC., ) = c =
Hence U and w may be eliminated from (3.23) and (3.24), to reducep
'the problem to one of geometry alone, i.e.
QP
OQ
_ co~(e-+-c:() JQ._v -:te')2. y'2 . l..e -C'
2.. (1 _ '6 tof>t e) 0 C.o:> '.J -4- 0 s.c.- - ••• ".25
"
now
and
~t:. ~(!J ~p- £ 00 -PO OP
•
~
e~~ 3.26sin =JI -+- ("l_2 Cta:>cf>' •••• •
I··
1",1
;) t
l,_ oil"..
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where p = e + ~ - X = e +~ + -1( '6 ~~~ le )tan 1_ "lr «n.,_e •••
(3.26), after substitution of (3.25) and (3.27), is the required
equation relating P and e, which gives the direction of waves to
be found along lines at angle (180 -I' ) to the direction of travel
drawn from the position of the disturbance at any time.
3.5.3. Ursell's method
Ursell (1960) solved the problem of wave patterns on
a non uniform steadily flowing stream where the more intuitive
method of Kelvin is not easily applied. A summary of th~ method
is to be found in Whitham (1961). It is based directly on the
'.
methods of wave crest kinematics.
We are concerned to find the patte~ of waves relative to
the moving object so first the transformation between the stationary
and the moving frame "is established, for frequency, phase and group
velocity.
i.e. c = •••
= (}!+ .£a ). !s. !s. + CA)o ••• 3.29
f.=!! +c
-0 ••• 3.30
.Where the suffix refers to the stationary frame with movingo
disturbance and the unsufficed parameters refer to the frame
moving with velocity}! past a fixed object.
These transformations are necessary, since the dispersion
relation w = f(~ ) is in terms of the stationary frame, but in
o
our moving frame the flow is steady and w = o.
•• • from (3.29) (u + c ).!s. = 0- --0 ••• 3.31
From kinematic wave theory, curl ~ ~ 0
• () k,_ ~ k~
· · ax; ~~1 •••
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From (3.32), given that k1 and k2 are functionally related
in (3.31) it can be shownthat ,;)1<,+' (_clk~) ~k, .= 0
';}:x... et Il.l cl ')(1 .
and similarly for k2 so that if cl.x,_tAx;
are constant. Consequently cbe,cl:lt ..-
et ka.-_
cl k,
are straightt,
characteristic lines.
Let 1! = (u,O) k = (- k sin X, kcos X),
see fig. (3.21)
From the dispersion relation Wo= J~k (/- 'c5 coe~e) ,.
••• - uk sin.x + J ~ (1-'6~f#' k(cos2X + sin2 X) = 0 ..
•• • u sin.x
t' "
••• 3.33 ...
d 'Z ,. cl. kr ~ ( k s~ X) . .'
On the characteri:t:c lines cl.':tl::' ~ f:> = - cl 1.<.1. ::. rJ.. (1< tAD "'l).
~ X + k Tk () r, ctX
= J"X = ~ X - & wktre. ~ d= - <. ctl<. ••. ~.~it-
1- k rr ~X . )'. '
• ... fo = :x - 6, and 6 is the angle between the characteristic .;. :,.t .
and the wavecrest - see fig. 3.21~rmaybe obtained from differentiating (3.33) with e = 90 - (X ....O(, )
"
and u and k cancel out, so that:-
From this (> can be computedfor varying X and after bringing the'
results into a form compatible with those of 3.S·.'2the two methods
'.
".
'. , " .,-~,
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can be shown to be in complete agreement.
3.5.4. Theoretical N.H.D. ship wave patterns
In the computer calculation of the results, using the
first method,p is obtained for a range of (a + 0(. ) from - ~ to + '!i
for various values of "and d.. •
,
See Appendix.
'_"' '
The trough and crest pattern, corresponding to those drawn
by Lamb, is plotted from these values. It is not strictly a line
of constant phase since there is a 1800 phase change at the cusps.
The locus of the pattern is drawn from an arbitrary point
(Xo' 0 ) see fig. (3.22), since for (a +oc.) == ~ , (6 i~ always'·O.
xn' Yn are located at the intersection of the lines Yn = xntan~ ,
is
and a line~drawn from
IT _ (6+ct)"I\ + (9 + ct.)",.,
'2.. "l.
(xn-1 ' Yn _ 1 ) with slope
•
The accuracy depends on the number of
increments taken between (a +0(.) - !t- 2. rr-and -- ~ but'with,:.. '.
36 increments there seemed to be sufficient accuracy to give a good
~dication of the salient features of the pattern. Typical patterns
are shown in fig. (3.23). In this case;;'ve " repres~nts an upward;,'
force, + ve a downward force.
1TForo(.= 0 or '2... , the pattern is symmetrical, though
squashed or elong~ted relative to the O.H.D. case withJ3max
increased or decreased. The polar plot of phase velocity has
been sketched in some cases to show the relative orientation of
the anisotropy relative to its effect on the ship wave pattern.
It is interesting to note that where the crest might become .'
excessively bent, in fact another pair of cusps form, so that
for a certain range off:" !£. is quadruple valued.
i'Jhenthe t ship' direction is at an angle between 0 and
· FIG. 3.22. TO ILLUSTRATE METHOD OF
PLOTTING LINES OF CONSTANT PHASE.
I
.l
SHIP DIRE.CTION
WMMP=-O~A.O
PLFA-=. 90..0
SHIP DIRECTION
\3AMMP=-O.40
F'LFA- 0..0
'arrow indicates
B direction.-
SHIP DIRECTION
Ec3AMMA=0.00
ALFA= 90.0
SHIP DIRECTION
~AMMA:=.0..00
PL..FA=- 0..0
FIG. 3.23(a). COMPUTED SHIP WAVE
,:PATTER NS Cl. = 0,.90°.
SHIP DIRECTION
<C;AMMA=-0.98
ALFA-.90.0
SHIO DIRECTION
4(3AM'1A=-0.98
ALFA= 0.0
FIG.3.23(b).
SHIO DIRECTION
~AMMA-,-O.BO
ALFA- 0.0
S~IP DIRECTION
t:A"1MA=-O.aO
A_FA= 90.0
---- _---_._ ..•-:-
SHIP DIRECT!O'-l
Y;A1MA-=-1.0.00
F-L-FP= 90.0
FIG. 3.23(c).
<
SHIP DIRECTION
~PI'1'1A= o, eo
P_FP= 90.0
SHIP DIRECTION
~AMMF6 O. Bb
ALFP- 0.0
--'--_------ ~-.--.{ ;
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,'-', .
t~ to the orientation of the anisotropy, the pattern becomes,
unsymmetrical. and in certain cases violently so, as may be seen
A typical example of the total wave pattern formed by
a moving disturbance is shown in fig. (3.25), repeatedly drawing
a particular pattern and increasing its size successively.
3.5.5. With surface tension included - the 'fish line' problem
The above results demonstrate clearly the effect of the
anisotropy of M.H.D. surface waves in the ship wave problem. On
approaching the problem from an experimental viewpoint, however,
it is obvious that the scale involved in the ship wave p~oblem i~
usually at least several metres, if surface tension is to be
ignored, and so it is practically out of the question to demonstrate
them, due to the spa~ial extent of the magnetic and·electric fields
required. The corresponding problem with surface tension included
in the analysis is referred to by Lamb as the 'fish line' problem,
originally solved by Rayleigh. In this case, ripples dominated
by capillary action travel ahead of the disturbance and in the
notation of fig. (3.21) fiis double valued for each (0(. + e).
'.It has been seen in fig. (2.10) how the M.H.D. anisotropy, and the
use of two fluids, alters the c = f (~) relationship which dictates
'the relative size of wavelengths fore and aft of the disturbance'
pattern is formed. Thus it is of interest in itself to solve the
for a given velocity, and the minimum velocity below which no wave
problem for the M.H.D. case at a two fluid interface, to see·how
the minimum velocity to cause a disturbance is affected, as well ,
as to provide theoretical predictions against which to test
possible experimental results. Lamb's analysis (Lamb 1932 !272F--··
for the O.H.D case cannot be extended this time, but Ursell's method.
lends itself to easy adaptation to include surface tension. .,'
s~rp DIRECTiON
<c3AMMA=-O ..A.O
ALFA= 75..0
SHIP DIRECTIO"'l
tJAMMA- O. AD
ALFA= 60.0
S'-I10 DlRECTIO"J
bA"1MA=--0..40
ALFA- 30.0
FIG.3.24(a). COMPUTED SHIP WAVE
PATTERNS 0(. = -15,15,30,45,60,75°,
. - --~.
- ------- -_- --:-:---------------
SHIP DIRECTION
~AMMA=-O.9B
f\_FA= 15. 0
SHIP DIRECTION'GAMiI1A--o.99
ALFA=-15.0
FIG. 3. 24(b).
------,...______ ,~._w~ .. ,__·._·_· __· -·-
SHIP DIRECTION
EeAMMR=-O..98
ALFA= 75..0
FIG. 3.24(c).
SHIP DIRECTION
bAMMA=-O.98
PLFA= 60.0
SHIO DIRECTION
~AI'1MA=-0..98
~LFA= 45..0
I
I
SHIP OIRECTION
~A"1MFb.-0.9B
ALFA= '30.0
FIG. 3.24 (d).
S~IO DIRECTION
\;A'1Mfb. to. 00
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\;F 1MP=tO. 00
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P-FA:.. 60.0
FIG. 3.24 (e)
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In this case, the dispersion relation is taken as :-
The analysis follows that of section 3.5.3. up to where w iso
L(fa- pi) ~u sin X = k
From there (3.33) becomes,
·f>CAo ....e f1-i/ 1.+ ~ 1(.. ~ cl. <. / (f:a.+ ('I) "l. ••• 3.35
included.
3.~ is the same, since the characteristic lines are still straight,
and now tan {) •••
Double values of k are obtained by solving (3.35) for k, given
J(and hence e, and the values substituted in (3.36). It should
be noted that unlike the ship wave problem, u does not cancel out
and so affects the shape of the patterns.
The computer was used to solve these equations, with
X varied in 36 steps from 0 ~ IT '.and f obtained from f!> = J( ~e
In certain cases the quadratic equation for k had no real solution,
and this corresponded to a wave crest direction which was not a part
of the solution for a disturbance at that particular speed. Below
a certain speed, depending on the parameters, this was the case for
all )(, i.e. an objeft travelling at that given speed would not
produce any waves at all. \Vhereas in the O.H.D. case, the possible
X would lie in the range (~ - XL) -< X «~ T X~) ..
for the M.H.D. case the range would be
,where X L.t ~ X La. ¢: Tr in general.
To plot the two separate "Curves, corresponding to the wave
crest patterns for each value of k, the following method was adopted.
As )(was increased step by step, at )(when the first real values of,
k were obtained, the x co-ordinate for each line was s~t at 1.0.
The y co-ordinate was then obtained from y =xtanf3, ( (3= X -'.0)
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For the next and subsequent values of X, until X was reached,L~
the x co-ordinates were obtained from :-
~ (-1
x·L =
for the two respective curves. Finally, each curve was scaled
separately to fit the page size and plotted on the same diagram.
Fig. 3.26 is typical of the sort of results produced for
different orientations of ship direction to the electromagnetic'
parameters. The cusped curve'represents the wave pattern behind
the'ship' ( or downstream of the stationary disturbance in a steadily
moving stream) whilst the other curve represents the upstream ripples.
The tick mark on the axis shows the position of the 'ship', and the
total pattern to be observed could be generated by drawing radii
from the rn~rk, each radius always intersecting successive wave
crests at the same angle. The upstream pattern has larger wave
numbers than the downstream pattern, increasingly so as the speed
3.24 IIn the case of fig. ~(a) at 0.5 mis,of the 'ship' is increased.
the ratio of wave numbers for X = IT is of the order of 105 whereas
3.2,.,
for "2-..6. (b) at 0.1 m/s, it is of the order of 103• AsX"J(prXLa
the wave numbers.for the fore and aft families tend to equality.
The anisotropy of the patterns is most marked in the
downstream pattern. In practice, what would probably show up
clearest in a laboratory experiment would be that part of the down-
stream curves which crosses the line of travel, and the direction of
these troughs and crests should show up the anisotropic effect. Also,
the outer cusps will form lines, which will vary in direction with the
anisotropy, outside of which the surface should be undisturbed.
..
Upper S.G-. =I·050
Lower 5.(1. ::. I' J 0 I
j = IOOmAJcm2. (d.own-word)forc.e .
Bo::: 0·2 W bJrn'-
Sur{o.ce t.e.nsLon.. ~0 '004 N J rn. .
FIG. 3.26.~FISH-LINE"WAVE PATTERNS.
a) Ve.Locl.t~ ::::.0'5 rn/se.c.
--------
30°
FIG-.3.2blb) As for (a) except veLocLt~ :.O·'m/s.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION OF ANISOTROPIC SURFACE WAVES
4.1 The Basic Problem
4.1.1. The nature and scope of the problem
This chapter describes the efforts to demonstrate in
practice some of the phenomena whose existence is theoretically.
derived in chapters 2 and 3. The basic problem was to build
suitable apparatus where the anisotropic surface wavesvould be
both created and observed, and if possible, measured to give some
comparison with theoretical predictions. The whole exercise
illustrates \</ella fact which is both the strength and weakness
.,
of experimental M,H.D., viz that there are two sets of parameters,
both electrical and fluid mechanical, which can be varied, and ':,
suitable values of which have to be satisfied by the materials
used. Thus in a case IDee the one under investigation which
basically just uses the electromagnetic forces to modify a fluid
mechanical phenomenon without any true M.H.D. coupling effects,
flexibility is gained by having ~ j x B force as a type of ".
gravity force, since it is possible to readily vary j and B
whereas in the O.H.D. case it is not possible to alter g at all.
However this is at the cost of limitations on the scale (since
. there is a limit to the spatial dimensions over which j and B can
operate within a limited budget) and on the materials used, since
the fluids chosen must have not only suitable fluid mechanical
properties but also suitable electrical properties, and the
containing vessels, probes etc., must also be chosen bearing in
mind that electrical boundary conditions must be met.
At the outset it was decided that visual observation of
the waves was to be used, since part of the aim of the project
was to make it possible to observe visually an anisotropic wave
system.
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Visual observation gives a good indication of the wave patterns
though it is not easy without the most sophisticated techniques
to determine amplitudes by visual means. On the other hand
amplitudes and frequencies can be recorded accurately by the
use of surface-height sensing probes, but even with an array ot
probes it is not possible to plot the spatial distribution of
troughs and crests very easily. Since the problem was posed
in the theoretical chapters chiefly as a kinematic problem,
concerned with wave patterns rather than amplitudes and in most
cases at a fixed frequency throughout, visual observation was
obviously the most suited to the particular needs of the problem';..,
Having established the use of visual observation it is
worthwhile to show the extent of the experimental problem by
listing all the parameters which to a greater or lesser d~gree
were relevant to the success of the project, and therefore
influenced the choice of fluids and equipment design.
Choice of working fluid
Density
Viscosity ....J
Surface or interfacial tension
Miscibility with any other working fluids being used.
Electrical conductivity (including by-products of conduction
if electrolytic)
Volatility
Toxicity
Corrosive nature
Flash point
Reflectivity of surface to light ~ transparency and refractive index
Availability and cost
...
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External Parameters
Magnetic field magnitude
spatial extent
uniformity
Electric current - magnitude
required voltage depending on conductivity
Boundary conditions conductivity of containing vessel
conductivity of probes, wave-makers etc.
transparency td light to enable observation
The basic alternative systems
The central aim was to be able to produce a j x ~ force dt- ,
the same order as the gravity forces, and it was this which narrowed
the choice of liquid down to three possible systems.
A magnetic field of 0.2 'Wh/m2 was selected as'being·
typical of a field which could be produced without too much
difficulty by water cooled magnets. Moreover,currents induced by
wave motion in such a field should be negligible compared with the
applied current. At such field strengths, ohmic damping (see
Shercliff 1969) should be negligible for the poorer conducting
electrolytes. For the better conducting liquid metals, care
would need to be taken that the magnetic field was kept low enough
for ohmic damping to be no greater than viscous damping. It is
convenient to take g as 10 m/s2•
Given this the three basic alternatives were :-
a)~lectrolyte as working fluid, covered by non-conducting
liquid to reduce gravity effects.
After some tests, it was discovered that typically, an
electrolyte could cope with a current of 100 mA/sq.cm (1000 Aiaq.m.)
for periods of a few minutes without overheating or producing very ..
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much gaseous by-product at the electrodes. Here j B = 200.
Thus for f g to be the same, f'must be 20, and this Ls only
achievable by superposing one liquid on another, so that
With electrolytes having (,of order 1000 this means
matching densities to within 2% of each other.
b) Mercury as working fluid
In mercury with copper electrodes j could easily be
Thus since f :;:1·3 x 104., jB can
A superposed non-conducting liquidbe of the same order as p g.
is unnecessary and would be of little benefit since any suitable
"transparent liquid would be of density an order of magnitude less.
c) A light liquid metal, such as liquid sodium or a sodium.::~
potassium eutectic mixture. This also is capable of carrying
5 2 5 .5 x 10 A/m comfortably, so that j B = 10 could be achieved.
This would be ample to compare with pg= 104., and in fact the
liquid metal would need to be covered from the atmosphere by an
oil or other organi~ liquid so that (f2 - f1)g = 103•
was first pioneered by Northrup (1907).
Alternative (c) was the best from the point of view of it ,
This system
being easy to provide a jB up to two orders of magnitude greater
than required, so that any other practical constraints reducing
j and B would not be likely to jeopardise the success of the
experiment, whereas in cases ·(a) and (b}, jB would have to be
pushed to its maximum practical limit to achieve a situation where
anisotropy should be significant.
/
;
i However the danger of using extremely reactive liquid metals,
the consequent expense and complication of necessary heating,
handling and safety ancillary equipment, and the lack of expertise
within the laboratory for dealing with liquid sodium and potassium,
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made alternative (c) an impossibility, although in a laboratory
equipped for such materials it pro~es the most suitable range
of experimental parameters - notably because of the low density
and good conductivity of liquid sodium and potassium.
Thus the alternatives (a) and (b) were the ones used.
Preliminary Experiments Usin~ Mercu~
Introduction
Attempts were initially made to produce anisotropic
surface waves using a small mercury rig, making use of equipment
immediately to hand. The main aim of this attempt was'to discover
whether the practical problem was trivial, and if not, what the major.,
experimental difficulties would be. Although not very suicessful,
their description is included here since some progress was made and,
understanding gained which would be useful to incorporate ~to any
new mercury experiments. The basic shortcoming of this rig was the
small size (6.3 ems x 15 ems) of the plan area of the trough, .
necessary principally to fit the magnet used, but also necessary
so that the total electric current required would no~ be too great
to be supplied by available generators, and also so that the
pertinent area of the liquid surface would be small enough for
waves to be observed easily by reflective methods.
4.2.2. The experimental equipment
a) The ma~netic field: This was supplied by a large water
7cooled Lintott electromagnet, the one used by Hunt (19~) who haa
described it in detail. It has a magnet gap 3" wide, 66" long by
9" deep, and will produce a field up to 1.2 \Jb/m2 accurate to
within 0.5% over the centre volume of 60" x 3" x 3". This was
fed by a 1000 A 60V DC motor generator.
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b) The tank containing mercury. This was made of perspex,
1" thick floor and ends wi th ~" thick side wal.Ls, see fig. 4.1.
After an incident when with an upward j x B force the mercury surface
"rent unstable due to the l-l.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor phenomenon, resulting
in mercury being thrown a height of 8ft or more to the ceiling of the'
special mercury laboratory, a lid was fitted. 1/4" copper bars were
bent to fit into the ends of the tank to act as electrodes, and,the
"
return path was carried immediately underneath the taWt to eliminate' .
induced magnetic field as far as possible.
c) Current supply: This was supplied by another ,motor
generator capable of supplying 1000 A at 60v, via the bus bars
fitted inside the mercury laboratory. Since a large current
was required at a voltage drop of much less than 1 volt across
the mercury, a large stabilizing resistor was placed in series
with the tank, so that 1000 A was drawn from the generator at 30V,
effectively ensuring constant loading of the generator. With
a typical depth of 2.5 cms, to attain a density of 5 x 105 A/~,
750A needed to be supplied. Thus if this density was to be
maintained, given the current supplies available, the cross
sectional area of mercury could be increased very little more,
whether by widening the tank and using a wider magnet gap or
increasing the depth of mercury. This, in fact, was the biggest
obstacle to increasing the size of the mercury experiments.
d) Wave production. The aim was to produce the wave
pattern due to a point source oscillating at constant frequency,
and from this observe the anisotropy. It would have been fruitless
to use plane waves and measure wavelengths in different directions
since the size of the tank would result in $.nterference by reflection,
and there would not be sufficient room for a wave train to develop.
_FICf· 4· \. TANK FOR MERCURY
EXPERlMfNTS.
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The only other alternative to demonstrate anisotropy in the
confined space would have been resonance experiments with the
standing wave modes, but these were rejected since they would
not show up the anisotropy explicitly, nor were they expected to
be very conclusive because of the dominant and varying meniscus
edge effects in the mercury.
Wave production was effected by means of a Derritron VP2
vibrator coupled to a suitable sine wave signal generator and
amplifier. This was capable of producing frequencies down to
4 cis without distortion. This was suspended on a Dexion
framework above the magnet gap, and the vibration transmit·ted "
to the mercury surface through a brass push rod having a conical
shaped probe tip 1 em in diameter, 45° semi-vertical angle, which
protruded a few millimetres into the surface. Initially a perspex
tip was used, it being necessary to prevent the probe earthing the
surface at that point by an earth path through the vibrator.
However with the current and field switched on it was found that
the distortion of current round the probe caused considerable
motion resulting from the consequent rotational j x B forces. ,
A copper cap was then placed over the perspex, still insulattng
it from the push rod, but being a better conductor than mercury
this still had the effect of distorting the current, and the motion
was more violent. The spurious motion was reduced toa minimum,
though not completely eliminated, by using a probe tip made of
Nicontin 75 - a copper/nickel alloy, having a conductivity almost
equal to that of mercury, and by letting it protrude as little
into the surface as was necessary to transmit sufficient energy
to the waves to make observation possibleo
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e) Observation. Various methods of observing the waves
were considered, notably visual methods and direct probes.
A surface-height measuring probe was developed, using
2mm pencil 'lead', held in a brass clamp, the end of the lead
dipping into the mercury. With an electrical circuit to measure
the resistance of the lead not immersed, using a fairly soft
'B' grade lead (which gives the optimum resistance), and given
a clean mercury surface, such a probe was found to be able to
record the surface height accurately, though dirt brought
contact resistance and meniscus problems. Even with these
drawbacks the probe would give a good indication of a wave train,.
passing the probe station, but the use of the probe was discontinued
for the more general reasons outlined in 4.1.1. and optical
observation methods pursued.
The obvious optical method that was chosen was the
reflection of light from the mercury surface. With the surface
illuminated by parallel light normal to the undisturbed surface,
viewing from above will reveal a uniformly illuminated surface,
but with a disturbed surface, only those parts of the surface
that are horizontal will appear illuminated. Thus a wave train
would show up light where the troughs and crests are, and dark
elsewhere. A general view of the system adopted is shown in·
fig. 4.2 and the o'ptical path diagrammatically in fig. 4.'.
A 10" condenser lens was used with the point light source at its
focus, and the horizontal parallel beam was directed on to the
surface by a mirror at 45° with a hole in its centre to let the
vibrator probe through to the mercury surface. Viewing was
facilitated using a semi-surface-silvered mirror in the path or
the horizontal beam. The system was lined up with the help of
~
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the vertical probe, using this to ensure that the viewing line
was normal to the surface and then moving the source until
uniform bright illumination was gained. ,"To get a close up , , ,
, ) .v e-
view of the surface a Pentax S.1.a camera was used with a 200mm
telephoto zoom lens and a No.2 extension tube. i
,,.
The final problem was that of 'freezing' the motion,
, ,
at a suitable time after the initiation of vibration, long enough'
for the starting transients to have disappeared and the steady
wave'system to be established, but before the energy front had, "
propagated to the sides of the tank and produced reflected waves ,'-'
and consequent interference. The observation system adopted ..'
, ,"
was to open the camera shutter with the rig in darkness, start the
vibrator with a switch that also started an electronictimer which,
" .', .
after a fixed time of the order of a few tenths ofa second, ...
operated a relay to make the circuit of the electronic flashlight
which was being used as the light source. By varying the interval --'-
_.
of the timer, the optimum wave pattern was obtained on the photograph.
4.2.3. Observations and Conclusions
Using the equipment and method described in 4.2.2.,
"
, ,~ • ~t
attempts were made to obtain photographs showing oval wave
crests and troughs proceeding from the point source. Different
frequencies wer-e tried, between 4 cis and 30 cis. It was found . .
that at the lower end of this frequency range the surface slopes
produced were insufficient to be observable using the given
optical system, probably because of the long wavelengths involved
and the fact that less energy was transferred to the waves
(it being dissipated in moving the meniscus up and down). At the
_. f'"
higher end of the frequency scale, wavelengths were so short
( 2 or 3 mm) that surface tension effects dominated and the
J ,
- I
>I, "
" '_
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ripple pattern was circular. At intermediate frequencies,
around 10 cis, there was a definite difference between photo-
graphic records with the current off, when the waves were circular,
and with the current on, when photographs such as fig. 4.4. were
obtained. Clearly there is some suggestion of anisotropy in these
photographs. They are, nonetheless, not conclusive for a number
of reasons.
(a) Although care was tru{en to eliminate spurious fluid motions, .
and none was readily apparent, it is quite possible that fluid
motions could be causing some advection of the wave crests,
resulting in the observed pattern. (for fuller explanation of
this see later in section 4.4).
(b) It is not clear whether what is observed, so soon after switch-
on, is a.pnenomenon at the imposed frequency or a result of starting
transients.
(c) Although it appears that the wave front has not yet been
reflected at the side walls, the observed pattern could be the
result of the interference of reflected waves.
(d) Working in such a small area, any variation in surface tension
from place to place will not appear as an isolated kink in the
wave crest pattern, but as a major part of the whole pattern.
The symmetry of the observed results suggest that this is not
causing the observed pattern, but nonetheless it is a problem to
be considered.
All these objections to the validity of the observations
could be overcome to some extent by using a larger tank.
Unfortunately, the use of a larger tank is made virtually
impossible by the requirements of providing a sufficiently
large total current supply, and of observing a larger area by
.:
F'Gr.!t.4- TYPICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
REC.OR]) of MERCIA R'I E)(PERINENT.
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a reflection technique. For these reasons, it was felt that the
mercury experiments had been developed as far as was reasonably
practical, and attention was turned to using an electrolyte as
the conducting fluid, yet with the encouragement that what had
been observed probably, if not conclusively, was anisotropic
wave propagation.
4.3 Experimental Rig for use with Electrolyte
(Figures (4.5) and (4.18) show overall views of the
experimental rig)
4.3.1. The fluids used
a) The most obvious and suitable choice of electrolyte w~s
copper sulphate (cuS045H20) solution, in conjunction with copper
electrodes. Whilst not being quite as good a conductor as dilute
hydrochloric acid solution, this had the advantage of being less
corrosive whilst not producing gaseous by-products of electrolysis,
and a solution having a concentration with specific gravity of
about 1.10 was found to be able to carry a current density of
10Q-mA./ sq~cm, under an electric field of about 3 volts/cm,
It had the further advantages of being cheap, easily obtainable,
and safe to handle, non inflammable, transparent to visible light,
and being distinguishable by its colour from any liquid used to
cover it. Being an aqueous solution its viscosity and surface
tension were taken to be similar to that of water.
The choice of an Upper non-conducting fluid of specific
gravity around 1.1 was more difficult. An organic solvent or oil
seemed the most promising type of fluid to search for, since most
of these are not miscible with water. A silicon oil would have
been ideal for its low volatility, non corrosive, non toxic and
non flammable nature, but the molecular structure is such that the
higher density oils have greater viscosity, and those with specific
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gravity greater than 1.0 have viscosities at least two or more
orders of ma~nitude greater than water, which from § 2.3.3. is
unacceptable. The remaining alternative seemed to be to use
a heavy chlorinated hydrocarhon solvent mixed with a light oil
or organic solvent to achieve the required density. Trichloro-
ethylene was ruled out since it readily attacks perspex, but
carbon tetrachloride (cct4) (sp.gr.1.595) was used in small
instability experiments (see chapter 6). However in the wave
tank with a large surface area the solvents evaporated, causing
the density of the upper fluid to vary, and creating a health
hazard from the toxic tetrachloride vapour. No less volatile.
solvent could be found, and the only way to avoid evaporation
was by using a lid and taking care in the handling of the fluids,
but to minimise the ?erious health risk, 1,1,1 trichloroethane
(methyl chloroform, CH3CCf3) was used, which has a much lower
toxicity rating (see Sax - 1963) arid should not produce any
permanent damage to health although.it is fairly anaesthetic.
It was cheap and easily available under the proprietary name of.
"Genklene" produced by I.C.I. as a safe alternative to =, and
trichloroethylene. It has the same non-flammable properties,'
is an electrical insulator, only very slightly soluble in water,
transparent to light, has a viscosity of around 1.2 cp ~'f water
at 1.0 cp) and specific gravity about 1.32.
It was mixed with white spirit (turpentine substitute,
specific gravity = 0.85), which was chosen for ita. relatively
low flammability, cheapness and availability. Olive oil was also used
to mix with the Genklene but the viscosity of the'mixture was up to
two orders of magnitude greater than water, and waves would not
propagate more than a couple of centimetres, justifying the
assumption made above that the silicone oils would not be suitable ,_
either.
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b) Handling the fluids
The copper sulphate solution in distilled water and the
Genklene/white spirit mixture were made up in separate 5'gallon
polythene containers, the specific gravity being tested with
a sensitive hydrometer which measured specific gravity to the
nearest 0.0005. One of the storage containers can be seen in
fig. (4.5) in place for filling the wave tank. This was done
slowly, fill!ng from the bottom of the tank, copper sulphate first,
and then letting the organic solvent bubble slowly through the
t •
copper sulphate to form a layer on the top. It was done this
way to keep the solvent out of contact with the corners of'the '.
tank as much as possible to prevent it from attacking the perspex'
cement. Some trouble was experienced initially with the Genklene ...,..
and white spirit dissolving some white p.v.c. insulation on the
• 'wiring to the electrodes and depositing it as an opaque screen on .'
the lid, but thereafter anything likely to contaminate the liquids
was excluded from the tank. In use, the liquids gradually became
contaminated with copper particles and a green powder .produced at,
the electrodes. - probably a basic sulphate of copper (4 ce++S04-- 4'o,.()
due to the presence of small amounts of hydroxyl ions released by
electrolysis with the water. When the liquids were drained to
clean the tank, attempts t-leremade to separate the two liquids,
in a tall glass cylinder, and although it was found possible to do
this, the liquids were sufficiently dirty by this time to make
-,
them unusable again, and so had to be thrown away after a few runs.
They were not allowed to remain in the wave~ for more than
a couple 0'£ days at a time for fear of corrosion to the perspex.
To reduce the interfacial tension, a proprietary surface"
tension reducing agent, Teepol, was added to the copper sulphate
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solution in its container before use - a concentration of 5 cc
to 10 litres was found to reduce the surface tension by an order
of magnitude, without causing any noticeable blurring by mixing
of the sharply defined interface between the two liquids. It
was not found possible to measure accurately the interfacial
tension, since it varied with time and plaGe due to contamination
of the fluids, but experiments with a length of glass capillary
, .
tube in a measuring cylinder containing both liquids showed that
without Teepol the interfacial tension was around O.04N/m, and'
with Teepol added it could be reduced to around 0.004 N/m. It was
also noted that when Teepol was used, a fine skin of impurities,"
or possibly the products of a reaction between the Teepol and the
organic fluids, formed at the interface when the fluids were
warmed by the passing of heavy electric currents after a prolonged
run of a few minutes. This further necessitated the throwing
away of the liquids after a few short runs or one protracted run.
For safety, rubber gloves were always used when handling,
the liquids, and cleaning out the tank. The lid of. the tank
" ,
reduced most ,of the vapour hazard, but an extractor fan waS used
to keep the working area clean of Genklene vapour. Being heavier"
than air this was easy to remove at ground level whilst breathing
fresh air at head level.
4.3.2 The scale of the experiments
Given the choice of working fluids, the next thing to be
determined was the size of tank required, the spatial extent of
magnetic field to be provided and the total current and potential '
differences to be supplied to the electrodes, so that these could
be designed accordingly. The scale of the experiment was dependent
upon the size of wavelength it was intended to observe. It has
al~eady been noted in 2.4.2 that the larger the wavelength the less
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the surface tension dominates and the more anisotropic is the
wave dispersion. Given specific gra~ities for the two liquids
of about 1.080 for the upper and 1.100 for the lower, assuming
B = 0.2 wb/m2 and j = 100m A/sq cm and taking interfacial tension
as somewhere between 0.004 and 0.04 N/m, the curves of figs. 2.8
and 2.9 apply, which relate maximum and minimum wavelengths and
anisotropy ratio to frequency. From these it can be seen that
to provide an anisotropy ratio of about 0.9, the largest that
is likely to show up convincingly in experiment, a frequency
less than 1.0 to 1.5 cis is required corresponding to wavelengths
of 2.5 - 10 cms or more. To have longer wavelengths and ·still .'.
. . »
approximation kh ~ 1 would requiremaintain the surface wave
a depth of the order of 10 ems or more, requiring an unacceptably
high total current, and so 10 ems was considered to be the maximum
practicable wave length. To enable such waves to develop and to
be observed in the middle of a train away from the immediate
influence of walls or wave mw{er, the tank would need to be of
dimensions of at least 50 cms. square and consequently a magnetic
field uniform over a volume 50 cms x 50 cms x 20 cms was required.
It was appropriate at this stage, having decided on the
approximate scale of wavelengths, to m~e sure that the frequency
, .
/wave number relation for such wavelengths was not such that
viscous effects would control the dispersion relation.
Table 4.1 shows the relative magnitude of the different terms in
equation 2.34, given the abo~e experimental parameters, for the
highest and lowest wave numbers at the maximum frequency for
reasonable anisotropy at the given surface tension~
If a is assumed to be the same order as (.I), m::l:!:If
the term involving m may be evaluated.
and ·hence
Table 4.1 Relative magnitude of terms in the dispersion eguation (2.'kl
involving viscosity (all in s.i.units)
Pi 1.080
f2 1·100
~ 0·2
j 1000
)1..2 100x10-3
lJLi 1.3 x 10-3-6 .,
>12 009 x 10 "
-6 ,
)11 1·2 x 10
oc.. 0·004 0004
~ rads/sec /'OxlTt 04 ~ ,., -rr- I -S" <:Tr l'Ox~n 04 .1'1 l!l.- ,.S- .11.'2".. ./ T
~ rads,Lsee- 4-3x 211 58 x 211 . 16 x 2 tr 21 x 2rr-
(M+VM)2k
2er 2 ·l~ a 4025 Cl 0032 er 0056 CJ
2 p2 2 2 2a er a er
~~VM P·33 1·07 6033 x 10-3 1906x 10-'"
~2 90 90 40 40
~~Yt2m2+)l1m1 ) 1- 25 Cl 301 Cl 0.063 Cl 0·15 Cl
(f1+f2)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
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Now if viscosity is to have little effect, the ~2 and
00
2 terms should be an order of magnitude greater than the others.
If the value of 00 is substituted for ~, this is found to be
adequately satisfied for the ex= 0.04 case, and tolerably so for
the larger wave number in the~= 0.004 case, but for the shorter
wavelength, term (a) is about 1/4 and (e) is 1/3 of (d). This
suggests we are working at the limits of our inviscid assumption,
and that further efforts to match the densities more closely
would be counter-productive.
All the wave experiments were intended to represent
surface waves on a deep fluid. It was not found possible·in
the limited space to work with long waves in shallow fluid, since.
the small depth required for such waves could not be maintained
in the two fluid case without the surfad:e tension gathering the'
lower fluid up into isolated 'islands'. l'-1oreoverit would
probably be extremely difficult to observe long waves whose
amplitude was small enough to satisfy the linearity condition. '~ ~<.i·
4.3.3. The Magnet
(a) Basic desitm
From the above considerations it was decided that a field
of strength 0.2 wb/m2, with a uniformity of ~ ~~ was required '
over a volume of 50 cms x 50 cms x 20 ems high ( the field being
in the direction of one of the 50 em sides) with considerably
better uniformity over the central 30 ems x 30 ems of working
space. Since there was no available magnet, one had to be
designed, and for this sort of volume it soon became apparent
that an iron cored e1ectro-magnet could not provide the uniformity
required without large expensive pole pieces much greater in face
area than the working section, whilst the large air gap would
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destroy the advantage of using iron for an efficient magnetic
circuit. Thus a Helmho]z coil pair, with the magnetic return
path through air, turned out to be the cheapest design for these
specific requirements. Based on a mean diameter of one metre,
the centres 50 cms apart, the two coils were designed to produce
a field slightly in e«cess of 0.22 Wb/m2 to within 5% over a central
volume of 50 ems x 50 ems x 50 ems, and had the advantage both of
providing a considerably greater volume of less uniform magnetic
field which may prove useful for further M.H.D. experiments, and
also of enabling visual observation of experiments within the
magnetic field from all six sides of the cubic working voiume. '.
The magnet was to be designed to operate with a motor generator
set rated at 60V, 1000 A,D.C. maximum, and so each coil would be
made up of as many turns as were required to produce the required
field, each turn carrying 1000 amps. To stop the bulk of the
metal from encroaching on the working volume, and to keep the cost
down, the best design was to use water cooled conductors, so that
less metal need be used, and the design limit was then on the maximum
total resf:.stanceto enable 60V to produce 1000 amps, rather than 'on
the energy dissipation, which could be coped with by suitable
design of water cooling circuits. The other major design choice
was to use aluminium as the conductor. Having only 2/3 the .
conductivity of copper, 1~ times as much metal would be required,
but being only 1/3 as heavy as copper, and about 1/10 the cost
per unit weight at that time, aluminium was obviously the cheaper
by a large margin.
(b) Construction and Installation
A general view of the magnet is given in fig. (4.6).
The detailed design and construction was carried out b~ the
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wozkshop of U .K.A.E.A. (Culham). Eaoh~.:.Co11:.consistsof 5 pancake
coils, each of 25 turns of aluminium hollow conductor with the
section shown in fig. (4.7). The coils were wouad with r epoxy
resin impregnated tape between the windings which was baked solid
after completion of each pancake. The pancakes were held together
by stainless steel tie rods between plywood end plates, separated
from each other by polythene sheets, and the two main coils were
kept apart by four solid blocks of hardwood. The coils were
'.
wired electrically in series, whilst the cooling water circuits
were in parallel. The most difficult problem to overcome WaS
that of obtaining the aluminium conductor section which had to be
"
"
specially extruded, and this delayed the delivery of the magnet by
nearly a year. When the magnet arrived, it was mounted on a solid
softwood base, formed to take the coils over the bottom 90° of arc
of their circumference. The tie bars were initially eased off to
\
allow the coils to settle home before the final plumbing and
electrical connections were made. Connection to the motor
generator set was by way of -a-" x 3" aluminium bus bars, and joints
were made by clamping clean faces together with 'Electrolubet
grease between the faces. The cooling water WaS led from a'2"
aluminium manifold pipe through 3/4" nylon reinforced plastfo
tube to the ~nlet, and led out in a similar way through the flow
monitoring devices., Each pancake was designed to take one
gall/minute flow at 80 psi inlet pressure, and this was provided
, .
at first by the laboratory mains. It is planned to instal
a distilled water closed loop cooling circuit with heat exchanger,
to prevent corrosion of the aluminium, and what is more at risk,
to prevent scaling up of the comparatively narrow cooling water
passages by the mains water.
/.
i
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FIG.4.7. MAGNET HOLLOW CONDUCTOR
SECTION. (~xfv.llSto.\e).
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(c) Magnet protection devices
The electrical inlet and outlet of the magnet were
connected by a 1" x ~" aluminium bus bar through two heavy duty
diodes, so that under normal running the magnet was not shorted
out, but should the external supply circuit be suddenly broken
(e.g. by a bus bar connection being cut) the energy stored in the
magnetic field would be able to dissipate ohmic ally by currents
.,
circulating through this short circuit link.
The magnet was protected from overheating by cooling,
water flow monitors linked automatically with ~~e motor' generator.
Fig. (4.8) shows one of the flow monitors, and fig. (4.9) the'"
, .
,associated electrical circuits.
. .
When the flow is sufficiently'
high i.e. about 0.9 galls/minute, the aluminium float is raised'
up inside the glass,tube, rather like a rotameter flow measurer,
except that being cylindrical rather than conical there is a go/
no go sta.te rather than a gradual movement as the flow is .increased
or decreased. \v'henall the floats are up,' signifying that ",
sufficient cooling water is flO\oJingthrough all the coils, a light' . •.
beam operates a light switch,' making a low voltage circuit which; ~ctivates .
a relay closing a switch in a mains voltage magnetic holding circuit
I
for the main contacts of the motor generator. Thus unless the
water is flowing the motor generator will not run without being
held in manually.
, .
The device is fail-safe, e~cept that to allow
the motor generator to be used for other purposes when the magnet·
was disconnected, a switch was installed to bypass the relay. ~
(d) Calibration, uniformity etc.
Fig. (4.10) shows a plot of magnetic field along the axis
of the coils, at the centre of the magnet,against the current
through the coils. Using the traversing gear described in a later
)-
I
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section, a Hall probe magnetometer was traversed across the , ,
working volume, to measure the axial field, and the horizontal .
field normal to the axis, for the plane at which the fluid
interface was planned to be. Sample values were taken at
different planes a few ems above and below this, to cover the
volume covered by the tank, but no difference in field could
be detected. From fig. (4.11) it can be seen that the field
is uniform to within 5% over the centre 50 cms x 50 cms area,
and within 1% over the central 20cms x 20 ems. The field
'normal to the axis is plotted in fig. (4.12). A constant has
x«ro
been added to the measured field to make the valuelat the.centre~
since whilst the probe was at the same orientation throughout,
it may have been slightly rotated from the desired direction and
so measured a small component of the axial field, which would be
the same throughout.' Over the central 20cms x 20cms the transverse
field is effectively zero, within the limits of the measuring
instruments, and over the 50 cms x 50 cms area rises to just
over 5% of axial field in the corners.
(e) Stray field
With a large magnet having an air return flux path, it
was envisaged that trouble could be caused by stray field. The
field outside the magnet is plotted in fig.(4.13). Whilst not
spreading beyond the experimental area in a strength likely to
affect other work in the laboratory the stray field did pose
a hazard in the area immediately around the magnet. The coils
themselves were boxed in with hardboard to protect against
shorting and damage by ferrous metal objects attracted to the
"
magnet by mistruce. Reed relays in the light switches of the
flow monitoring devices as well as other magnetic sensitive
electronics and transformers had to b~ located well out of the way,
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and mechanical equipment having ferrous parts such as camera
shutters and the drive to the wave maker were found to be affected
by the stray field.
r
Whereas with iron cored magnets, electrical
equipment and small motors etc will operate comfortably just
outside the working section, in this case the strong stray field
was an important factor in the design of much of the ancillary ;
'" equipment.
4.3.4 The electric current supply
The current was supplied to the working fluid through
copper mesh electrodes, mesh size 28 per inch. This was used
in preference to solid copper since it was found to be less prone
to silting up over areas wide enough to cause distortion to the
current density pattern, and its overall contact resistance
seemed to be lower than solid copper. Also, it was easier and
cheaper to replace than solid copper sheet. The DC supply
required to produce 100 mA/sq em over a cross section of 70 cms
x 2.5 ems and a length of 70 cms between electrodes, was found
to be up to 20 A at up to 200V. After some trial attempts with
the laboratory DC supply, reGulated wastefully through a variable
resistor bank in series, an AC supply was used, voltage controlled
through a 20A Variac Auto transformer, and then full wave rectified
through a diode bridge. No attempt was made to smooth the r~pple
as the 100 cis frequency would not be 'felt' by the fluid (as
discussed later in 5.5). Fig. (4.5) shows the Variac in place,
and the DC connections to the left of it, along with voltmeter
and ammeter for the DC supply and the magnet supply current ammeter.
The P.V.C. sheet surrounding the electrical connections was placed
there to reduce the risk of accident should a hose come off the
cooling water high pressure manifold.
, '
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4.3.5 The wave tanks
The main wave tank designed for use to demonstrate the
existence of anisotropic surface waves , is shown in fig. (4.14).
It was 70 cms x 70 ems, built of perspex, since this was easily
worked, strong enough for the job in hand, transparent to light,
and although a little difficulty was experienced with Genklene
attacking the joints, in general it was easily bonded and formed'
a fluid-tight seal using perspex cement. The only alternative
would have been to use a glass bottom and metal frame and wall$,
but the problem of a fluid seal, and of insulat:;'ngthe metal
,',
from shorting out the electrolyte far outweighed the problem
of Genklene corroding the perspex. This tank was designed for .
use with j, always normal to!?" and advantage was taken of the
fact that j varying .in a plane normal to E. will not cause
rotational i x ~ forces, by shaping the tank floor down at the
electrode edges to form a deeper trough into which the electrode
fitted. This enab~ed current densities at'the electrode/electrolyte
interface to be considerably less than in the main balk of the'
fluid, reducing contact resistance. At all four of the edges
10° sloping beaches were incorporated at the level at which the
interface was expected to be, to help prevent reflection of waves
interfering with observation. These 'beach' sections were
removable to assist cleaning, and to enable the electrodes to
be cleaned and replaced. Fig. (4.15) shows the detail of the
design at the side walls.
A filling and draining hole was provided on one end wall,
at the bottom of the trough section on one side, with a tap on the
outside. A lid was built of 10 mm perspex with a rim around it,
fitting inside the tank with 5 mm clearance all around so that it
X
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floated on top of the upper liquid and not only prevented
evaporation but provided a solid top surface for the upper
liquid, thus preventing further waves on the top surface':
Holes (protected from leru{age by circular rims) were provided
where necessary for probes and other ancillaries, described
later.
The tank itself was supported on a wooden trestle frame,
straddling through the centre of the magnet, bringing the level
of the beaches of the tank into line with the centre of the
magnet. It is seen in position in fig. (4.16)...
After experience with this large tank, a second tank '.
was built, shown in fig. (4.17). It was designed particularly
so that it could be used in the instability experiments of 6.6.,
i.e. to be able to swivel inside the magnet so that the current
could be directed at any orientation to the magnetic field.
For this purpose it was smaller (40 cms x 40 ems), though 20 ems
deep to cope with deeper fluids, and was fabricated from perspex,
a 24 mm thick base with 8 mm walls. Because it was to be used :
j:
Iat any orientation the base was perfectly flat, and no beaches
were used. The electrodes were again copper mesh, covering the
whole of two opposite walls supported by silver.' soldering onto
a brass frame, held in place by P.V.C. sheet bent over the edges
of the tank, which also provided protective insulation against
accidental touching. A perspex lid with a rim was also made to
fit inside and float on the upper liquid. The whole tank was
supported inside a framework made of brass angle, with rollers
at the four corners running on a circular rail of bent brass
sheet on a plywood base. The plywood base rested on the wooden
trestle in the magnet, and when in the centre of the magnet, the
tank could be freely swivelled through 360°.
.:
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Whereas the large tank could not be removed easily once
in place, for fear of stresses crackin~ the walls away from the
base, this one could be slipped in and out without harm in its
brass frame. Being smaller it Was easier to obtain greater
current densities at lower voltages and since it had been
discovered that the large tank was more than big enough for
the size of wavelengths which showed up well enough to photograph,
this smaller tank proved to be the best for the wave experiments.
iVave generation equipment
From 4.3.2. it will be seen that the frequency of waves ,to' •
be generated lies in the region of ~ to 1~ cycles/sec. This was
too slow to be generated by simple electromechanical vibrators,
since fairly pure sine wave forms were required to eliminate
harmonic frequencies etc., and so a mechanical method had to be
Such a seemingly simple problem Was made much more complicated'
by the presence of the magnetic field, since no small electric motor
used.
could be used either in the working section, or anywhere near the
magnet. Also it was designed to obstruct the view of the surface
as little as possible, and also to make provision for the location ". I
of the wave maker to be moved to any part of the surface.
The actual probes used to transfer the vibrations to the
fluids will be described in the relevant sections later in the
chapter, but the mechanism used to create the vibrational motion
is shown clearly in fig. (4.14). It consists of a push rod and
spring, rocker arm and cam, the cam being circular with a slightly
offset centre, producing a good approximation to a sine wave
oscillation in the push rod with a peak to peak amplitude of 2 mm.
This assembly was mounted on two brass rods running the length of
the tarut above the lid, supported on the tank walls, and the cam
!.i
...... - ~... . "'-.
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was rotated by a third brass rod, running parallel to the support
rods, itself fed through a 100.1 step down gearbox which was driven
through an 8ft long flexible drive by a 1/4 hp AC electric motor
well away from the field. The motor had to be powerful enough to. " overcome energy losses in the flexible drive, and to cope with
J' loss of power at slow speeds since it was voltage controlled through
a variac, whilst still being able to run at constant speed once set.
At these speeds, frequency was measured by timing a given number
of cycles with a stop watch.
The probe gear could also be adapted to fit the smaller..
tank, whilst the brass rod supports and perspex slides prov±ded
"
a support for the Hall probe to enable traversing to any part of,
the tank area.
4.3.7. Wave observation
Waves were observed by direct visual means. After some .
trial and error, a light source was used consisting of a 60 watt"
halogen car headlamp bulb, with filament vertical, since this
provided a very concentrated, almost point, light source. This
was placed near the floor, between the two coils, so that it
illuminated the tank from the bottom • A piece of tracing paper
.was spread across the tank lid, and this acted as a screen.
Following the normal ripple tank principle (see Llowarch (1961) ),
waves at the interface created light and dark patterns on the
surface, and since there was a distance of only about 5 cms between
the interface plane and the plane of the paper, c.f. 50 ems to the
light source, the dark and light patterns directly represented the
presence of troughs and crests. For this purpose, the difference
in refractive index between the two working fluids was found to
produce fairly well defined patterns for small amplitude waves,
though the larger the wavelengths the fainter it became.
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To provide a visual record, and to enable measurements .,
to be made, it was decided to photograph the pattern. At first,
the patterns on the paper were observed through the top opening
of the magnet, using a 28 mm wide angle lens on a Pentax S1a
camera, but probably due to the stray field there, the camera
shutter malfunctioned. Therefore a mirror was installed inside
the magnet at 45 degrees to the vertical, to enable vie\'1ingfrom
one end (see in fig. 4.16). In this case an ordinary 55 mm lens
was used, and the camera could be set up on a tripod. A double
orange filter was used, since the green/blue colour of copper
sulphate is the worst for good definition on a panchromatdc film,"
and a 400 ASA Kodak tri-X film was used, the exposure being 1/125sec
at f.2, and force developed for 15 mins. at 680 in full strength
Kodak D76 developer ~o bring out the contrast. The negatives
obtained were sufficiently good to enable the contrast of light
and dark bands to be brought out strongly in the printing, and
typical examples will be seen later in this chapter.
To help strengthen the contrast of patterns on the screen,
stray light was reduced by enclosing the whole working area and
equipment within a black polythene 'tent', framed with aluminium
'dexion', which also served both to keep the equipment dust frea,
and to encourage a draught of fresh air through the area, driven
by the extract fan.
The viewing arr;angement with the smaller tank, standing
higher in the magnet, was reversed. The light source was placed
above the tank, the screen fastened on the underside of the tank
base, and the 45° mirror positioned below the tank, which gave
a clearer view of the surface, although the shadow cast by tha
, ,
wave making gear was just as much an obstruction to view as the
gear itself was in the original viewing arrangement •.
." . ;
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4.4. Point Source Experiments
The first experiments to be attempted to demonstrate the
existence of anisotropic surface waves, were those using'a point
oscillating source, with the intention of obtaining lines of constant
phase corresponding to the theoretical values predicted in fig. (2.6).
The wave maker was set up opposite a hole in the centre of
the lid of the large tank, and a plunger attached to the oscillating
brass rod. This was made of ~" perspex rod, with a hole drilled
dO\-m the centre to take the brass rod, and a disc of 1/16" perspex
sheet glued to the base. Initially, a 1" diameter disc was used
(the smallest one seen in fig. 4.19), with the disc situated just
at the interface of the two fluids. However, it was found that the
waves generated by this probe showed up on the observing screen for
only a couple of centimetres from the probe, and then were lost,
because the amplitude of waves from a point source decreases
inversely as the squa.re ~ of the radius from the point, due to·
energy radiation considerations alone, even without considering
damping effects. Thus this point probe proved unsuccessful.
As a compromise approximation to a point source,2" and 4" circular
discs were used, so that more energy could be fed into the system to
enable the waves to persist at a visually observable amplitude for
a greater distance, although the ovality of the pattern to be· .
expected would be less in this case than for a true point source.
A nev problem then appeared. Anisotropy was observed but
it was orientated at 90° to What was expected, and in fact it
persisted a few seconds after the current was switched off.
After the motion of small particles of impurity was noticed,
it was realised that this anisotropy was a spurious effect, due to
convection of waves by flow in the fluid. The origin of this flow
\.
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was traced back to the fact that the probe was positioned so that
its mean position was slightly below the interface level, and
consequently, averaged over time,there was a net disturbance to the
current flow such as to produce rotational i x ~ forces inducing
flow. Fig. (4.20) shows the sort of flow pattern expected from the
i x ~ forces, predicted for the cases of the net surface disturbance
upwards or downwards, for upward or downward j x B. It will be
noted that for the surface distorted upwards, (possible because
surface tension holds the interface attached to the probe), the
spurious currents would produce an effect on the waves not unlike
the one being sought, and this must be guarded against.
decided that subsequently all wave motions should be induced by
It was ..
the plunger wholly in the upper fluid, not making contact with the
interface. This was found to be successful in eliminating
spurious currents, but markedly reduced the amplitude of the Wave
motion at the interface. It shows that in fact the two fluid-,
system is virtually essential to show up H.H.D. anisotropic surface
, .
waves unambiguously without these spurious motions which were also
experienced in the preliminary mercury experiments. Using the
large tank, and taking the above precautions, although a definite
change in the Wave pattern could be seen on switching the electric
current on, it was not possible to produce anisotropy in the wave
pattern which would show up consistently and 11.ndisputedly in
photographs, even when operating at the maximum voltage available.
It was not until the smaller tank was used, with the
possibility of higher current densities, and after experience of
handling the fluid to reduce surface tension, that any observable
ovality of the wave s was obtained. This is shown in fig.(4.21)
along with details of the j x ~ forces involved. Even here,
using a 2" plunger, decreasing amplitude was a problem, and the
.
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shadow of the wave making gear a hindrance to clear observation'.
However by the time these photographs were obtained, the existence
of anisotropic surface waves had already been proved by the foll~wing ,
method.
4.5 Line Source Experiments
To overcome the problem of the previous section, decrea~e
of amplitude due to radial energy flow, it was decided to mount
Ii series of experiments using a line source. The line 'plUnger
shown in fig. (4.19) was used, being 4 cms x 40 ems, 1/16" thick
perspex, with a bar of shaped ~" perspex along Jhe top centre to
hold it rigid. Using this, even when keeping it wholly, in the "
upper fluid, it was found that waves showed up much better, and
could be observed on the screen for 20 ems or more away from the
probe. Also, larger wavelengths up to 10 cms, could be shown
up with the greater amplitude, whereas in the point source
experiments 5 cms was the maximum wavelength that could be observed.
A series of photographs was taken, with the magnetic field
on and the wave maker set at a particular frequency, 'for waves in
the ~ direction at different values of current. A pieCll'epf P.V.C.
cut exactly 10 ems long was placed on the screen to act as
a calibration for the photograph. The wavelengths could be measured
to within about 5% accuracy on the photographs, judging by eye the,
position of subsequent crests or troughs and where possible'
measuring over two or three wavelengths. However, by comparing
different photographs and measuring systematically, an accuracy
of 2~ in the actual ratio of wavelengths between photographs was
probably obtained. Typical photographs are shown in fig. (4.22)"
. . .,'
whilst fig. (4.23) shows a plot of the ratio of (wavelength/wave-
length without current), against (jx ~ /gravity force) ratio.
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The bent waves in the photograph wer-e due to warping of the plunger
after some time in the warmed Geru(lene.
from the centre section.
A further series of experiments was then run to obtain the
same ratio of (wavelength/wavelength without current on) for
Neasurements were taken
different wave directions, taking two photographs for each direction,
one with and one without the current on, to enable direct comparison
between the two, thereby avoiding any error due to a slight change in
frequency or surface tension or density during the run. The 10 em
marker was always placed in a direction along the wave normal, to
eliminate any error due to the mirror not being at 45° and hence '.
distorting the photographic record. Typical photograph pairs are
shown in fig. (4.24). This was repeated for various frequencies
and the measured ratio results are shown in fig. (4~25). These
show a good general agreement with their equivalent (phase velocity)
theoretical plots of fig. (2.6).Only downward j x B forces were
used in this series since greater forces could be obtained without
the fluid going unstable anywhere.
Although it is not possible to make a direct quantitative
comparison with theoretical results because of the difficulty of
accurate measurement of surface tension, and the variation of
specific gravity as the fluids heat up due to omnic dissipation,
the results thus obtained are considered to be adequate experimental
evidence to support the general theory of the existence of M.H.D.
anisotropic surface waves.
therefore been achieved.
The primary goal of this work has'
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4.6. Experiments to Show up other Anisotropic Surface Wave Phenomen~
4.6.1. Introduction
Following the theoretical work described in chapter 3, it was
hoped to demonstrate the existence of some of the phenomena predicted
there. It soon became apparent that as well as the inaccuracies of
measurement, other inaccuracies of general wave motion would make it
impossible to set up experiments which could hope to do anything,
more than show that a difference existed between the C.H.D. and M.H.D.
cases of such phenomena as refraction, reflection and the ship wave
or fish line problem. This was because to study these' effects
properly, a much larger area is required so that study can be made
in the centre of a large wave train rather than using a narrow wave
train. Clear demonstrations were also difficult because the
comparatively low energy content of the wave train tor the
frequency/wave number characteristics for the two fluid interface,
rendered it susceptible to being distorted by comparatively small
spurious effects, such as a slight fluid convection motion, or
variations of surface tension from place to place due to impurities.
Refraction experiments
To demonstrate the refraction phenomena described in 3.~
the simplest case was chosen, of a line source producing waves in
the C.H.D. case with normals in the ~ direction, and a ridge shaped
floor, (dra\~ in fig. 4.26) so that the current density would increase
hyperbolically from the outside to the centre.
The false floor was constructed of 1/16" perspex on 1/4"
ridge ends with a 1/4" perspex support in the centre, and open so
that copper sUlphate would fill the underneath too, and so prevent
a prismatic wedge of air, or perspex (had it been solid) from·
bending the light and producing spurious results. The design vas
such that it was expected that all the current would flow over 'the I
I
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top of the false floor, and the absence of any rotational j x ~
motions bore this out when the current was switched on. The
copper sulphate was let in to a depth of 2.8 cms at the sides,
1.3 cms at the top, and so wavelengths were restricted to 5 ems
maximum for the effect of depth not to influence the O.H.D. case.
The smaller tank was used, and the line source was a cut down
version of that used in the previous section. For a range of
frequencies photographs wer-e taken with the total current at various
values from 0 to 18 amps, and j x ~ upward and downward. The
results are the general shape predicted by the theory, particularly'..
for the downward force, and are shown in fig. (4.27). The upward
force produced a less well defined effect, probably because of the
onset of the sort of instability described in chapter 6.
4.6.3 Reflection experiments
It was hoped to be able to verify fairly definitely the
reflection characteristics described in 3.2, using the line wave .~..
maker , First, using the large tank, attempts were made to refl'ect
the waves at a 'mirror' consisting of a half barrier, in the upper
fluid only so that the current should not be distorted.
walls could not be used since they would be parallel or normal to
The tank
the axes of anisotropy, and consequently would not show up any
unusual reflection behaviour. However- it was found that what
little reflection did occur did not show up sufficiently to be
photographed, and it was suspect as to whether this was true
reflection since the incident and reflected angles did not appear
to be equal even in the O.H.D. case.
Therefore, it was planned to use the smaller tank and make
use of the theory of 2.5.2., that the orientation of anisotropy
would rotate at half the angle of rotation of j from the usual .
(j.~= 0) position. In this way, the walls of the tank would
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no longer be normal or parallel to the major and minor axes of
the anisotropy, and should mrute ideal 'mirrors'. However,
having set up such a situation, it was found impossible to
obtain reflection of the waves, even in the O.H.D. case, as
the photograph of fig. (4.28) makes clear. Presumably, the
relatively low energy content of the wave train enables the
slightest meniscus effect at the tank walls, and viscous effects
near the wall, to absorb most of the wave energy so that any that
is reflected is not visible.
Since this set-up had been thought to be the most likely
to assist reflection, the attempt to demonstrate reflection ;
characteristics was stopped here. However it must be pointed
out that there should be much less of a problem in this respect
with liquid metal experiments, since in that case the waves would
be faster and contain more energy, with weaker viscous effects.
, ,
FIG: l.28. ATTEMPTED
WAVE REFLECTION
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5. VARIATIONS OF TH:~ H.H.D. RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY
5.1.1. Introduction
The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is the instability of an
interface between two fluids, when one of them is accelerated
towards the other. In hydrodynamics the normal circumstances
under which it occurs are when a heavy fluid is supported above
a less dense one, and gravity provides the accelerating force.
However, in the realm of N.H.D., it is quite possible to use
the j x B force to accelerate a conducting fluid towards a non-- -
conducting fluid, if the imposed magnetic ~ield and electric..
current produce a force with component normal to the interface. '.,
For simplification, in this investigation, consideration will be ..
mainly restricted to the ea.se where ..i and ~ are imposed mutually
perpendicular, paral~el to the undisturbed interfacial plane.
For this to be truly' classified as a Rayleigh~aylor type of
stability problem, the j x B force must be conservative in the- -
undisturbed state, so that the initial condition for the probl~rn
is a state of equilibrium. whether stable or not, with the fluids
at rest, the gravity and Lorentz forces being balanced by the
internal pressure gradients within the fluids. . "Although gravity
forces will be connidered in the theoretical analyses, since they
must always be of comparable order with j x B forces in the
laboratory experiments performed, it will be assumed that they are
always stabilizing - i.e. with the current switched off, the
lighter fluid lies above the heavier.
Thus the general arrangement is as shown in fig (5.1).
What is already known about the M.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor instability
is its anisotropy. It turns out that modes in the x,z plane
z,
subscrLpt 1 re.fers to urper fl<4.ic!.
~u b.sc.ri pt 2.. refers t.o l.o\..be,. f(lAid..
purtu."ba:bol'\
ve lOCoit ,41.5.
FIG.5.1. GENERAL NOTATION FOR M.H.D.
RALEIGH - TAYLOR PROBLEM.
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(i.e. of wave number k) are stable, whereas those in thez,y plana
are not, an effect due to the sarne causes as those causing surface
. ,
waves to be anisotropic (see 2.5.1). Now since the instability
is produced by externally imposed electromagnetic fields, acting
on the conducting liquid differently to the non-conductor so that
the interface becomes unstable, it is possible that j and B can be- - .
varied in certain ways, still maintaining the conditions set out
above, so that the instability can be influenced and its modes
altered. I~rely from academic interest, it was thought worthwhile
to investigate such possibilities, since any new mode of instabilitt
thus predicted should be quite easy to observe experimentally. ;
Also, study is made more generally of the effect of j x ~ forces on
the stationary equilibrium shape of a fluid interface, worthwhile
both to complete the understanding of an uninvestigated area of
H.H.D., and also since it stimulates a deeper understanding of
what is normally looked on as a trivial O.H.D. phenomenon - the
shape of free or interfacial surfaces.
5.1.2. Other It/orkon the HeH.D. Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
There is a considerable literature on the effect of imposed.
magnetic fields upon the ordinary Rayleigh-Taylor instability,
where induced eddy currents in a conducting fluid modify the motio~_
and usually tend to stabilize the situation in a way similar to
viscosity. Such action is strongly anisotropic, depending upon
the orientation of the m~gnetic field (Chandrasekhar 1961, Hurty 1961).'
Ilowevez- much less has been written about the situation here
considered, where current also is imposed, induced currents are ignored,
and the i x ~ force is the actual destabilizing force. Lemaire (1963)
has analysed the simple case ignoring surface tension and gravity,
whilst Due (1968) and Baker (1965) report experiments measuring the
growth rates of the instability.
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The original motivation behind these researches was the application
to striated ;'i.rI.D. generators, where bands of alternately poor and
good conducting gases pass through the generator, and mixing of
the bands occurs due to the Rayleigh~raylor instability at their
interface (Devime et al. 196-6). These all treat only the simple
instability, and there is apparently no attempt in the literature
to consider in more detail what effects the j x B force can have
on a surface, nor to explore some of the interesting variations
which the flexibility of H.H.D. makes possible.
5.1.3. The irrotationality condition
The condition for the j x B force to be conservative
I
initially, befoee the instability gets under way, is that curl
.1 x ~ = 0. Also div B = 0, and it will be assumed that div .1 = °
too, so that
( B ( .1 . '\] ,)~ = ° ; •• 5.1
In bhe notation of fig. 5.1, assuming that ~ is always (0, By i 0)
and that j is always imposed in the x direction only, for any cases
where B varies, 5.1 becomes :-y
)i ~B~
B - j = °y ~~ x )x.
This condition allows the practical possibility of varying
.1 in both x and z directions, and.!l in the z direction, without
causing rotational forces in the unperturbed state, but making
~Bpossible new modes of instability. The effect of ~ ~ 0 ha~
been mentioned by Lemaire and Baker, but no attempt of observing
~B
it is recorded, nor is the anisotropic nature of the d2.
term considered. Thus these cases will be analysed in ~ 5.3.
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5.2. The j x B Force and the Shape of a Fluid Surface
5.2.1. The need to consider the problem
In ordinary hydrodynamics it is taken for granted that,
except for the influence of surface tension, a liquid surface
will be flat and horizontal if the fluid is stationary, and any
contours in the surface must be associated with motion. However
when i x ~ forces are imposed on a liquid with a free surface, it
is not so obvious what shape of surface or interface can be
maintained, when the j x ~ force is either conservative or rotational,
and it is also pertinent to enquire what the effect of a surface..
disturbance will be to the electric current path and resulting
,.i. x ~ field.
It is necessary to consider the possible exceptions to the
obvious expectation that the surface must still remain flat, so
that when experiments are performed to observe instabilities, the
movement of the surface may be confidently held to be due to the',
instability itself and not one of the possibilities to be looked
into now.
5.2.2. The effect of conservative j x B upon surface shape
Ignoring the influence of surface tension, the interface
must lie normal to the resultant of body forces acting on the
fluids on either side of the interface. This may be shown as
follows:-
In the absence of surface tension the boundary condition
on pressure at the interface is: 6p = 0 (where ~ represents the
difference in the parameter across the'interface). Denoting the
upper fluid by 1 and the lower fluid by 2, with s a direction in
the plane of the interface and n normal to it, then
In the case where j is imposed horizontally, and ~ at'
to the horizontal, then
(see ~ig 5.2),
bPt
~h.= - f'~
let the surface lie at~
~ = 0
~~
,
angle e to the horizontal
FIG. 5.2. THE EFFECT OF I NCll NED B UPON
SURFACE INell NATION.
e '
1/iD
FIG.5.3. VARIATION OF SURFACE INCLINATION
WITH MAGNETIC FIELD INCLINATION.
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now
hence
The dependence of ~ on e for various t is shown in (fig. 5.3).
It can be seen that the interface can be supported at any
inclination to the horizontal, provided~>l. Ho,....ever, if cP is
greater than 90°, there is a situation where heavier liquid is.,
above lighter liquid, and thouGh the interface is stable ~o
oscillations in the plane in which the interface is inclined
(i.e. the vertical plane containing B) it will clearly be unstable
to oscillations in th~ norm~l plane (see fig.5.4), Here, then,
is a means of supporting liquid surfaces at an inclination to the
horizontal without there being any fluid motion. Indeed the
surface could be held curved in a variety of shapes (providingP~ 90°)
. ,
in the plane containing ~ , by imposing a suitably curved magnetic
field (subject of course to curl ~ = div ~ = 0) • Conversely,
this could possibly form the basis of a visual method of testing
,for the uniformity of a fairly strong field. If a tank of mercury
were placed in the field, and a strong enough current passed through,
any bending of the field could be immediately detected optically
from distortions of the surface, assuming that the surface area was
large enough not to be dominated by surface tension.
The next question is to ask whether, given a horizontal
magnetic field, a liquid surface can be supported non-horizontal
';1
I
:1
,i:,.,
;,
i!
ir!l
FIG. 5.4. PLANE OF INSTABILITY WHENil
HEAVIER FLUID IS LIFTED ABOVE':
L·IGHTER FLUID BY lX~ FORCE,-
~h.te.r non -c.ond..~c.t.i"'9
fL~(d..
-_,.-
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by the electric current. The answer in fact must be negative,
since the current at the interface, (which is the relevant current)
must always be parallel to the surface. Even if both liquids were
of different but finite conductivities, the current parameter
pertinent to the discussion would be 6j , which is j1
s
(since j1 = j2 because div j = 0). Now by a similar argument
n n
to that above, but with e representing the inclination of current
-'6 .5~""Gdirection to the horizontal, again tanr = 'iC-o';Ie-1 , and with
the boundary condition on current requiring e = ¢> ,then e = et> = 0
is the only possibility. Thus, in the later di~ussion of inter~
"mediate positions of interface stability, with a non-leve~ interface,
it can be confidently asserted that a conservative j x ~ field
cannot hold the interface non-level unless ~ itself is not horizontal.
It could be an interesting exercise to consider the fluid
motion resulting from rotating the magnetic field, slowly enough
to ignore inductive effects, or to trace the fluid motion to its
5.2.3. The effect of rotational j x B forces
new position of stability subsequent to switching on an inclined
field.
The question again is whether it is possible, without
.corresponding nui'd motion, to maintain a non-level surface to
the liquid using rotational j x ~ forces, of any configuration.
In general, such forces would generate motion in the fluid, which
would then cause the surface to be distorted, so that for no motion
to occur, the disturbed surface would have to cause equal and
opposite rotational forves to balance j x ~. But from O.H.D.
theory of waves and surface instabilities, if F is the restoring
or destabilising force field, curl E is everywhere zero except
along the surface itself, since it is P?ssible (in the inviscid
theory at least) to solve using a velocity potential.
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Thus for the fluids to remain at rest, with a distorted surface,
the rotational 1. x..£..would have to act at the surface only, i.e.
provided by a current sheet.
The simplest case to envisage would be a horizontal
magnetic fielQ, with a current sheet at the interface, the current
always being horizontal and perpendicular to ~ , but varying in th~
B direction, i.e. (E_. grad)i #0.
However in the considerations of the M.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, j is by no means confined, indeed cannot conceivably.
be restricted to a current sheet at the interface .•except when
dealing hypothetically with perfect conductors and so it is '.
concluded that it is not possible to maintain a distorted surface
by a rotational j x ~ force without fluid motion.
5.2.4. The effect ofa disturbed surface on the j x B configuration
In order to understand the problems to be investigated later,
it is necessary now to change the point of view somewhat, and to
consider the converse of the above sections, viz given a distorted
surface, supported by surface tension or by a particular fluid
motion, what is the effect on what was for the undisturbed state
a conservative i x ~ force field. The a (y x ~ ) induced
.currents will be ignored here, since it would be possible using
small imposed ~ and large j for them to ~e negligible. Also,
just the simplest case will be considered where, in the undisturbed
state, j and E. are mutually perpendicular and horizontal.
Particularly, it is useful to know what surface shapes
will cause a rotational 1x E. to occur, with its consequent
production of motion, which in its turn will further modify the
surface shape.
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The condition for rotationality (5.1) is
Now j is governed by the surface shape, since j is always zero.
n
~ will not be affected by the surface shape, and if ~ = (0, By' 0),
then for irrotationality j must not vary in the Z direction.
Thus if the surface height be h see fig. (5.1), then for
'b'~ = 0, h = ~(x only) or h = f2 (y only)
But as soon as h = f(x,y)' th'2 current will be distorted so that
motion is induced by rotational forces.
Thus the usual modes of H.H.D. Rayleigh-T.aylor instability
'.as considered by Lemaire et aI, do not give rise to rotational
i x !i forces.
It is worth noting for the case where the instability with
~~:fa is considered, that in this case (5.1) requires th~t
i has no z component anywhere for irrotationality, so that h = f1(x) is
unacceptable, and h= f2(y) is the only mode of surface disturbance .
not to cause rotational forces.
It should also be stated that although the small amplitude
assumption, made in the chapters on wave motions, enabled us to
ignore rotational forces caused by the surface disturbance, that
assumption is not normally valid for instabilities.
5.2.5 The effect of surface tension in the presence of j x B forces
It is usual when dealing with O.H.D. and M.H.D. problems of
a free surface to include surface tension, if required, simply by
adding a suitagle term to the relevant equation - usually through
the boundary condition on pressure. This is the procedure adopted
in the next section of this chapter. However, surface tension can
introduce further complications through magnetohydrostatics, i.e. in
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the stationary state without wave or instability motion it can
still interact with the electromagnetic parameters. In the way
described in 5.2.4, through maintaining a surface distorted from
the horizontal, it can cause rotational ..Lx E.. forces and hence
indirectly cause spurious motions to a~9ur. What is even more
troublesome in experimental work is the fact that the equilibrium
magnetohydrostatic surface shape changes as _j_ x .~ is varied, even
when stability is maintained.
In two dimensions (adopted for simplicity) the interface
between two stationary liquids in hydrodynamics has its height
z governed by surface tension such thato '.
~2o ( )with the boundary conditions of ~~ = tqn angle of contact
~'O 1"\at the edge wall and "';}:>C ~ V as x ~ CO in a semi-
infinite fluid. (Batchelor 19&7 , p.GG) This is the familiar
meniscus effect '....hich is taken for granted and allowed for in so
many experimental situations.
With imposed j x ~ (jperpendicular to ~ which is in the
x direction), the equation becomes,
)'~..
A !:-[1:L~J1'!.-'= 0 w\. ..... A = (p.- fl)~- jB
(ix ~ assumed act~g upwards)
Thus varying j or B will cause the surface to change its
shape. In particular, there will be a noticeable movement of the
surface to a new position when a jx ~ force of the same order as
the gravity force is suddenly. switched on. Now when (P2-f1)~ P2
as is the case when the two fluids are closely matched in density
the meniscus effect becomes very pronounced, even in the O.H.D.
case, and so it can be a dominating feature of N.H.D. experiments,
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if care is not taken to reduce the surface tension.
show typical surface shapes for mercury/air and electrolyte/organiC
liquid interfaces for various values of j x ~.
where ,a_ ~(1 - A , , h being the height of
the meniscus above (or beLot...) the surface level at x- 00 , and
e the angle of contact.
If the surface tension is such as to cau&e the meniscus
effect to dominate in the given tank dimensions, then if growth
rates of instabilities are being measured after a sudden switch-on
of j x~, the initial motion will be due not only to instability,
but to th~ surface tending to move to its (unstable) equilibrium
position. If alternatively, the instability is observed by
a gradual increase of j x ~ until the interface goes unstable,
care must be taken whilst observing surface elevation that the
surface movement to accommodate the changing meniscus shape is
not mistaken for the true ons0t of instability.
It must be made clear that this effect is purely due to th~
meniscus, and is unrelated to the usual influence of surface tension
tending to stabilise a surface, at least for the shorter wavelengths.
This may be illustrated by nottng th~t if the angle of contact in
fact is 90°, no matter how great the surface tension is this
meniscus phenomenon will disappear.
As well as being something to be avoided in instability e.Xperiments,
it also gives rise to an interesting variant of the Rayleigh~aylor
instability to be described in chapter 6.
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5.3. Varmations of the H.il.D. Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
5.3.1. Solving the basic configuration
Before looking at the various configurations suggested
in 5.1.3., it is necessary to first consider the basic problem
where j and ~ are imposed mutually at right angles, horizontal
Cf' \;...td:'"n.._
and uniform throughout. The stability qQestieR is, of course,
the same as the dispersion relation already obtained in 2.3.1.
From there it will be seen that as jB is increased, the first
mode to become unstable is that in the plane containing] and
the vertical Le. the instability \.,rillgrow with ..troughs and
crests in the j direction.
The stability problem has also been solved by Lemaire,
separately considering modes in the j direction and modes in
the § direction, starting from the perturbation equations
governing a fluid with density and conductivity varying
continuously, in a manner similar to that used by Chandrasekhar
to solve the O.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor problem. It is rather
more cumbersome than the approach used by Shercliff to solve
the surface wave problem, but it provides a useful starting
place for the consideration of variations to the basic con-
~B.figuration, particularly ~;6 0 Therefore it is briefly
included here, extended from Lemaire's solution, not only to
include surface tension and gravity forces, but also to cope
in one solution with waves in any direction.
The notation is explained in fig. (5.1). The variables
Vx, ~y, VZt represent perturbation velocity, ~p the perturbation
pressure, & E , bE ,&E the perturbation electric field, whilstx y Z
E is the imposed field. All these variables are assumed to
x
( ) nt + i k)4x. + i: k~ u .vary as F z e ~ and the interface ~s assumed to be •
Z. 'l\t +-\k:o<x.+ i.k~~z = zo' where 20= 0e, • Gi ven the fluids are
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initially in stationary equilibrium, on applying a small
perturbation to the interface, of the form stated above,
the perturbation equations are :-
dive v = 0 :- ••• 5.1
equation of motion, x direction :-lk ...bP ...pn\1~=-cr&E'1&«;) ••• 5.2
y direction :- Lk') ~p + fn \J' ~ = 0 •••
represents Dirac' s ~~function about zo
;2.(~rz.) + Lk~~~~-J-i. k~~[':\ = 0
i.k~(&£~-;'L (_~E;JI:) = 0
t k;JC. ($ E~)_i..k~(~Ex-)= 0
••• 5.;div !! = 0 :-
curl!! = 0 :- .,..
1)(7""--0'J)t- :- ••• 5.7
••• 5.8
After various eliminations (5.~)reduces to
•••
The boundary conditions are :-
At the interface z = zo which is
~1.olinearised to ~ i.e. V"Z.o~ ","'%.0
and the boUndary conditions on current if the
. ~'Zo O'i. b E-zoa non conductor ~s :- - ~
~x. - cr-l(Ex.+bf"c» -
. f(E'\ - E )zo == l.!<:_ 'Zo~:.:..t..e-. \_O '1Jo - JC. ~x. -
upper fluid is
& E7.o
E;r
within the lower fluid.
~~ ~ tt~
clc.Vw e =0- ,
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In the main bulk of each fluid (5.9) becomes :-
and
, '2. >0
=0 , 2..<.0
thence
. (~)--k.. a '1.. 0- 'Y\. 'Zo
Integrating (5.9) across the interface, the terms with
continuous variables vanish, and if 01 = 0 :-
k,..1 5 E;)(.(Jl. +(f'1 + PV1\.1k = ~kt(pl_pz)+ I~l B [~o-~ -k "'0<.. "
,_ (p2.-p,)~k..J. k~ at - ",''2. f)E:x.O-,'
or - 'Y\. - ,
, (p, + pz)
or, if I~ =. k .si'K 9 , k~ =kcosG
(r2.-e,)~k +- k:,ol-I<.COs.~e8txcr'a.
_ 'Y\ '2. =- ~.:,.c-=--L-!:.L.....IJ~-.;__----------
pt + (''a. ••• 5.10
which is exactly the same result as for the deep fluid cQse of
eq , (2.19).
Instabili ty will occur when k '2. 0... r ( ) k"z I ~...J
~ I,.) t:x. Cl. '> flo - f1 ~ +.(. ""
so that as E is increased from 0, instability will occur firstx
.Ln the ky mode, in which case l::>£:;L-(ji '> (fl.-f1}J t- k'1'2.c<.
is the instability condition. Thus the first mode to go unstable
would be for k _. 0 if that were possible, but in effect this
y
means that on gradually increasing E instability will occur withx
the largest wave length possible given the dimensions of the
containing vessel and the angle of contact of the interface at the
walls, i.e. there is a minimum possible wave number k~ "ll\o
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On the other zero
to a value such that
the mode of instability to appear will be that having the
maximum growth rate, Le. k 2 = B~)C O-1.-«('.2.-e1)~
y
Variation of current density in the current direction
As a possible variation of the basic configuration, we
shall first consider the case where ~t=1=0
in the notation of fig. (5.1). In particular, ~t is fruitful to
consider the sort of arrangement drawn in fig. (5.7) which satisfies
these conditions, although other configurations could also be
considered.
The interesting nature of this configuration is immediately
apparent on considering the situation when ~ and ~ are imposed of
such a strength that in the main bulk of the fluid, j is such that
j x !does not overcome the gravity force, whereas over the hump
in the floor of the tank, i is increased so that jx ~·there acts
to destabilise the surface. The surface above the hump will t.end
to go unstable, and the mode of the instability will be, according
.to the normal N.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor pattern, with k = k')
i.e. troughs and crests running in the j direction. However,
these troughs and crests will run into regions either side of
the hump which are stable, and even where it is unstable, the
growth rate will vary in the x direction, so that the troughs and
crests might be expected to vary in amplitude from zero in the
stable region to a maximum above the centre of the hump.
As the instability gr-ows, considering the problem
intuitively, there will be a tendency ~or fluid to flow from
FIG.5.7. TYPICAL TANK CONFIGURATION
FOR 0 j 1-= o..
a;
B
FIG.5.8. PREDICTED SURFACE PROFILE .
...- .~ ..... -+.
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the centre of the crests down to the stable region, and conversely
from the stable region davin the troughs to the centre. Is it
possible that this flow could not only retard the growth 6f the
instabilities, by eroding the peaks and filling up the troughs,
but when the instability has grown to a certain level, exactly
balance out the growth, producing a situation where there is
a steady flow within the fluid but the interface is stationary
in a state of intermediate stability humped in the sort of shape
shown in fig. (5.8) ? If this is the case, it could be described
from the instability point of view as a cellular type motion ...
derived from the stationary situation as in the Benard problem - •
,
yet without any variation of fluid properties within the fluid
itself, whilst from an }I.H.D. standpoint it would be classed as
an electrically driven secondary flow where the primary flow is
in fact static equilibrium. Viewed either way it would be a novel
instability situation.
Various approaches have been made in an attempt to solve
the problem analytically, but so far with no success:-
(a) Consider the two dimensional approach in the Oxz plane.
This immediately fails, since of course in this plane on its own
no insta0ility is possible as shown above in 5.3.1.
The motion must essentially be 3-dimensional, since the
mode will be basicSlly of Si~oida1 type in the Oyz plane of
varying amplitude and perhaps wavelength in the x direction.
This is plainly seen if we take a section in the Oyz plane, and
consider the isolated stability of that section. The maximum
growth rate and corresponding wavelength will vary depending on
where we take the section, i.e. vlill vary with x,
'I,,',
l~
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With the surface disturbed in both vertical planes, then,
we have the situation explored in 5.2.4. where the surface shape
."
itself gives rise to rotational j x ~ forces, further complicating
the problem, and since it is not clear what velocities are involved,
it is not reasonable to ignore the (!x ~)ainduced electric
currents.
(b) It is possible to simplify by considering the initial
growth rates of the~~tability. Hence we can postulate that
velocities are negligible, and surface distortions are insufficient
to have produced any appreciable diversion of current. The way to
proceed then would be as above in 5.3.1., considering the per-turbatdon
equations in three dimensions. But this proves very complicated
since the most that can be assumed is an ek~ y dependence and the'
whole approach becomes hopelessly complex.
(c) A third analytical approach is to consider a possible
developed secondary flow in its steady state. But this involves
the solution of the 3 dimensional electrically driven flow problem,
where in the steady state the balance of forces is between the
rotational j x ~ and viscous dissipative forces. Under the
present experimental conditions the Hartmannnumber is low,
excluding the simplification of asymptotic solutions as in High
Hartmann' No. problems , and the analysis is beyond reasonably simple
solution as far as can be seen.
Hence the intuitive prediction of a quasi-stable flow
pattern with a disturbed surface has not been confirmed analytically,
and must be confirmed or disproved by experiment. As a further
rough check on the feasibility of such a motion the results of
5.2.4 can be used to indicate what effect a surface shape such as
fig. (5.8) would have on the electromagnetic parameters, and
whether their distortion e~courages or discourages a quasi-stable
state.
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The arrows included in fig. (5.8) show the direction of curl
(1x ~) due to the distortion of j by the surface shape, and
it will be noted that it is such as to promote the motion
already suggested, although only experiment can determine
whether the motion is sufficient to halt the instability
altogether, or whether it just slows it down.
5.3.3. Variation of current density in the vertical direction
This case of ~jx :I: 0 is another possible variation from
dZ
the normal M.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor instability, still maintaining
an irrotational force field in the undisturbed state. However,
it is not as interesting as the previous case, because it'can
only be achieved in practice by having a fluid with conductivity
varying in the Z direction. Viewed purely from the angle of the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which is essentially an instability
of a surface or interface, it could be possible to stabilise an
overwhelmingly unstable j x ~ force in a conducting fluid by
greatly reducing j in the layer of conducting fluid adjacent to
the surface, since the ~ayleigh-Taylor instability is dependent
only upon the forces in the fluid next to the surface, and not
the sum of the forces in the whole fluid. However, to .achieve
·this situation would require a variation in the conductivity of
the fluid, and in practice this would give rise to an internal
fluid instability akin to the instability of a density stratified
fluid with an adverse density gradient. The study of waves and
instabilities in conductivity stratified fluid with imposed jx ~
forces is a whole area requiring further study, but is deviating
from the present study and so will not be dealt with furthero
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5.3.4. Variation of magnetic field in the Z direction
The case where ~B ~ 0 differs from the previous case
()z ."
in that ~ is in no way linked with the fluid parameters, as j is,
and this configuration can easily be achieved in practice.
Lemaire's solution already mentioned in 5.3.1. included the
)B ~Bpossibili ty of )'2. =I: 0 but to discover the influence of ~'Z..
on modes in any direction, it is necessary to turn to the analysis
)5
Allowing for h, being a non zero constant leads to
~I'> on substituting for .!ftin(5.4), and (5.9) becomes:- •~~ '1"a term in
The boundary conditions are the same, but in the main bulk of the
lower fluid
Clearly
11<17-
..e.
_ 'I r I~I~
- l l..:e '2.0 t:.::t,. ..e. .
':!IS J 1 t
.•~ \Tz'l. =- (m LO - ~ ~) < ... 7..0 =-:.. 2.) ~I~Iz
J... c fa. ",_
'G""Z.:a..j k 0" ~~ k"t 40 ~~- - ')\. '2.. - -----'-----
'. d2. 0 0 2kp2.?'-
c, e )\oto.t,on.:-
_1)'\ '1 =
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, ,1
This agrees with Lemaire's conclusions that ~~ does
not affect ( k = k'J only) modes, but can produce instability in
the ( k = kx. only) modes, h .",~Bwen.L!. -
X ~'2. is positive, and proves
further that if instability does occur due to ~B
~'"Z.
, it will
do so in the (k= k;x.only) mode in preference to other (k = I<x, k~ )
modes. The condition for the instability to occur in the
( k = k:IL only) mode is that
It is worth noting that if ~ is negative, and· Ex is..
negative (i.e. j x ~ acts downwards) the instability shoula still,
occur and this invited experimental verification. According to
this analysis, in an infinite fluid an extremely small positive
~.BEx ~2. is sufficient to produce an instabili tyin the k ~ 0
mode (i.e. wavelength _. 00 ) • In practice this will be limited,
both by the maximum wavelength (i.e. k min) possible in the
containing vessel, and also by the depth of fluid, since the
analysis makes the assumption of infinite depth, which for small
amplitude sinusoidal modes means a depth greater than half
a wavelength.
T th 'II b " E d5hus ere w~ e a m~nl.mum x ~"2.
below which instability will not occur.
dBIt is also interesting to note that for Ex ~2
this minimum, the mode of maximum growth rate is not dependent
above
upon E as it was dependent in 5.3.1. upon BE but will alwaysx x
be the k min mode.
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Variations of E with timex
tfuereas a time dependent magnetic field will in general
induce eddy currents to flow in the conductin~ liqutd, resulting
most likely in rotational forces, variation of E with timex
(assuming that induced magnetic field is ignored) will not
contravene the restriction laid down in 5.1.1. such that the
phenomenon be truly classified as an M.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor
phenomenon.
With an eye to practical possibilities, it is of
particular interest to investigate the effect on~the stabi~ity of
the interface, of an alternating current imposed in place'of the
direct current. Normally, in the class of I1.H.D. problems where
current and magnetic field are both imposed and induced field is
ignored, the imposition of 50 cps A.C. is equivalent to no
current al all, since the typical response time for fluid mechanical
motion is much greater than the time for one cycle of A.C., and
the constantly reversing j x ~ forces are consequently not 'felt'
by the fluid. However, it could be argued heuristically that in
this case, for part of the cycle the lLx~ force acts as a restoring
force, tending to produce oscillatory motion, whilst for another
.part it acts as a destabilising force, tending to produce an
exponentially increasing instability motion, and it is by no means
obvious that thesetwo different types of influence will balance
each other out with time, e.g. it could be argued that the
exponential increase of amplitude of an initial perturbation
over say 1/3 cycle when the force is prolnoting instability, will
not be recovered by the sinusoidal variation of the other 2/3
cycle when the force is restoring, and the effect over a period
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of time will be in fact for instability to occur. Thus an
analytical investigation was considered worthwhile.
Considering the simplest H.ll.D. Rayleigh ....l'aylor ilistability
situation, for instability modes in the le direction only,
y
eq. (5.10) becomes
_ n'l.:b:: ~ k (fz. - (' 1) 4- ,~?0<.. - 0- 1< t~.E>
p2. T f1
where the equation of motion of the interface is
~ '12..0
.d' t'l.
If
..
t)o- r0 Cd.:> Gut k _ (J::L- e1)~+ k~ot...k
. pr.- P ~ f1 .,. ('z.'
'.
Thus there is a stabilising force when 5O-E:o<..co<.ut<~:t.-fY'..J.Iz_~
In fact this is the motion described byMa thieu's equation,
and on substituting
becomes which is the
'canonical form of the Nat .hd eu equation. The stability prope~ties
of this equation are well known (NcLachlin 1947) and for the values
ora and q likely to be encountered in this work, the relevant
portion of the stability plot of a against q i6 shown in fig.(S.9).
Typical values for a and q for the practical cases already discussed
are around·40/w2 for the two fluid case, and 2000/w2 for mercury
experiments. Thus the practical possibility of w = 100
rads/sec (mains frequency) will keep a and q well within the
stable tri~ge between the origin and the first unstable region
a.
FIG.5.9. MATHlEU FU Ne TION
STABILITY DIAGRAM.
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in the first quadrant. Thus the appeal to an analytical
investigation of the effects of A.C. supports the assumption
that even in this case, time variations of the electromagnetic
parameters can be considered as integrated over a period equal
to a typical response time of the fluid mechanical motion.
5.4. The Effect of Varying the Orientations of E and B
Just as, in the case of surface waves, the variation of
the angle ~ between j, and I? caused the major and minor axes of
anisotropy to rotate, so the orientation of the most unstable
mode (which corresponds to the minor axis of anisotropy) will
rotate as ~ is varied.
In the notation of fig. (2.11) and ~2.5.2., the most
unstable mode is that for which J. B is a minimum~s n Reference
to eq. (2.36) shows that, for a given~ ,
e- j!!..- 2..
j B wills n
+:It'4-
be a minimum
when sin (I!' -2..e) = -1 i..e.
This result invites experimental verification, and will be pursued
in 6.6.
If it is assumed that the dimensions of the containing
tank limit k to be greater than k . , then the condition form~n
instability to occur in the most unstable mode is that :-
lIenee the minimum vale of j B to cause instability is
2L(p1- P1) ~ + k~... c<.]
U-~~)
which varies with~as shown in fig. (5.10). \.Jhere~= 0 or1r t
there is agreement with Hurty (1961). f3= ~ is the standard
instability configuration already consi~ered in
A ~Trand when ,= 2: ,instability is impossible.
this chapter,
However,
WZUW
:J~
DC)o~«a.
Cl::00J-LL
c!...
m~>-
.~ I-- --- --
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for p,_~ t- Er - :2.. -
(where [may be a small angle), instability is theoretically
possible given a great enough value of I j B I •
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6. EXPERIHENTAL WORK r.zLATING TO THE H.H.D. RAYLEIGH-'.I'AYlOR
INSTABILITY
6.1. Introduction
This chapter contains a description of experimental work on
the stability of interfaces between two liquids, when one of them
experiences a j x ~ force acting in a direction towards the other,
i.e. experiments relating to the M.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor instability
described theoretically in chapter 5. The basic configuration
considered is that where a non conducting fluid rests in equilibrium
above a conducting fluid of greater density. A mutually perpendicular
and horizontal magnetic field and electric current are imposed on'.the
conducting fluid such that the resultant j x §. force acts vertically .
upwards towards the non conducting fluid.
As was mentioned in chapter 1, the theory and practical work
in this study went hand in hand. Initially, the aim was to discover,
in as simple an apparatus as possible, what happened when various
modifications were made to the basic N.H.D. Rayleie;h-Taylor
configuration, i.e. j varying in the j direction, ~ varying in the
vertical direction a.s explained in chapter 5. Thus a lot of the "
experimental work was purely exploratory, with no intention of
making any accurate measurements but simply to observe visually.
These experiments gave a greater grasp of the subject and enabled
the theoretical work to be developed, and better understood •. 6.4 and
6.5 describe these cases. However, in setting up the-initial
experiments, the problem of surface tension was discovered,
affecting the stable equilibrium surface shape (described theoretically
inS.l.~,and this is investigated experimentally in 6.3. Also, as the
experiments of 6.4 progressed, an interesting large amplitude
instability motion was observed, and so an experiment was set up
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to observe and record this phenomenon under the most suitable
conditions. This is described and commented on in 6.4.2.
Finally an experiment was undertaken to show the effect of the
relative orientation and magnitude of i and ~ on the plane in
which the instability occurred. Only this last experiment was
designed to furnish quantitative results which could be used to
verify theoretical analysis. All the other experiments were
intended to be descriptive, since in general the theoretical
work related to them was no~ble to support a complete analysis
capable of furnishing quantitative predictions which could then
be experimentally verified.
Usually, experimental work involving instabilities is
concerned very much with measuring growth rates, and although
this was considered, and some attempts were made to measure
growth rates, a sufficiently accurate yet simple method could
not be developed. As Duc, Lemaire; and to a lesser extent
Baker have already made accurate observations of the Rayleigh
Taylor instability growth rates, it was not considered'worth~
while to develop the more sophisticated apparatus necessary to
measure growth rates accurately, since the main aim of the
practical work was to observe the general characteristics of
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, for which growth rates have not
been predicted theoretically.
6.2 General Experimental Considerations
6.2.1 Choice of \<Torkingfluid
The factors affecting the choice of working fluid are
similar to those already discussed in the chapter describing
the practical production of anisotropic surface waves.
Initially, mercury was used, but event~ally rejected, since
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very high current densities were required (of the order
5 x 105 A/sq.m +) so that 1000 A was required even in a small
tank with cross sectional area of mercury of 15 sq.cms, if
destabilising forces of the same order as the gravity forces
involved were to be obtained. Moreover, with such high forces.
and no liquid covering the mercury, a sealed perspex lid to the
tank was essential, precluding all but visual means of observation,
and subsequent choices of liquid were found to be much easier and
safer to work with.
As in the wave experiments copper sulphate solution was
used as the conductor. and to enable destabilising j x ~ forces
to compete with the stabilising gravity forces, this was covered
by a non conducting fluid matched to within 1% or 2% of its
specific gravity. For this a mixture of carbon tetrachloride .
or trichloroethane with either olive oil or white spirit was
found most suitable. Initially carbon tetrachloride was accept-
able as the heavy solvent, while using small quantities in a small
tank, but when the larger quantities were used for a large tank,
trichloroethane was used for its less toxic properties. Olive
oil was used where increased viscosity was of positive help in
slowing down instability motions, and otherwise white spirit was
used and viscous effects ignored.
6.2.2 Magnetic field
Three magnets were used in different experiments. Most .
of the initial work was done in the Lintott electromagnet with 3"
gap referred to in 4.2., and described in Hunt (1967).
2used at fields up to 0.6 Whim •
This was
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Another conventional electromagnet was used for the
experiments described in 6.~lwhere a wider gap was required.
This was another Lintott electromagnet, with a gap of 6" and pole
faces of area 12" x 6", over which the field was uniform to within
5%. Using the available motor generator producing 60v, the magnet
drew about 375A and would produce a field of 0.7 Wb/m2• A more
detailed description of this magnet is to be'found in Fussey (19?9).
The third magnet used for the larger experiments was the
Helmholtz coil pair described in chapter 4, producing a field up to
0.2 Wblrl over a volume at least 50 ems cubed, to within'.5% ~iformitY.
6.2.3. Containing vessels and scale of experiments
All the vessels used were made of perspex, glued and in'
certain cases screwed. Electrodes were copper gauze, supported
at opposite faces of the tanks. For experiments in'the two
narrower magnets the tank was 3" wide outside, about 2~" by 10" long
inside. To provide as large an electrode area as possible, and to
help eliminate spurious instability and motion near the electrodes
the bottom of the tank was sloped to form a deeper trough where the
electrodes fitted, in the sarne way as the wave tank was designed,
and described in 4.3.5.
A much larger tank, 40 cms x 40 ems x 20 cms, was used in
the Helmholtz coil magnet, and is the sarne as the one used for'
certain of the wave experiments. Since it was designed to rotate
inside the magnetic field, the floor could not be sloped near the
electrodes, but had to be flat so that (~.grad)l = 0 even whe~
~..i ~ o. Further description will be found in 6.6. This tank
was fitted with a lid floating in the upper liquid, since its use
was for photographing the instability, whereas the smaller tanks 1
were used without lids to enable depth probes to be inserted.
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6.2.4. Current supply
The princip~advantage of using the narrow magnets with
a 15 sq.cm cross sectional area of conducting liquid, waS "that
a small Farnell D.C. stabilised current/voltage source could be
used. It was capable of producing 2 amps at 30V, and could be
used in either the constant current or constant voltage mode.
This was found adequate for most experiments where 30 volts
between electrodes was sufficient to produce the required current
density of order 100m A/sq.cm at the point where the instability
was occurring. \'V'herea higher voltage was required to maintain..
100m A/sq.cm, a second power supply was used in series.
"
These then provided the'scope for fine control and
stabilisation of current necessary in producing the quasi-stable
motions described in 6.4, and in attempts to measure ,growth rates
enabled a pre-set current to be instantaneously switched on which
was impossible to do with the 1000 amps used for the original
mercury experiments.
6.2.5. Depth Probes
In an effort to measure some of the instability effects
originally observed visually, various attempts were made to design
probes for measuring the surface or interface height under
~ifferent conditions.
Most measurements of Rayleigh-Taylor instability to be
found in the literature have been made by optical photographic
means e,g. Lewis (1950) measuring growth rates from a sequence
of high speed photographs. However, the B.H.D. case does not
lend itself to being photographed easily, since the containing
vessel is usually located between magnetic poles, and though
mirrors could be used to overcome this as described in 6.6., the
most interesting plane to view is that ·in which the instability
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occurs. This would require viewing in the current direction,
an impossibility because of the electrodes obstructing the line
of view. For this reason it was decided to investigate possible
methods of direct measurement of surface height. Some of these
were more successful than others, and those to measure growth rate
were not fully developed since the experimental programme did not
require it. However, the various attempts are all described
since it is felt that they can contribute in general to research
in this field.
The probes were all used in the narrow magnet and'supported
in the traversing mechanism to be seen in the general view of fig.-(6.1).
This enabled traversing in two longitudinal directions along brass
guide rods, while the probes were held vertically in a vettically
mounted micrometer screw traversing gear, enabling variation of probe
height accurate to less than a thousandth of an inch. Four different
types of probe Vlere used :-
Ca) Touch probe
This was the simplest, and most obvious type. ,Since the
copper sulphate solution is electrically conducting, a wire just
dipping into the surface can be made to complete a circuit via the
tank electrodes, and so if the wire be lowered Until the circuit 1s
just made , the aur-face height can be registered. This is useful
only for static surfaces, and its usefulness is further reduced
because with a simple D.C. circuit, there is a tendency to disturb
the current flow already in the fluid, and hence to affect the
phenomenon being observed. It was also found to be surprisingly
difficult to obtain repeatability of results with this type of
probe, probably because of the meniscus effect, and surface tension
pre~enting electrical contact of the probe tip until it was protruding
a few thou into the fluid.
fiCe. '.1. G£NE:RAL VIE.W OF INSTA&U.ITY
M&ASUAINCe RIG·
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Cb) Capacitive probe
Follo'.vingthe work of Balcer, a capacitive probe was tried
in conjunction with a \Yayne Kerr meter. Standard probes as used
in mechanical vibration work were utilised and found to be repeatably
accurate and sensitive. The most suitable one, for our purpose Was
that designed to measure 0.1 inch full scale deflection on the
Wayne Kerr meter. However, in use in the white spirit/carbon
tetrachloride mixture, with the copper sUlphate interface as the
reference surface, the sensitivity was found to be half the stated
value, and full scale deflection in the meter was 0.2"presumably
because of the di~ference in dielectric properties between the ;
organic liquid and air. Also the D.C. output from the Wayne Kerr
meter was monitored on a U.V. recorder well beyond full scale
deflection on the instrument dial, and a calibration ·of·D.C. voltage.
output against height above the surface was plotted. fig. (6.2).
This can be seen to be almost linear over the first 0.2 inches,
but is still usable up to 0.8 inches if results are checked against
the calibration curve. The one serious drawback which prevented the
use of this probe, despite the considerable advantage of its never
being in contact with the conducting surface, was that the diameter
of the probe face was 0.75 inches. Since the surface movements
being measured were of rippled surfaces with wavelengths of the
order of 0.75 inches, the average height recorded by the capacitive
probe was of little use, and no repeatable records of the growth rate
of instabilities could be obtained, since the nature of the instability
is not for the surface to rise en masse, but for ripples to increase
in amplitude exponentially with time, part of the surface riSing
while part falling. Similarly the measurements of static surface
height were not reliable when the surface was not flat.
'..
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(c) A - C resistive probe
This probe consisted essentially of two lengths of wire
protruding vertically into the conducting fluid, the depth to which
they were immersed being related to the electrical resistance of
the current path through the fluid between the two wires. After
some trial and error, the probe shown in fig. (6.3) was used.
The wires of 0.56 mm gauge wer e made of palladium to reduce «
corrosion and by-products of electrolysis in the copper sulphate,
held 2.5mm apart in holes drilled in a small cylinder of perspex,
with 19mm protruding. The leads to each wire were carried inside
a stainless steel tube and after soldering to the pieces ot wire, \
the joints were insulated and the tube bonded to the perspex block
with araldite. The electrical circuit is shot-m in fig. (6.11-).
Alternating current was used, to reduce contact resistance and
electrolysis effects, and also so that the probe could be isolated
by capacitors from disturbing the D.C. current flow imposed in the
working fluid. A low output impedance frequency generator was used
to provide a 4 volts 600 cis signal,and the current passing through
the probe was measured from the.voltage across a low resistance in
series with the probe. The output impedance and measuring resistor.
were low compared with the impedance of the probe, so that the
voltage across the probe was almost constant, and the current .
measured would be inversely proportional to the resistance through
the probe, itself approximately inversely proportional to the depth
of the wire immersed. Since the device would not be truly linear,
and would need a calibration curve anyway, it was not thought
worthwhile to use more sophisticated electronics·to provide a constant·
voltage signal. The voltage across the reference resistor was
measured by a Hewlett Packard R.B.S. voltmeter, and the D.C. out-
put from this monitored by the U.V, recorder.
F.Cir. 1,.1. ])£'TH P"08~S.
10 P. M s
VoLt t'Y'\ete,..
A. C. S t<;3t'\a.L ~ ene,-o.to,..
b _n_ 0 IPi.I')\ped-a.nce..
&:...~.
o- S ...n..
.Irn pedCU'\C.e betu.>eer\
pG-f'o..lleL w\..f"e.s
t.hrolASh concllA.c.:lin~
li<tl.lid.. (r!jpLCo.ll~ , K _n_).
FIG. 6.4. CIRCUIT FOR RESISTANCE PROBE.
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A typical calibration curve is shown in fig. (6.5),
traversing both upwards and downwards. It will be seen that
there is good consistency of results obtained, and a fairly
linear dependence over the measured range, which was taken with
the probe dipping into the surface 100 thou at its minimum.
However, due to the small meniscus effect, a different, but
repeatable curve was obtained when traversing in different
directions, requiring that when actual measurements were made
in a test run, the direction of travel of the probe relative to
the surface had to be noted.
This probe was found to be suitable for measuring the \
height of a disturbed but stationary surface, as in 6.3 and 6.4
since it recorded height virtually at a point, provided the two
wires were lined up in the i direction i.e. the direction of
troughs and crests in which the height varies very little between,
the two wires.
However, it was not found to be possible to obtain
repeatable curves of voltage against time on the U.V. recorder
when instability ~rowth rates were being measured.
attributed to three possible Causes
a) The response time of the A.C. rms voltmeter was too slow.
b) The meniscus and contact resistance effects, whilst consistent
This was
and therefore of no disadvantage in the static case, caused the
measured height to lag behind the actual height in a less consistent
manner.
c) The instability mode was slightly different for different runs
so that for one run there might be adrest at the probe and for the
next run a trough or somewhere between trough and crest, making'any
consistency between results impossible. With better electronics
43
>
I
:s
bO 90 100 12.0 u.o \'110 .2-00
M·\.c,rorne.te.r d.e.pth. re.o.clin.~.
l'OOI ;I'\ch)
FIG.6.5. TYPICAL CALIBRATION CURVE
FOR, RESISTANCE PROBE.
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a) could have been eliminated and with careful cleaning, and
consistent experimental technique (b) should be contained within
tolerable limits but (c) springs from the nature of the instability
itself, and it was this problem \.,rhichprevented further use of
this probe for measuring growth rates.
Cd) Parallel wire T probe
For measuring growth rates of instabilities directly, the,
averaging of a wide area capacitance probe, and the single point
measurements of the resistive probe are both unsuccessful. ~at
is required is to meaSure the growth rate of runplitude at. the peaks,
or at the troughs of the instability. ~oJhilstthe approximate mode
of the instability can be predicted, it cannot be known before it
occurs exactly where the trouehs and crests will lie. From these
factors, the probe shown in the top of fig. (6.3) was, designed. "
At the cost of not being able to trace a continuous record
of surface height at a point, it is able to measure the veiocity'of
the surface at the crests, at a given height above the undisturbed
surface.
It consists of a T-shaped stainless steel tube of 3mm
diameter down rod and 2mm cross bar which lies with the bar across
the trough in the B direction (normnl to the direction of troughs
and crests). Supported below the bar, and insulated from it, by,
Isopon resin glue, is a length of 0.38 mm gauge Palladium wire,
parallel to the bar, and a fixed distance of about 1 mm from it.
The electrical connections of the wire and bar are shown
in fig. (6.6.). The mode of operation is simply to switch on the
tank current, which is monitored by the U.V. recorder, and as the
instability grow~ the first peak touches the wire and varies its
potel'ltiort\ft~,. of.------ __...,,.._: UoV.tec:orc:l.er
V
D·c. Volt.~e.
SOLLrce.
FIG.6.6. CIRCUIT FOR T-PROBE.
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potential which is recorded on the U.V. recorder, and then a short
time later raises the potential of the bar. There is negligible
current flow through the probe due to the high impedance of·the
recorder so that the instability is unaffected electrically by
striking the probe. The D1Jl. resistor is used to restore the
probes to ground potential after the surface has subsided to its
rest position.
If the probe is held at a fixed height f above the surface,
and the wire is a distance a below the bar, and if the time for the
instability to travel from rest to the wire is measured from the
U.V. recorder trace as t1, and between the wire and bar as t2, then
if the instability is aS3umed to be governed by the equation
then f = C.e ')\.t,
/ f h .. d.. '2.0 C 'Y\.tand provided a is small c,f ,t en scnce, d.t = l\. e. t
et.,._ ("/\ ot, J ~
~ - 'h. (l, (i.1\() n. - {-I:2. •
or if that approximation is not valid, since -t ~ a... = c.e..1\(tl-tty ,
Although for the reasons stated in 6.1 no serious
experiments to measure growth rates were made, this probe provided
,fairly consistent results in test runs of the basic M.H.D. Rayleigh
Taylor instability, and is thought to be consistently better for
measuring growth rates than any of the other depth probe methods.
Possible inaccuracies lie in the need for the wires to be parallel
to the bar, and the bar parallel to the surface and also in
measuring the distance f . The technique used was to lower the
probe until electrical contact was made between the wire and the
copper sulphate, and then to raise it the fixed distance (on th~
micrometer screw. ~other possible source of error could be in the
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motion of the instability being hindered by the presence of the
probe in the upper fluid. The size of the bar was necessary for
rigidity but if accurate measurements of growth rates of the M.H.D
Rayleigh-Taylor instability are required in the future, it is
suggested that a development of this probe be built with supports
at either side, and any nwnber of separate wires held in tension
be tween them each with its owa electrical circuit and U.V. track,
enabling the progress of the instability peak to be monitored with
accuracy, the wires being thin enough not to impede the motion.
6.3 The Effect of Teepol on the Surface Tension
Since it plays such an important part in all the work of ;
this thesis, it was thought \'lorthwhile to demonstrate the effect
which matching the fluid densities so closely has on the meniscus,
and then to show the effect of introducing a detergent such as
Teepol into the copper sulphate solution. The most graphic way
to demonstrate these effects is by photographs, Fig. (6.7) shows
a layer of trichloroethane/white spirit S.G. 1.056 on top of a layer,
3.5 ems dsep, of copper sulphate solution, S.G. 1.070,.in a perspex
container. Without Teepol added, in (a) the meniscus reaches to
the bottom of the taruc, with sufficient added in (b) the meniscus
is virtually eliminated by comparison, and is probably similar to
that norm~lly experienced at a water/air interface.
In some cases, though this may be due to the presence of
impurities, and only occurred at glass walls, it was found to be
possible to cause the meniscus to be upwards above the interface
level by adding Teepol, whereas it is normally below, as in the
photographs.
a.) a.for. odclit\~ T..epol.
b) After Q.cicLin~Tee pol.
FIG. ~·7. ~FfECT OF TEfPol- ON MEN\sc:.~S
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6.4. Experiments~~o Investigate the Rayleish-Taylor Instability
When ~:x.. # 0
6.4.1 . Small amplitude
The particular aim of this experiment was to create
a situation where j WaS imposed in a fluid, perpendicular to ],
exerting a vertical j x ~ force which in some parts of the fluid was
less than the stabilising gravity forces, and in other places was
greater, giving a tendency towards instagility. A tank similar to
that sketched in f~g. (5.7) was constructed in perspex, the central
barrier being made of P.V.C. sheet, and filled with copper sulphate..
so that the depth above the top of the barrier was less than half"
the total depth. A liquid tight seal of thin plastic tube was run
down the sides of the barrier to prevent current passing through and
consequently generating rotational j x ~ forces. Surface tension
effects were cut to a minimum by treating the electrolyte with Teepol.
~ith a magnet1~ field of around 0.4 - 0.5 Wb/m2 applied in the
3" gap magnet, the current was slowly turned up. On the 1 x ~ force
reacning the level at which instability might be expec~ed to occur
above the obstacle, the surface was seen to be disturbed, but only
when it had reached about 1Q;~greater value did the fluid truly go
unsta.ble, with the larGe ::unplitude instability form described in
If care was ~en in slowly increasing the imposed current,
it wa.s found that just before the interface went unstable, motion
was to be observed in the copper sulpbate - revealed by the motion
of small particles of impurities, and on careful observation of
reflections of the interface, it could be seen to be disturbed in
a way similar to that suggested in the theoretical investigation
i.e. fig. (5.8). The fact that no such motion or disturbance
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could be observed until the current was increased above the
theoretical stability limit, suggests that the theoretical
prediction is borne out, viz that a quasi-stable regime, where
a disturbed fluid surface is maintained by a regular fluid motion
pattern, exists between the states of true stability at rest and
the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
To show up the extent of surface disturbance involved, the
A.C. depth probe was used to plot the contours of the surface, and
this was found to be possible to achieve since once the motion was
established it seemed to follow a fairly stable pattern, maintaining
the interface disturbance steady over a period of some minutes.
The results of this contour plot are to be found in fig. (6.8).
In this width of tank there was only one peale, but in the larger
tank in the Helmholtz coils, it was found possible to create 4 or
5 such quasi-stable motions side by side, as shown by the shadowy
patches in fig. (6.9), although it was not possible to maintain them
there for more than a few seconds due to spurious motions starting
from the tank walls. 'I'heeffect seemed to be easiest· to achieve
when using a more viscous upper fluid such as olive oil, and
fig. (6.10c)taken as part of the experiment described in the next
section shows typical side view of the disturbed but stationary
interface.
Clearly the actual shape of the barrier, and pattern of
electric current flow, ",ill determine the exact pattern of
secondary fluid flow and surface disturbance shape, but whether
using a short or longer obstacle, the general motion seemed to be
the same. It would be interestin3 to try to obtain some idea of
the sort of fluid flow pattern involved, using hot film probes.
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All that could be deduced from observation of dust particle motion
was that it was similar to that suggested in the theoretical section
and shown in fig. (5.8).
6.4.2. Large amplitude motion
Not only \liasthe quasi-stable regime of interest, but when
the interface finally \'lenttruly unstable, the motion Was of great
interest at large amplitude.
This again appeared to be a characteristic motion, whether
the obstacle to current was long or short, and whether the tank W'as
narroW', and only able to take one peak, or wide enough to take
a number side by side. The phenomenon Was slowest, and ~ost easi1y
observed, when using a viscous upper liquid - a mixture of olive oil
and carbon tetrachloride, and when no steps were taken to reduce
surface tension.
A speci~l experiment was mounted to take sequence photographs
of the phenomenon.
A per-apex tank 3" v,rideWaG placed in the gap of the 6" magnet,
with a mirror at one side at 4-50 to the vertical, so that viewing
from above revealed a pl~ and side elevation of the fluid in the'
tank. The motion was recorded usin6 a Sha.ckman auto camera, set
to tru(e a photograph once a second. Important stages in the
sequence are shown in fig. (6.10). First the current is switched on
with the generator in the constant current mode, set at a value
suffiCiently high to cause instability. Apparently what happens
next is that initially the surface changes shape under the influence
of surface tension, as described in 5.2.5., causing the meniscus to
increase in size, and to reach dO\m towards the floor of the tank
where it is stepped up. At the onset of the instability proper
this continues so that the position where the interface touches
,ac.. '.10. $I!~U'NG£ OF PHOTOG"ItP~ To
SHOW 8rtlJ)(fE 'NST,..'LITY.
uppe,. fLu.leI S.c.. s I·/S~
1.&.0 ... tWo.·.. $.(9. # ""'l.
'*'3' fetcA .0·l,.O""I",,'" totc&L ,urre",t cO-6,..",..p.s
ti"..,.. ~ft.,. ".. {foe,", et-\ • t &ecs .
c.) t = ~
..)t ;.IS"
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the wall of the tarut reaches the corner as the surface maanwlule
humps up and internal motion of the fluid occurs, tending to
stabilise the interface. If the current was set at a suitable
level t~iG state could be maintained indefinitely as in 6.4.1.
On allowing the instability to develop further, the interface
intersection with the tank moves along the floor of the tank until
it links with the interface on the other side, forming a circle of
the lighter fluid right round the copper sulphate which now forms
a 'bridge' between two bodies of stable electrolyte on either side
of the humped floor. T:,is bridge now carries all the current
passing through the tank, and the j x §. force lifts the bridge '.
bodily through the lighter fluid. Because of the nature of the
H.H.D. Ib.yleigh-Taylor instability the fluid interface even in this
bridge is stable to 'pinch' type modes of instability, and remains
st~ble in shape. However, as it is lifted, two other effects occur.
The ends are 'anchored' to the main bodies of fluid, so that the
bridge arches upwards in the middle, and this permits fluid to run
out down either end as if it vexe a hose pipe, since whilst the
sausage shape as a who le is stable, t~lere are no forces acting to
prevent the fluid flowing under gravity down each side. The other
effect is that distortion of current in the two main bodies of
fluid produces rotational ..i x .£ foreen which induce motion such
that the ends of the bridge are carried away from the middle and
each other, thus stretching the bridee. As the bridge narrows in
cross-section, its resistance increases and the current generator
can no longer operate at constant current mode, but switches to
constant voltage. The bridge finally becomes so narrow that it
breruts, presumably under surface tension forces, and once the
current path is broken the who Le bridge br-eaks into bubbles which
'.1
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float slowly back to the bottom. After some time, the two bodies
of fluid meet again, coalesce, Dnd if the current source is still on,
the instability will repeat itself ad infinitum in a graceful and
beautiful motion. j·~tfirst siGht this motion might be compared with
the original pinch experiments of Northrup (1907), where a metallic
conductor in a trough was made to pinch itself into two parts by the
current passing throu~h it, with no imposed field, and hence a similar
intermittent current flow was obtained. However, in that case the
pinch was due to the radially inward pressure gradient produced by
interaction of the current and its own induced field, whereas in our .
,-
case, using electrolyte, the current denGities are not high enoug~
.
for this effect to be at all significant, even just before the breaking
of the bridge, so that the ~inch mode in which the bridge appears to
break must be due to surface tension forces. In the case of a wide
taru~ where a number of these instabilities occur, side by side, the
same arching motion is seen, but presumably the effect in this case
is for the instability modes to grow until the troughs reach the
floor of the tank, and then arch under to form the bridge or hose-
pipe form, whence the motion is repeated as above.
6.5. The l~ffect of B Varyinr: with Height
In 5.3.4. it has been shown that if the interface between
the two fluids is in a region wher-e the horizontal magnetic field
varies \vith height, an instabili ty can occur \d th perturbations in
a vertical plane parallel to the current vector in the conducting
fluid (if the current is normal to the applied masnetic field).
The most interestine case to investigate practically is that where
.!!! is negative, in tv'!lichcase a current in the lower conducting
~z
fluid directed such that j_ x £ is dounwards, will give rise to
instability. This instability could not be confused experimentally
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with the usual 1·1.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor instability which only occurs
for upward j x B forces.- -
The narrow taru{ was used in the narrow magnet with 3" pole
gap, since this was capable of producing a decreasing horizontal
field which reduced from 1.2 tVb/m2 to almost zero in approximately
10 cms height, the depth of the magnet coils i.e. use was made of
the fringe field of the magnet. The tank was supported with the
interface between the copper sulphate solution and the Gew{lene/
white spirit mixture in the middle of the region of decreasing
field, at the top side of the
a field of more than 1,0 Wb~
gap, where ~ is negative.' With
~z·· .
and current of about 100aA/sq.cm,
the interface was seen to be perturbed in the expected mode, with
one wavelength the length of the tank, although not purely sinusoidal.
However the disturbance did not grO\I/exponentially,but appeared to
reach a maximum amplitude of a few millimetres, possibly because of
other factors becoming important, such as the finite depth of the
conducting liquid (about 4 cms.). The perturbation tended to
oscillate slowly, as a progressive wave travelling along the trough.
The absence of this perturbation when the tank was placed in the
uniform part of the field, suggests that what was observed was in
fact due to the effect predicted in 503.4.
Using a narrow, 2" wide, tank, with a strip mirror along
one side at 45° to the vertical to enable the side profile to be
viewed from above, photographs were taken of the instability,
shown in fig. (6.11). The instability shows up as the wave-like
surface profile seen in the mirror.
It is worth recording here that care should be taken in
interpreting such observations lest the instability described in
5.3.4. be confused with an instability due to the purely magnetic
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6.6. The Depend~ce of Instability Mode Orientation upon
the Relative Orientation of Hagnetic Field and Current Density
To verify experimentally the predictions of { 5.4,' the second
square tank (40cms x 40cms x 20cms deep) described in § 4.3.5, and
shown in fig. (4.17) was used. The tank was used as for the wave
experiments, with a flat floor, and with about 2.5 ems depth of each
fluid, densities matched to within 1.S% • The orientation was set,
the current gradually increased until instability started to occur,
and when sufficient amplitude was attained a photograph was taken,
using the viewing arrangement described in !4.3.7. This was
repeated for different orientations of the tank ," and the required"
angles e andft (as defined in fig. (2.11) and SS.6) were measured
from the photographs. Since the surface tension could not be
accurately measured, it was not considered worthwhile to measure
the actual current value at which the instability first occurred,
though it was noticeable that as the tank was swung towards the
p= 0 or f =11 positions from the ~= ¥ (central) position,
it required a considerably greater current to produce instability,
I1S expected. In fact, at (6= 0 orTr , the required current was 50
high that other spurious motion due to non-uniformity of current
density was generated to the extent that it almost occluded the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
Fig. (6.13) shows some photographs typical of those taken
IT'during the experiment, 6.13 (f) being the case where {!> = ~ and the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability just shows as diagonal patches, whereas
a spurious current-generated motion dominates in the corners.
. , (~+f), ,Fig. (6.14) is a plot of e aga1nst ~ ~ show1ng excellent agreement
with the theoretical prediction. In a few cases, there was an
ambiguity in the photograph, as if two sets of instabilit~es were
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occurring at once, but in these cases, the average of e for the
two sets lay on the predicted e =~ + ~ line, such cases being
represented in fig. (6.14) by a line joining the two possible
interpretations.
- 14.2 -
7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGZSTIONS FOR FUHTH:8R \10RK
a) Jhercliff's (1969) theory of anisotropic surface waves
under a vertical electromagnetic force was adjusted to accommodate
those factors which miGht be important in the experimental
demonstration of such waves in the laboratory. Surface tension
was found to reduce significantly the influence of the anisotropic
term in the dispersion relation, for a given applied 1x li force
in the cases of both surface and long waves, thus making the
experimental problem very much more difficult than suggested by
the original solution ienoring surface ~nsion. .~iscosity was
found to affect the anisotropy only for cases where viscous
drunping would prohibit experiments in the O.H.D. Case anyway.
Consideration of the dispersion of waves at the interface between
a conducting and non-conducting fluid, closely matched in density,
showed that in this situation the i x gforce required to produce
noticeaLle anisotropy would be much less, but that too close
a mc-tcllingof densities would lend to greater domination by
viscous and surface tension forces. Polar plots of ph~se and
group velocity, and the shape of lines of constant phase for waves
excited continuously at a point source, were produced for parameters
'corrcspondin3 to potential experimental conditions, suggesting that
it should be possible to produce anisotropic wave patterns in the
laboratory.
b) The practic~l problem of setting up a system to observe
tho anisotropic waves was found to be considerably magnified by
the number of experimental variables involved, each of which had
to be set within a narrow range relative to the other parameters
to en~ble the experiments to be a success. After some laboratory
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refraction due to the dispersion relation varying in space, the
pattern of waves produced by an initial impulse disturbance at
a point, and the pattern of waves resulting from the steady motion
of an object or pressure disturbance across the surface, with and
without surface tension considered. For each case the problem
was solved analytically in principle, and numerical results were
obtained and plotted by computer. In each case, the introduction
of the anisotropic term removed any triviality of the O.H.D.
counterpart, and required a more generalised solution which should
contribute to the theory of Waves in general. It also produced..
some interesting wave patterns which are worth demonstrat~g
experimentally, and which could provide a useful visual aid for
the teaching of the nature of anisotropic waves in other branches
of physics, most of which do not permit direct observation.
e) Attempts were m:1de on the experimental rig to demonstrate
the above phenomena. Refraction was shown to occur as expected,
but the other situations proved difficult to generate because of
practical limitations. The unexpected problem of being hardly
able to reflect waves at all in a two-fluid system raises the
possibility of an interesting theoretical study into this question.
Whilst the small scale of laboratory experiments within the confines
of the magnet is a hindrance, it may nonetheless be concluded that
the overall design of the rig is adequate to demonstrate these
anisotropic wave phenomena, but that further work is needed on
detailed design points. particularly of wave makers of one sort
or another~ to be able to gain really good results.
f) The stability equation for the r·i.II.D. Rayleigh-Taylor
instability was obtained for modes in any direction, including the
case where B varies in a vertical direction. Unsuccessful attempts
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were made to produce an analytical solution of the case where j
varies due to the vard.atdon in depth of the containing tank, but
a heuristic understanding of the situation was obtained, predicting
the possibility of a state of intermediate stability with an
electrically driven f'Low maintaining a clisturbed, but stationary,
surface elevation.
g) The influence of j x Q forces on the shape of a free
or interfacial surface, and vice versa, was considered in detail,
and it was established that the surface cannot, except by surface
tension, be supported in any shape other than normal to t'he..
prevailing body forces \.,ri thout there being motion in the fluid.
The possibility of surface tension effects masking the onset of
true instability in experiments was noted.
h) Since visual methods of observation are not very
appropriate, various probes were developed to measure the growth
rate of N.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and to plot surface
contours,bearing in mind the particular problems of working in
an r·!.lI.D. sd.tuat Lon, AlthouGh not used for a particular
experiment, these probes should be useful in any future
quantitative measurements of the instability.
Qualitative observations were made
of the H.H.D.
~P>
when ~z.=1= 0
Rayleigh-Taylor instability when
photographically
~:FO and
For the former case, probe measurement. of
.
surface contours verified the existence of a quasi-stable state,
with electrically driven flow producing a disturbed surface, as
predicted theoretically. It would be of interest to try to
examine this in more detail, using anemornetry to measure the
fluid velocity distribution. The large amplitude state of the
instability in this case was observed to have an interesting
arch structure, whd ch vias repeatable in every case and appeared
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to be very well defined in shape until break-up finally occurred.
Whilst theoretical analysis seems difficult, the phenomenon is
of such a unique form that further understanding of the balance
of forces involved would be valuable.
Experiments to measure the orientation of the unstable
mode, varying the relative angle between imposed current and
magnetic field, supported the theoretical predictions
conclusively.
j) In eeneral, it cml be said that qualitative
experimental evidence has concurred with the pre~ictions of
the theories of ii.H.D. anisotropic surface w ave propagation
and the H.H.D. Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
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APP:8NDIX
As mentioned in the introduction, it was not thought
to be necessary to explain the working of the computer programmes
in detail, being fairly straightforward algorithms of the relevant
equations in the main text of the thesis. However , it is desirable
to list them to enable any future use to be made of them and further
results to be obtained. 'I'hey are written in standard Fortran IV
language, and were run on the I.C.L. 4100 machine at the University
of Warwick Computer Unit.
ROOTS is a library subprogramme on the file of that machin~
which solves for the roots of a polynomial question.
ORIGIN, t·10VE, DRAI';,IvAY, are all subroutines in the 4100 software
to control the digital plotter output. The plotter output is
scaled for a 12" plotter, and some of the figures in the main part
of the thesis are examples of output.
The folloh'ing are the programmes listed, and the sections in
the thesis where reference is made to each one :-
C2. To solve the anisotropic surface wave dispersion equation
and produce polar plots of phase velocity, group velocity
and lines of constant phase.
C3. As C2, but for the long wave dispersion equation 0.,(2.4.2)
C4. To calculate and plot the phase and group velocity ••• (3.2.3)
reflection characteristics. i
cs. To plot the group rays from a line source, refracted ••• (3.4.3)
by varying current density.
C7. As C5, but waves from a point source. •••(3.4.3)
F1. To generate and plot out the wave patterns for ••• (3.5.4)
the anisotropic 'ship-wave' problem.
F2. To generate and plot out the wave patterns for ••• (3.5.5)
the anisotropic 'fish-line' problem.
G2. To use surface wave dispersion relation to plot ••• (3.3.2)
lines of constant phase at a set time after
an impulsive disturbance.
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cALL I..AY(O,?'O)
CALI. M eVE ( 6 \10, - A 0' )
CALI. I~AY(O.?)
WIH'I'EtQ,491)
491 f 01-(1 AT ( 25 H ~!IR~0 f.I .\ ;,j [~LE T (1 ~!A G FIt: Ln )
DO 'l:)~ .)=1,9
IALrD~-45+CJ-l)*~5
CALI. HO V E ( 6 no, - ( 611 Q + 50 * ,.I) )
CALI. (;rt'~CH (J)
CALI. HOii[(6S0,-c61C!"'!'(1*J»
492 ~RITEt9,493)IAL~D
493 f" 0 Rl~ T ( 13, [H PE l-; RF. E~;)
U!P~1
CALI. HO VE ( 0 , 0 )
GO 1'0 4~1·
45 CALI. MuVEU), ...d4nf1)
CALL r; RIG I i j( 1 ~ 0 n ,))
11U 1~r? n1*10 no. (1
H02~Rr12"10(10. uno ~05 J::;l,O
ALF 1 = :: 45 + ( .J .. 1 J * 1 :-;
~:f~ r TE (~, ~6' Al.FD
56 FOrr4AT(26IHIIR'~Or~ Ai~GL'E TO ~iAG FIF:Ul~,F6.1,7'f!)!;Gr~E5S) ..
r;F: I 1E C 2 , £3 0 )
. e 0 FCF~ 1A T ( 1.HO, 7 X , :1,fd-: , (n; , ~H THE; T D , ('i x , !> Hr:'; H J c D , 8 X , 2 H WN , 1 0 X , 2 H C Cl, 0 x , 5 H GV 1
1 D , [3 ~ , 5 He H ECK, 'J X , ? riCi~, ElX , 6 WOI ETA D , 6 X • 5 H r~r: FO Vl , ? X • 4 H IINE I~, 11 X f ~ fie C1f1, tl X_
2,4H,1VIHJ)
G;:9.0;-
Pl;;;1,~·41~59
. EGA:'[:r,OtJo2*P r
ALF~Pi.ALFD/lHO~~
.. GL01::c;C
DO t04 lLJ=1,21
HI E" D; Al. F 0 + 1 B (J • n flo ( In -1 , 120 • 0
1 HE" A ; P I -II- TIl ETU I j H r) • l'
CAL L w A If E S ( i I-l ~ TA; R 0 j. I t~(i 2 , t1 E , c: I J P I F. G A , C , en, rH I B, ""N R , ALF' A )
F'H fl=PH 1 [;*180. nIP!
... GVI1::oO,O"PHYf.J+ALPD
. R H' r;11~ <) a • 0 - T H t: T n·q l..r D
h'N=CO()/C
vi 1\ 1 ~~)NR" C Cl3 C T 'i [T 1\ .. A L f )
- "~lr;2! =l~ 1IjR.t·S I \j ( 1Hr: T i\ ""4 Lf' )
IIJ =i £\ ";
, I r (~Lt A ~ r;Cl • n • ()0 ) ~J :: 4
os= (Po1+rW?)
DD= (r~o1"'FW2)
d/u::,~Un .. (jE*1u·. U
l8;: ·\L~~ A It AL ro A
_ lfJ ;:1 • Ii* A L rA It rH.) * G
l4 ::~ to" A L r A *' r~A * t:K 1 ~ \, K 1 * G 0 S ( AL r )~C (l S ( AL r ) ...Dn""D 0 * G * G
l41 ::11- ~ • D...AL r JI .. EJ A * l·W 1 * SI: ' ( A l.r 0 2 • n )
!1 '/5'* ,: l.4 2 ~ 2 : D .. A L F' A .. t3 A *S r IJ ( A L F ) .. SIN ( 1\ L r )
/17 6 ~ ,', ~ 2 ;: ~ • il *nA *G * f) P * ~,r,1 '* ;; I~1. '* G 0 S ( A L r ) ,,}C () seA L F ) ...E [.j A .... 4 ,Of! pS *ps _C,.=:
1'77" ' 'I.. 2 :I. ;,;1- 2 , 0 '*nA * (~~D fl .. :,/K1-It S r 'i (A L roll;? • 0 ) _ ,... , , ., '"
1178 .* .; Z 22 l:t 2 : 0 ~ ClA .~G* [1D ". S I ~J ( A l.F ) .. S II\J ( " u )
11'! 9 * ,', 1,11< 3::1!'iH 1 &1-1·1K1
,1 n0 oj!- lO :: i!A ~ D A '11-1,' 1< 3 * II- 2 ~ n * c; ,] s ( A L F ) * *4. 0
i1£11*' La 1 = .... ,(lol'PA *RA *1-01\:1. 410\·. 1<3 ·~C()S (ALF) **3. C*S I N (ALF')
1 A 2 * l 0 2 ~ ~ : p'" F;A * ri A It W1\ ~~~ ~;h 1 .. S I I'J ( 2 'lI- II L F ) '* S I ~I ( ~* II L F' ) /2 • 0 .
110 3 oj, '.C I.0 ~j;,'l";' 4 • f.l or,.C A II- nA U I·; K ~, ~ cos ( /l. L F ) * S !'"(A L r ) ~s I ~J ( AL F ) .. SIN ( A L F' )
111"\1* Z 0 4 :2 0 A * 11A{}S I rJ ~ AlY ) ~ S I Iq ( .\lJ )* S !f'I ( ALY ) * ~I ,.J ( AU' )
11{;5*' t3 (9 i =711 .
fH)6*- f3(6)~(), .
1U7*- UC71~~.Oor,.Z8*W~1*~~1·Z6+l42
'1D8* ., (3(6);::j41 .
t1(39~L "f3 (5) :=(). O.p.ZB.:.~:~3*"?, (j+~S. rl.Z6*1,!1~1'"'~'kl+Z4"7.42*I';K;.I".lH\J.*;~. U"'Z(;'H,l(.;<:;
11r; 0 * 13 ( 4 ) -= 7. 4 j. *1'11{ 1* 1'11<1~2 • n + z r:s ...1.21 . '
f 1 t) 1 ,.} , l~ ( 3 , :: 4 • I) ~ Z 8 l< t;' K ~$* *:~, ;,i ... :5 ~ (' * l6 * I--! ~; 3 * ...2 • (1 ,j, 2 • Q ... 7. 4 it WI~1"~ ~1I~t ...Z t12 ~ fH~~'i010 *Z '~"Q:;'-i
, 1 0 2 *' 12 + Z 22>1 ~Il\ 1 if' I:K1 ...Z n (~
1 ~ 3 -II' " f.j( 2 , = 7 41 oCtl,/fn -It *' 2 : r: if Z ?1 '"'~Ii<1 * ~!I<1 ...Z C1 .
110~*, G(1)=~O~~K3**4.r·Z6uWK3**6,O·Z4*~K3~*2.0+Z2*WK1·~~1·Z0
11')5* " "-~lAXfT;100 c
11 ?6 * CA Lt., Ii0 0 T S ( r~Id, H" x 1 T , Xl, X2 , Pn t F' T , ne, G 1 , riF rw I EPS, N:3 va
1107* .. . ·,lti=ll .
19 U* , DO 100. I= 1 , 'W \l n
Ir19~*" Ir(~2~I);NG.o.on'no TO 700
200 *' D I A 'J E:::: A!l S ( X iC 1 ) ... 1'1f' 21 )
J 2 (11 * ...,. ,1r (:)r A t,jf: ~LT. 0 • 1(;~Al:r = x 1 Cl)
12(;2* lr(lIh~Jr..LT.O,10'GO TO /01,1
1203~ 0K21;~1(1)
20411- IN::: Trl",l
t 205 -1:. 7 Cl 0 C()wrx ~nH::
1206* IF( tH:rjE~1)!.JrdT[~~,70) 1'1, ID
1207* 70,r'ORr~AT(1HO,3~lnj;:, l2,lBHTCH) tlMJY RoorS, 10:::,12)'
120e* DnE1S=~hKl/~v~r
209* IF(~R~GS;lT.o.Gon)REFl=-ATAN(-DRFGS)
I21 G* I r ('1 nrC S • G T • n • 0 0 ("1 H~ U L =\T A N ( [)f~Et; S )
1211* IIErLn;100.0*F:EFt/RI
I 212 * I f (l INC ;'1 • GT ,Od. : fI 'JD f RE r l~I) f LT, n • c )RE rL.D= f~Er!. D+ l8 p
[
213 * .. I f (fn 1\ en! LT. -,. U • 1 • MiD , RF rL U '. 11T ' 0 • 0 )f~FrL Jl ;.;REr'LD~ 1 B0
214*' I-i I'JR1Z:= S (J f~T ( v,' k 1i~1,: v,1. ... 1, 2 p :I- t~K 2 i~)
1215* TI1[Jl'An:::rI/2.0""ALf~RF-n.. .. " ..... _.
l 216 ~._"G A L I. ~AV [ S (T HET 1\ il,' r~0 1 , :? (12 , D f. , r; UR , r:G A , C f~, er; i? , PHI Rn, II N rm a A I"FA) ,
f 217 * , ..: " -;.PHIl ilr;; Pt! I [)R* 1 U 0 • nIP 1
~218 * G V R")= 9. 0 • P - AL r u - ~ H" D I~, ( . .• . . _ ...
I 2 j 9 it ' 1r (G V In. LT. n • 0 • " "J D • (1L.O:l t L., T • fi· 0 • AND. GV f~n • G T • 0 • Q ) QVr~n~GVn n!"':l. a 0 :
1220* If!1ViD.GT.O.U.AN'.rlV~D,LT.Otn.AND.G~OHtGT.20.0)GVRD~GVRD~169
f22i* CHE~K;WNRR/wNRRZ
)
222*. WNEl::~~r,li?l\*C.~'/PJ
22 3 ,~' _,- THE T A ii ::niE T Mi ~ t Ij () t Q I P I
~2 ~ 4 '.. . I~ f~ I 1'r: ( 2 • 71 ) c, rHr" I) , r{ I N r: ,J , ..J I~ , er;, (~V ID, CH r:CK , C r~, THE T A lJ , f~Efl P , WN I:;K , C Lit;
f2~6* · ..:~,G'JqD
l226 * 71 F 0 fr1AT ( 13 r1? • b )
227*" . If(ID:~:r:~1)GO TO :~(1
f 2 Z 8 * CAL L IJ, 0 V [ ( r r I x ( S * RI', C; D) , If I X ( s * I~E rt.!:' ) )
f2~~9* '·,30 lr(UJ~(nVID).:.iT:9'1,c)Gn TO 31
t 2:$ 0* . '. C; fI L I. i:F~A IJ( I F' I >i ( s * n I ,\ CO) ,IF 1X ( Sit' ':Er L D ) )
~23i~ . GO 'I'D :53
l232* _ , ,31. CflLL~~('l\'[ ( I r I x (s*r~ I· !cn), IF iX (S*i<Erl.D 2 )
I(~:3~ il-' '.- ; 3 3 CAll. r:EH~' f ( J ) .
1234*0., .PLOTI(ln)=~vIU
.._:.:. _.
'235*
c 236* ,.
237*
233*
239*
24 n-
241#
242*
24~~* ..
244*
245*
.246* .:
247*
24B*_249*
250*
'PLOl'~H Ji;) =GVPD
GLol=r,vr~u
·10 4 COrH r N tIF
CALL MQVE(C,240n'
GALl. (1r,IGrrJ(j~On,()
CALI. HO 'v l. { J r t x ( ~~* PU! T I ( l ) ) , I r !y ( S* f' UlT R < 1 ) ) j
DO 1?, I=2,?1
GAL~ riRAW(IrIX(s~cLQTl(r)),IF!X(S*FLOTR(I)))
32 CALL r:[rJCH(I)
CALL ~OVf(O,-~4rn)
CAL L nPIG HI ( 11. n n , 1 )
1 o 5 C0 ~J1'It. UFCALL NOV[(o,4~nn'
. C A Lt. n r~I Cl If: (1 t! (1 () , Cl )
103 STon
END
CODELENGTH 1?41 ~~ORns
LOCAL ~JK S fJ C G. 1S9 .J(IKDs
nYN, AI~RA Y'S 134 .J[JRi's
- DATA 0 'JCKDs
L Af3EL ADDRE1S LAf-1El. ADDRESS
50 _ 24 ** ':;1 27
~)5 60 ** 44 71')421 _ 170 ** 4? 2(1546 272 *il· 491 ~$~.445 364 *-11 ~i6 3C)3
70 .. 902 ** 71 1n72
._
33 1121 ** 1fJ4 1~.39103 1231 *it
L.ABEL. .:·AJ)nr~Css
** D3. 33**. 40~· .1',.~:
** 43 223
** ~492: ~344·
.. olio eo .399
** 30: :1,092
** .32 .1194..* ..
,
~~ ICL 4130 DE12 SVSTE~
I
I
II .
tOn:ES/R1Q4/C51
,UP
(
pprIONS;
1 .
r'OnTRAtH
f
VOL .8
LIt\ESJ2400J
t; ..
USTi
I 11~ sunloiJT HlE DFtn vS
2* lX1,12~2)
3* C THIS Su''JRnUTPJ[ CtiTA!'JS VAf'I(JUS DUnVATIVf.S,5!i'lPUTS,6 OUTPUTS
I 4 * I'i K :; " n~T ( P 1<1 JIo 11 t'll .. \-11< ::: .. WK ? ,
5 * G:; G1+ r. 3 * X 1 + (~2 * Xl"" 'l< 1
'. '6~ Gl=,13~G2*Xi*2, 0
I,_ 7 '* 1r (~ns ( ~,:1<1 ) • L r • Ii • t1 I] il 0 1) r; () T 0 ~.0
J El •• D 1<n'<1~W 1< 2 .. t!< 2 * I~ ;< '*' J 1\ It (i11 CW r(:1. * f~v. tt ~.~1<... (1* ~.:K 2 "" WK 2 *W K 1)
l- 9'* C D 1<0 X1 I r; T f j E r I ~ S T :) f: r? I " A T 11 [ rr f~1 ~J1 T H K r-: s F' E r:T T o Xl. .
'; 1 0 * .1 l. D1<D !( 2; t'll r 2 * '.:,\;;:* \-! f< ... :.J K ~I(,11 (~:l~?..Vi K * :~K" Cl.,. ( WK? '* vi V. ~ '* rJ K 2 ....2 t n .. Ii I( 2 * t·:1<"~~K ) r
~.11 * I r ( "8 s ( I.~K1 ) • LT, ('I , r1(; ;j01 ) I~() TeJ ~.?
i 12'* C DK LJ X 2 I::; T ~IF r r R S T nF R I it AT I \f ~ Dr I~1 ~!I TH RF S PEr: T T0 X2
113* DX1lX~Df(DX2/Pr<,DX~
114'" C DX10X 11 THf: FIRST nf'nvAT!'!r-:: OF Xl \~tTH KFSPECT TO )(2 ANU nX;~lJx Vlc{:;
,15* OX21X~1.0InX1UX
'16*C DI(1 AND D~2 Ar~[ ncr,I"ATIVES DF 1< H.f~.T.Xl AllO X?
I. 17 '* 12 0 f< 1 tll~ 1<1 * [Jf< DXill,! h
118* OK2~U~1~DKD~?/WK
I 19 * D2 X 1 = ( C[lK fl X 2~~ IJ, :It H 1< ... '.' K 1 *' K * ? *D t<? ...G* I.: I':2 it l) K 2 .. n f< DX 2 + ~II~2 *Wf< 2" WK 1 !It n 1* D. _
20* 1XlfH). (t;K?lt"JK-\·;" ...r;* (t~I<2*ll:f<:~*tJv'2-2*!"f<2·i'H<*\,n:» .. (UI<~r'~t:K~ttll\+Gii-~·IK:l(,·\JI{2.·1
I 21 ... 2~ H K~ ) .. ( ? * I ~!: II- 1,/ ~ ? ~11~ ~~.. Cl* 4 * 1-1 K * 1Jf< :~ ... j) K ?" (~I K ? *WK 2 ~.WK 2 ...2 flo t..r K 2 '"\j 1< *' H 10 '* G1"PX .
~ tU X ) ) I ((WI( ~~* \,,0{ * tl K +0'" ( 1'11<;2 '* ~41~2 oj( II~:2 ...2 * I·'I~ 2 * 11K .. ~'ii<) ) * C It l~~ fI> \J l~# 111<+ 0 it ( ~';, 2t.!,j -:
4 K2 '* J 1< ~;... 2 * ~H~2 * III( * ,I f~ ) ) )
Ir(4n~(WK1),Lr.o.JUQ01)GO TO 13
1) 2 X 2 11 T 1-1(3 SEC (1'J D IH~ r d V A T I V [~ 0 F X 2 W, P • T. X ~ ._
L) 2 X1 = ( ( 2 ~ 111< ~ IJ K ? <It fJ K 1 + G 1* C I'~K::: {+ h v. 2 * \~K 2 .. 2 ~ \.J V. 2 '* ~If< * WK ) - G... 4 '" tl K? '",,11K~P~1 ) * (
1 WI( 1 ~ \J I( * :':f\ + 0 1Io~: ~ ~ Si \'I!<;~ * h K 1 ) ... ( 2 * \.! r: * ;.;K 1 * Tl'~ 1 + ~!K * i':K -It DKDX1" r,1"11(\2 ~ vi ~~~ * ~JK1
; 2t tI * '~I<~ it t·} I, 2 * Ilt\ Q Xi ~..(:"\K2 *1 K *wi< +G110 (!~I-\? *l: K(; *I~ K2"'2~ 1~1~2~WKf/~!I<).) ) I ((tlK ~ t'Jf~
:5 * U 1< t + n* 1'1K 2 * I.; I" ~'I:- iJ f'; t ) II ( II V * I~K * \! K'." ,,;* ~.Jf\ 2'" r~I~.2 * ~1 /11) )
'GO Tt) 13
10 ex l'lX~ 0
DX21X=1
fH\O'a;l,O
IJ2 X ~ = l' ~0 0 0
i10 "0 11
13 HETHlN
ENlJ
122n .
,23*
24*
125* C
26*
1
27*28~
29""
:50 ..
31*
!32~
133*
34*
35*
!;)6 ~
i 37*
.. ,
I cODELENGTH 3flO
L 0 CAL \.;K SPC5 6 ;J
oYN •. MmA is 0
.Jr)~OS
!.j()~rS
,1 (~KO ~
38ft-, C
39* C
40* C
41* C
4 21~
43*
44*
45*
46it C
47* C
48* C
49*
;;O~
~1*
52*
5311-
~4*
::;5* ,
56*
57*
5£341-
59*
60*
(11*
62*
63*
64*
65*
66*
67*
60*
69*
70*
71*
72*
7;$*,
74* .'
75*
76*
77*
78*
79*
80*
81*
82*
03*
A4*
05*
66*
87*
98*
89*
90*
91*_
-92*
93*
94*"
95*
96*
97*
THISPR'Qi~A~111E DFT[_pllIl'JE~ T!iE GfW\JP VF;I.r'CITV F)IWF'AGATtON RAYS-'; AND:TH
VARIAT!;H~ O~· t!A'.Ii: rJl;~JqEr; Atr~i\:G TH~f'" HJF< ~1Hn A~J!SQTROPIC: SURFACE WAVES
EljAlt*2=;1*1<*(1-('il1l-X1+rj~)*K21Ht2/f<**2) THIS IS olm PISPERSIOf'J fH~l~ATION~-
1 I:? THg J DH<[r.T10fj,~ 1~ T·'F. H n~Rt:CTjO~l-nIMRN~tON Xt(20.21),X2(~n.20)tWK1(20,20),WK2(20.20)
Gc9.3j
f'1:;1,1'4159
REA1(j,70)[~A,Gn,11,G2,3AISG
EGA IS Pf1~QtJF.~lCY H! RADS/SrC,G:1. MID Q2 AR[~ r:OI-ISTANTS Of ANISOTROPY-~IN-
nlE DISPERSION PFL.AT!;)r~.SA 'd·in ~)U Af([ crmST/,NTSIN ErJUATION oF" LHIE SOli
X2MSA*~t+S8 .
'10 r on lAr(6F12.tS)wHI'1'Et2,fsO)RnA,n(l,(i1,G2
80 F 0 fH A 'f ( 4 H EGA;: , F 1 2 • 6 , 6 II r, "' tvi '1A;: , F' A • 4 • 4 fir I.IJ S , F'a • 4 , 4 H>II X 2" • F8 ~4 I 6 H * X1 *..?1. ) . .__ . -
HP.Irr (2,81) SA I SF'
81 FUR tl Ar (2 0 1'1L Hi f: S[) l!l G": I S X~ = Xl * , F 9 • 6 , 4H +, F 9 I 6 )
. TIiF.;TA;";ATtdl(SI\)
SC~110
D0 :1. 0 0 I = 1 , ~ (J
X22:211?-O ~ 0
1 F ( '\ B s ( ~;A ) • ~~F • 1: 0 ) x i a= ( X?:2 - S U ~ / S A
IF(ArS(SA).LT.1:0)Xl1~I/20.0
GUS~Gd+Gl*Xl1~G?*Xl1*Xl1
~iK::: r:GA *E GAI (G jl. ( 1'" nus ( T H r r A) *COS ( THE TA) it GUS) )
~ 1<1 (I.1 )= tJ:< * SIN ( T ,1ETA)WK2(I;1);WK~CUS(T~ETA)
Xl(t,1):::Xl1
-x 2 ( t , i )= S A ';f x:t 1 + S Fl
DO 1.01 J=2,20
8X1t1xi (1, J ...1)
8 X2 ~ X;) ( I , J - I. )
8KX:t=wK:l(I, J .. 1)
w ~\ 2 ( I •• J ) = 1:1<2 ( l , J"':1. )
PE.:==1
P:;O.05
JAl-I:t 0
JIT~O
109, CALI. n~In VS ( Gf1 , (a d; 2 , ilX1 f fd< Xl, ~K2 ( h J"1), n1 , n2 , 03 , n4 i
1,U5.I)A)
If', :)11)') 2,..1 • ne) 2 r1(1 , 2 (,0 , ? 1; 1
200 AX2::1B~2.f
- AX 1 :1fJ ~ 1 ...P* (11 " + D:; .,.P /2 , 0 )
A 1< X :t. :: R f( X 1 + [' * D 4
'CALI. nE:fHvS {(~O,'11,G2.\X1 ,i\K~l ,WK?(I,J),DC1,nC,-,nC3·,DC4,p
lCS ,'lCh)
1 F' ( Ml S ( D1 ) • LT. 0 : n ('H) ri 1) r; :.) T () ., ~
I F ( 1\ns ( (Dei ...til, - fJ"':) ~j) ~ 1 ru , U 1)11 ' -1)111 , 111 , 2 n 2
71 ·IF(M1~(1)r;1).tr.L1.(IOOQ1):;(j TO :1..11
1f ( "B S ( ( Dr,1..r * Dt; , ...j. dO, 0 IDe 1)..:!. • U )j_ 1t , 1 U. , 2 r: 2
202 P;::p_J2
JA M ~ J A 1>1"'1
-JIT1.JiT"'1
1r (,11 ,. I NE. 1 ~I) G r' T :J ? Q 0
'-~HII1'F.(2.21)I ,J
21 FORH ..\T(;l8H~1·H r'cf'I"'L·?GIf',i, I==, !2,3fl J=, I?)
GO 1'0 1(JO
201 CONTINUE
1F' ( .1 , r (J I 2)(;J TO 4) 1
I F ( 12 : LT ~0 • u • Ari P , '>( 1 ( I , J -1 ) • IT, X 1 ( I , J -? ) )P = - p
-: - ;; GO 1'0 '301·
401 Ir"2:LT~O.0)P=~P-
3ui A><1~Ox1,foP
AX2~Bx2+P*' U2"'U6"':;')/;', 0)
A!<X1 =!1 Kxi .. p*[):5
CALL rir:fHVS (G'J/ll,G?',.\xt
1C5,1C6)
.. IF(I\BS«(DC2 ...r:.~-f),",q6)*lCil.O/D2\-1)111,111,203
203 P:;p/2 .
. JIT~JiT"'1
~··JA~I~Ji\H+l
1r ( .11T ~ ~!E • 1 J ) 30 T i) 301
~:rn TE t 2 , 21 ) t , J
_ GO TO 100-i11:1r(n.rT.O.O)r~-p
PI~=rr.:;r
. 1r (n r:; : GF'~ 0 • 0 ~) q 0 T 0 11n
1r (,J A f<1 ~ GE • 2 I: ) G (1 or () 1 :l 0
, :-:-OXlrJAXl
.8X2:.,Ax2
OI<X1.=AI<Xl
.P::;p,~2:0
- JIT~JiT"'1.
GO "0 109
110 Xl(t,j)RAXl
X2( I,:1)::AX2
ilF(lG~:LT.Xl(1,J')SCM;X1(I,J).IF (rw M I LT. X? (1,J , ) se 1'1~ X? ( I,J )
: _.rna ( I.;J ) ;:A !< )( 1
lU1 COWl'INUE
.100 COf\J1'hUG .
WRIfEt2,23)
·23 FOrlilAT(4H>(1.~>
DO :1.03,_,J=1,2(,
·10:3 ·vm I 'H:: ( 2,22) ( xl( j , ,J) , I =1,2 Q )
2 2 F0 fn A T ( 2 U re) . Ii )
~ml"E(?.24)
2 4 F 0 ff ,A r ("nix 2 • • )
DO tl14 J::::l,20
104 WRITE(2.22)'X~(T"J),I=1,~rl)
·viHI1'{;f2.25)
25 FOR ;, A T ( ~; I·HW t . • )
,DO 1.0r)J~1,20
105 ~RITE~2,22)(W~1(!,Jl,Icl,~O)
~ WI<I1'f:t2,26)
26 FO'RilAT (~ql\.JI<?'.,)
uo 1.06 J=1,20
1U6 WnZ1'E;t2,(2) (1!~2(! .J>, 1=,1,,20)
SG::: 9ilO.O/S~H
IS A Sr.Al.P!G ~ACT()~ i-'fwni'Clf\'G MAX DIsrl.ACEHEfJT FROI1_0HIGrN 'Of' 6
.CALI..riRICHJ(~!'O.(J)
CALL H~AW(140U,O'
15 0 ,. CAL L t,j 0 v f'= ( 0 , - d 0 n ~
151* CALL riRA~(Ofl~OO~
152* CALI. ~HW r: ( 2 (1 (I , - i11q )
.15 3 {~ ..CAL L I~AY' [) , 1. (! ~
lrJ4*', _ YlnITf.t?90)
t 155 * 90 HJ R '4 A T ( 15 H X t I ' I £1 t F~CCT I 'H'l )
'156*~ CALL MOVE(~40,2nG)
157* CALL WAY(1,10'
'·OB{~·· .
.99*
100*
101*
102-lt .
103*
104*
105* .
106'~(
107*
108':< -
109*
.11D*
.111 *
'112*
f113*
f114*
1115*
1116* ....
i117*.
~. ..
!118*
\11941-
,120*
112141-
!122*
1123*
'12~l{~
,125*
126lt
127*
'120*
.129*
'130·n
131..
·1.32 iI'
1133~
134*
.135*
:1~)6 *
:137*
136*
139*
:14u*
141*
·142~·
143*
144*'
145~~
'146~ _'
.147* C se
:148* .
1.49* ..
-. .
,WK2(1,J),DC1,DC2.DC3,OC4,D
'.
1~;8* ... WFn'T'EH>,91)
II s9 * Q1 F0 r~1AT ( 15 IIX ::>, 0 n If( icr I r! rll)
'160* ICE'JT;IFIXCSC)
:161* IHAL.F';IFIX(:~C'/?:r1)
l62* CALL MOVE(IHA~r.O)
:163* CALL. r.O'CH (t)
ct64* CALL MOVE(I~A~F.~10)
165* GALL WAyeD,3)
;166* WHI'1'[:i9,92)
~.67* 9 ~ FOR '1A T ( :l0 HO. 5 MF T IH:: ~; )
~6~~ ,CALL NnVE(ICFNT,O)
~69~ CAL~ ~E~CH(l)
:170.·;' .: CALL ~A()VE(IGFi\jT,,.10)
~71* WRITE~9_93)
~i 2 * I:) 3 FOR A A T ( j 0 H1 • 0 t~r or (( E S )
~i'3* , GALL. MOVE (0. P1AI f )
~74* CALL hEMCH(1)
0.75* . CALI. ~JAY(1,5)
3.76* 'GALl. ~~oV[(~j.OdHAI.Fl
:177* WRI?E(9,92l
iCl7B* CAL.t MOVE (0.1 CnIT)
~79* CAl.1.. r.t~NCH (1)
t1.GO* CALC HOVF;(-10,Ir.EtlT)
~Ol*. ~JRI1'E(9_93)
lC2* CALL ~OVE(n,O)l03*' CALL ~RAW(IrIX(sC*Xl(2n,l)}flfIX(SC*X2(20.1»)
~~34i~'C S(~\4· IS A sCALF FACTOR Te 1"1An: PflMjr VEl.OGl1'YOIAVE Nl.il~f)En) Ar~fiOf.:S:-A80UT
'-£15*- CONE fENl'H OF MJ I,4CH L.V C1
It)6*-· DD 100 I~l.?O
~07* CALl._~OVE(IF"lX'SC~XJ.(I,1»,H!X(SC*X2(I,1»)
lco*'- "'D010iJal, 20~B9* W;S1R~(WK1(I,J)~~~1(I,J)·~K2(!,J)~~r2(1,J)\loo~ ~ ·SCW~ j~~/w
191 ... C ALt. nR t\lj ( I r I x ( SC It X.i.( I , ,,!) ) , IF! X ( S c 011 X2 ( 1 .,» ))
192 .. -. CALL t·1()VF: (I r I X (fjC~X·1.( 1,.J) ~SCH~~W2 ( I,J) ) , IF 1X (SC~XZ( I, ~J)~SC~:"'~II<l'(h::.
193~ .1J»)
L94* . ' CAL I. il n Ah ( I F I X (s C it X~. ( I , .J ) ...S cy4 "" ~Jf<2 ( J , J ) ) , I r I X ( se i$ X~ n ,Col )~ se pr~~l"li~i"(l~:
L95.f .1J»l
lf)6 it. 9 0 l' CAL L. t~eVE ( IF IX (~.JG ..X 1 ( I,,J) ) , IF! X (SC*X? ( I,J ) ))
197* 900 CON1I~U[Loa. CALL ~aVE(O.2~On'
L99* CALI. (1RIGIfl<2'J.O)!oo* CALL ~RAW(12nU,o'
!Cl* CALL ~OVl(Q,0)
!02* CALI. f1F~A~J(C , [.i U 0)
!03* CAe I. MOV[(O, IF'Ix('5(lr,*GOj)
~04~ DO 1 ~=1,2n '
~05* 9 CALI. nRAh'( (Ir;E;~:"4Io:'/20), iFIx(~;nO*(GO+Gl~d''i/20+G2*r'1*11/400);-)
t06* . CALL MOVG (~lUO.6~0) ~
~07* CALI. r,R/d'4 (t6LlO.l'lfh))
'00*- - -CALL t~OVE: «(j, 20 n 0)
!09* B STO~
~10* .. -E~JD
cODELENGTH , lio.
LOCAL WKS~C~ 103 .
DYN, ARRAYS 3200
DATA 0
;.rORDS
~JOKD~;
,'/LI~,DS
"'O~DS
** ICL.4:1.30 PE'12 SYSTf>1
JOO:ES/R104/G7J
·FORTRAN;
. LIST;
" 1*
. . 2* -
3*
4*
CORr 46K VOL .R
FUN''": TT 0 r\J PHI L ~T i' f: • (j ·d·i ) .
F'Ii I I. :::T Hr~+AT A r'J ( (1A~H' S I~j ( 2 *' THE) I (1 -+- CiM1 ...G (1 S ( T H F. ) *COS ( T Hr:.) ) '} .~..
RET!HlN
END
CODELENGT~1 3~
LOCAL \Jf\SPcr: 12
D Y N. .MW A Y S 0
"DAT A 0
.~*.'
6*
7*
8*
9*
10*
·11*
12*
13*
14*
.. 15*
16*
17*
18*
19''''
..H1~Ds
wrHrs
,It! RflS
~!Of~Ds
SUn 'W ilT r NE r~A YS ([1 A' , 1\/ , T)
n I IJim s rci rI T ( 2 ? )
rl::;1.14159
DO to .J;;;1,t'
r 11(2 ~ p j ....(.J -1. ) / P u) ;\,.( i "" 2 )
TLJl::;T~IF
11 l( J ) ::T ( J ) + T rH: .. P I~!Le T ( .J) , GA i': )
1F (\ 8 S ( THE - Pi j llC T ( ••)J , GA .1) ) • GE • 0 II FLO A T ( 1 0 0 ....I~) ) ) GO T [) 11 .
1 0 court rdJC'
1F ( . J • F 0 • 25) (: J T () 1d
...'A=1.+r\
D 0 :t 3 .J ::J A , 2~:i
13 T(Jl=ll
12 R£;TIJRN
ENn
. CODELENGTtl 118
'L 0CAL l,if(SpeE 17
. UYN, ARRA '(S 0
DATA 0
LAlJEL
11
ADDRESS
36
~tl~Ds
:.)!JI'n, s
:J n r~[)S
t!('''Ins
**1:.*
..
L.ADEl. . AnDRESS
13 . _. _c99"
ADIH~E::)S
8?
',20*' . , : : SUG 'l 0 [iTIN r: n [ R r vs ( (10 , ': 1 , G2 , xi , ~\'K:1 , 11K 2 , D X 1 D';( ,OX 2 0 X • 0 r<DX 1 ; D.\ 1J X2, LJ ~
21* . tXl,12~2)
: '22*C 'THIS SU1RnUTlm-: ndTA!~JS VM:t(JI!S nF:RIVATIVES,~nIPUTSi6·OUTPtJ,.S
,.23* WK=1QRT'WK1*L~1~HK2*WK2'
24* C • G-.:G".ni*X1+'l2IlX141-)(;t
,25* Gl=11;G2*Xl
; 26* If(A8R(iJK1).LI',O.f10'J01"H) ,.0 ~.O
• 27* . ,OK 0 '{ 1 ;. \.1K 2 -It' ~1 .( 2 * (I V '"' '11<; ~ (-ill ( WK 1 * 1.J f<; * i'n, ot G .. :; K 2 *WK 2 * hi K 1 )
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. 30* . IF' .\0 so/!< 1 ) •LT, n • J 0 11 0 1 ) '.10 TO'. 2
31 * C OI\DX2 1'1 THe r I -s T flf:l~ I \iAT I ',If: UP v'1 ~' I Tfl HF:~PE::r:;T TO x~
32 ~;" DX1 ~lx; DI\DX21 D,.c;D).'~. ,_ ....
,33* C OX1DX 1'1. THr:: r r-s r n::qIJATIVF or xl \-!ITH i~ESPECT TO X2AND nX2,DX 7.VI.CL
~34*' DX21~~1.0/nx1UX
: 35 * C P 1<1 MJD DH 2 Anf~ D f: I~ J \' " T 1V E S 0 r K 1/. r: • T , )t'1 A lID X2
t 36*' 12 DI\1~Wf(1*DI<!)X:t./I~K
~ 37* DI\2~f'II(1"IJKDl(~;I!lf
: 313* ,.', D?X ~ I:l ( (DI( DX ?';HII< ~ h!("', K l ttHI<"?, *01<:2· G*\,'K2 "1,-11<2*11KDX2'" 1,11\2"'W,2..tW< 1A01. ~T'-
:39 * 1 X1 D'( ) ~ ( \~1< 2 ,)t ',I 1;: II< H 1<... , -It ( 1--,' K 2 -ll< h' K ~ it ~If': 2 - c * [";I~ 2 .. Vc! K * ~ll\ ) ) .. , 1'1If 1 * H K It~~I, +Q * I J K" .. :.J K?
f 40*' 2*111(1) fi (?*w< *1.~K2!1t[l!\2,.,l~~4.q.~IK*ljl\2*DI<2" (~lf\2"'~iK?*W.1~2~2~~H<2!ttm*~JI<) "'Gl il'OX
i 41* 31DX ) ) I ((~,II<2 * I" ,0<; * \'/f': +Cljj. ( l,j K? * ~I K2 * 1 r K~:....2 -It. 1-' K2 -II- W f< * I; 1< ) ) * (~~t\? * rJ K*Ht~'" G 'ljj (.Id 1<2 '* II
: 42* 41,\2.q.:H'~-~~*~::~?-kwK"hiO » '.
, 43 * 1F' ( \ nr; ( 11~~1 ) •L r , n . 10 ;) 0 1 ) I;(I T0 ~.3
44 it C {)2 x 2 I 1 T HF; sec (j 'JD Dr: R J VAT I VE o~' >: 2 Ii. R , T. Xl
, 4:-;'" D 2 X 1 = t ( 2 '* ~II<*~'~2 -It r' I~:1 ...G 1, .. , ~: K ? *Hv 2 j: I~J< 2,...2 ..~!k 2 * H!(* 14K )...G * 4 .I~ I\? * IIK ~ D K 1 ) * ,
,46* . 1 hK 1. t1,'<*\:K +(1 j}~: K2:1t1II~2"W K1) ... (2 * ~~I<~ 1'~K1 *))1':1 + H1<"~Ir~*'0 KDX ~ +Gl4l !JK2~:~,)K;~~!J1~1
47*.. __2~GII JI\~~\·jK2*ill-\llX:l )#( 1-\2* iK~:"I<+O*q~I:2*ljf'2*\~f<2"'2~WI\2*t.;I<*IJK') )/( (HK*~II<
, 40* S !t ~ti~:t+ (~...!J K2 -!Io ill i\' 2 j~ l! f': 1 ) * (~;'"*WK* t,1K:'. + G* L r.2 * ~i1\ 2 * H 1<:1 ) )
49* GO TO 13;50* 1D-DXlnx;o'
Bl *. _ DX21X~1.
~2* OKn~1;1.0
53~D2X1=i.00~
,~4* GO 10 11
, :;:)* ~3 RET :H~II;
t)6* 0 Et;o--
cODELEtJGTH 3AA
LfJCAL PI<SI>CE (,0
DYN, ARRAyS 0
lJATA, 0
~iORDS
~JerWs
"J (i r~n~;
,.I(l~DS
,"
lADEL
11
AODR[lS
77 **
l.M·H,
12
AtJDf!ESS
118
LAPEL
. lQ
.... _....'AnnnESS
, 372'
..._,'~7*
. !;8~
" :;9*
60ft
.•. 61*
. 62{~
()3 *
·64*65~
66*
'. ,67*
,68* ,
69*
70*
71....·· ~
72*
?3~
74*
75*
76*
77*
7[3* .
~79 *
00*
., 01f}
02* ..
C3 ~~
84*
85*
06*
·07*
. EW*
{19*·
90* .
Ij1~:,.
92*
'. 93* - :
94*.
·95*
96*
97*
()8*
-99';1-
100*
101""
102* ,
-103*
104011-
11)5*
106*
107""
108*
109*
110*
l11i~ ~
112*
113*
114*
115*
116*
D I ~18N~ I 0 ~·IT I : ( 11.J ) • X 1 ( 2 C , ?'j ) • X 2 ( 2 0 I 2 0 ) , IIK 1 ( 2 (i , 20 ) , I~f( 2 C2 O·~2 ('I ).~
. . IiE A 'J , '7 , 70 ) r:~A , GO, ca , (i 2 , A 1 , A 2
'70 rOFHAT(6F12.1')
NF'!11
.GAM~G~;Gl*A1~G2*Al*~1
CAL L ilA Y S ( G I\f ' , ~!• '!. H )
..Wi: 1*N;;;'l.
DO ·too ,):;1, ,m
IFc LiF..r)JE:::;J
1f 'J. r,T • I'j) J 5 :::J - r I ...1
WK=~a~*EGA/(9.B1*(1~COS(TH(J~\}*GOs(TH(JE')*GAM)
. w 1<2 C1'~J > ::: k' I( * c ;)S ( r H ( .J L:) )
1F ( J.r F. • N ) !J '\ 1(1. ,0 = ",,, ,. SIN ( T H( .JE ) )
I r (,J , n T • N ) t! 1< 1 ( 1 ... J ) :: ... ( WK~S r 1\ ( T fI ( J r; ) ) ,
.x:l<:l,j)~Al
X2(;L,~j);:A2
WRI'T'tt2,22).J
22 F 0 rr~AT (~Hi .J:;.' 2 )
WfnTEU?,23)
23 FOf11AT(~15~1 t
DO 101 1=1,19
p:;o
r)(;::l • ti ~
AX1;~X1 (I, J)
AX2~X~(1.J)
A 1\ 1 :nJ 1<1 ( I , J )
AI<2=;t')1{2 ( I,J)
.12 CALI. M[nIVS(GU,G~,G2,AX1,AK1,AK2,Dl,D2,n3,D41D~,D6)Jlr~a '
IF(4DS(Dl).1T.ArS(D2»GO TO 10
13 Pl~O~rr:*~.ISD~T(1"'D1.u.Ul)
Ll2;:4X2+PED
81 = .\~j' ...P[D* n1"'PFn-l;lr":D*fl',>/2 to
Of\1:=PFiD*D4"'AK~
EJ 1\2 ,~A!{ 2 '" _
CALI. h~RIVS(GU,Gl,G~,H1,8Kl,GK2,DC1,DC2,DC3.DC4JDC5,DC~)
HoP i3::1 A fJ S ( D 1'" P t: j) ~ D ~3- nc 1 ) I AB S ( ne 1 )
I r (:~0 P [; t L. T , (1 • o j) ,1[.1 TOll.
• PE=fJE)2.0
,JI T~Jf Til
1F" ( J I ;r ~u: .10 ) Jo T '1 ;,'3
. 17 ~~ITCt2.?n'J
". ~ 0 F rJr~~'A,. ( 20 H i'~ClT c Cl~! v!:y Cl If" G , RAY , I 2 )
DO 16 IY=I,19
~la ( I V'" 1~~J) :l0
~:1'\2 ( I v ...1, J ) = (l
Xl( tY;l,J)::;1
16 X2( TY+l,.):·1
GO TO 100
10 PED~P~*1/SQ~T(1.n2~~2)
. IF ( .J ,r. T t r'J) rj:: P;; - Cf' P. *11 S 0 [~T , 1 +D2 * D 2) )
Bl:r:lEh+AXl
82~~X~+PFD*n2·PGn*Pb~*n6/2tO
Bra :cpr. D," rJ3 ..., 1< ~
8K2~A~2 .
CALL hERIVS(Gu,~!.G2,Hl,8Kl,B~~,DC1.DC2,DC3,DC4.DC5.DC6)
~ 'IF«A,~S(D2+r.lf;LJ-ur.t'l"'tJC2)/A[3S(l1C2»).LTtOI01) 110 TO-3.j,~~
PE=nrU2.0
J I T ~.J iT+1
IF( JIT.LE.10) GO TO 10
X2 WKl ilf\2 " )
t117* -GO 10: 17
~118*_11 p=p.pp
l119*" ~lr(p;~e.O.05)GO Ta 14
,120* AX1~8i
121* -'AX2~8~
:122* .. Al\l~OKl
: 123* . Af~2::81<2
:124* PE=1.ri25
; 125* ,. - -GO '1'012
.126! : .14 WK1(I;1.J):gK1
: 181": -~ 'f4!~2Cl::I. .... 1) =~H(~
:12 0 ~ . ~_. X1 ( t + l' , J ) = [31
:129* .~ x2(r~i,J)=82
~130 * . . I'un l'C t 2. 21 ) I , x 1 ( !•J ) , X2 , I , J ) , I'jK1( I , J ) , \~f~2 ( !•J)
i 1~1* . iL.l:.12il .
:132*.. . I f ( t , P Q , :I. 9 ) .·tr~1Tl: ( :'., 2:t. ) I l. L. , X 1 n~0 t J) , X2 ( 20 I J) , WK1 ( 2 Q , j) • f~K~H20, J 1
:133i~-'-~1 fOFHA'r(l3,.1F'11,.5~ . - ... ..
~134*. 101 CONrI~UG
t 135*. 'lOO CON"I~IU[
:136* SCM~X~(20,1'
f 137 it' . 1F ( )(1 ( 2 n , t J ) • n r , se :.1) SCM = Xl ( ~ 0 , ~t )
; 13 8 * . I F ca (2 G , JD ) I Q T : s t~ II ) SC ~A = X1 ( 2 0 i J J )
i139*" SC=:7~Jo~O/sctj
14 0 i~ . CAL I. n H I Cl111 ( 1 ~ 0 0 ,n
'141*. CALL HnAW(120U,o'
~142* GALL ~OVE(O.O>:143* CALL ~RAW(J,6UO)
144* CALL NOV~(200'-1n1)
145*' . CALC VJAY(O,1()
146* WRITE(9.90) .
147'" 9 0 fore ~1AT ( 1,~HIXl, J n t I~ECT I ·n»
.146* CALL ~OVE(~40,20n) .
· 14 9 ~ .. C A Ll~ 14A V (1, 1.0 )
,150. WRITE~9191)
:1~.il* 91 f'OHHA1(15H~-:::.?, D DtRf::CTI:lh»
· 152 if" 1C E"JT; U I x ( ;C)
~153* IHALr;Xrrx<sr/2:0)
11)4* CALL MOVE ( I l,lA ~r J n)
· 1~;:; * .CAL.LeE t~CH ( 1. )
1~:;6* CAU. H')Vt(I·~A~F,,.'3J)
1 ~17~' . CALI~ WAV ( 0 , :5 )
158* CALI. ~OVUICF\JT.'.1)
1~,9* . CALI. r:C~i(;H(t)
160* CALI. ,~()lJF(IC[,\lT, ...1D)
161* ~RI1E~9,93)
.162* 93 FOR 1AT(10r!1.0 HFTRE!;)
163 *.C ALL M 0 V [ ( 0 , I ~ A IF)
· 16 4~· CALI. r [:f" CH ( t )
"16~*'. CALL LJA'r'(1.5)
166':} CALL. HUVEC"1.),If'N. ..r·)
'167* CAI..L ~1(J\'~;;("'10, IcE:JT)
.168* WRIrE~9.93'
169* - CALL MaVE(O,ICE~T)
170* CALL r.ETCH (t)
: 1 71 .. I·J ;;; S :1 f<:r ( !.: I" 1 , 1 , 1 ) :It \.; ~ 1 ( 1 • 1 ) -+ WK2 ( ~ , 1 ) *W1\ 2 ( 1,1 ) ~
172* . SC~!::15,r'l/I·J
173>,)·'IW ')Oo,J;;1~.1D
;174~ CALI. ~OVE(o,n)
'175it' DO '10i I;:1,20
~ 1 7 ~ ~._ C A Lt. 11r~A t.' ( I r:" I X ( S C ~ >:1 ( I , .J) ) , IF !X ( se * x 2 ( 1 ••»))
'177*
178*
1'19*
180*
101-11'
,1f\2*
103*
104*
1n5*
·186*
1(17*
,188* ,
, 10<){f •
190*
191*
192*
193*
1')4f1o
195-
:196*
1?7*
,198# :
199*
CALt ,..OVE ( IF' t X(sC"Xl ( I,J) +SCI-:"q,}v:2' I I J) ) , I FIX (SC*X2 ( I•.J) f'I·SG~~~~lK1(1,
3, J) ) )
CALL HRAW(IF'IX(SC~Xl(I,J)~SCN·WK2(I,J»,IFIX(SC*X2(I~j);SCH~WK1~I~
l,J»)
901 ,CALC ~('lVE( IrrX(st;~XU I, J», H"IX($C-l:,x2< I ,J»))
900 COI',rrx~UF
CA~L~OVC(O,14CO\
ell L I. nRIG It·J ( 1 ,Oil , :, )
CALL NoVE(12f)O,n'
CAL L n H A. ~I ( ... 12 u 0 • (1 )
CAU~ t.l(WE(O,!;idO,
GAU. rr:i!CH Cl)
CALL ~wVL(r.tiUO'
" CALI. h R A h ( 0 • (I >
CALL ~OV~(C,IPIx(5nC*Gn')
DO 1 M=1,2~ .
9 CALI: nf-iMi ( ( I U:~;ToIPl/2.0) , H' I X (~('l 0" (GO +Gl*n/2Q t 0 "'G2*tl*t1/400"'.O) ) ) ,:
CALL MOVE(n,IFb(5~)u*Ga»
DO 1 ~=1,20 .
8 ell L I. nRAY; ( - ( 1 CE ~.;T It r : /20 ) ,IF 1 X ( 5 0 o .. ( G'} ...G1 * ~1/2 0 , 0 + G2' M.. H14 no , 0 )) I
GALt HO\/F«(),~!lJOn,
STO'
EN!)
CODELE~lGTH iiif.l4 ·.J(J~Ds
LOCAL ~KSfJCE 1nO ',.JNWS
. DY'" I ARRAYS ;3;2 ~l ,I U ~ li;;
DATA 0 '~O~Ds
lAFi~L ADORe,S LA'(f.:l .. AD[lF~ESS LABEl. ADDRF,SS
'70 20 lI-* <'2 1f19 ** 23 17:; '":13 235 tt* j ., ;3n 5 ** 20 3(J8
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* ICL 4130 D[12 SYST[~ VOL 8
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QRTRAN;
J ST;
1ft
2*
3* C
.4* C
5*
6*
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C*
9*
10*
11*
.12*
·13*
.14*
15*
16*
17-.1-
lS""
19*
_20*
21*
22*
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24*
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26*
27*
28*
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31*
32*
33*
34*
3511-
36*
37*
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39*
40*
41*
42*
~3*
44*
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DIM~N~ION X(37),V{37)
i~E A 1 c7 , 2 C ) G tU·
GAM. ~ nOWNWARO r01C~GAM· = UrWAnn FOrCE
20 FOR IA1U-8.4)
1F (G ;; )1 • F. Q • Q • U 0 n , A L ~.A = o • (I
IF(~AM~EQ.O.OOO) no TO 12
DO tO~ .J=l, ~
A L.r 1\ =:': 3 0 0+ 15 Il<.l12 wRITE~2,21)GA~,ALFA
21 FOR i~A T ( n! G t, .~11A:: , ~ rl, 4 • (,: IA [...r;\ = , ni •4 )
I-'If{lTt:tt.;,23)
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96* CALL DRAW(lnOU,2nnO)
07* CALL MOVE(1JOU,10nO)
f) d -II . CAL L . nF~AIH 0 ; 100 {1 \
99"" - CALL ~10Vl(O,01
lfHllt CALL tr~A\~(lJOll,O\
- -- .- _--- _. ----- ------ ---- -----
-,1 0 1 * --~ - !A N ~ 0
. 1()2~~--~ LlO :t07 P:l,10
103 *c -,-- i.l0 c-1. 0 6 J::; 1 , 20 - ---- -
'1 :)4'~ ~-Ift( 'H, ( I.J i. EO. 0 ~0 HFlcTO- j_06 c
cc 1 05 * ,- -.-A X;; :<e i,J)
:0 1 0 6 ,*__'_cc AYe V ( t (.J)
., l07~-.---.lr(10HT'AX~AX+AY*AY) .LT.O.CQ1~GU TO 104
1 ~l 8 * C ..- --' I F (1 (] R 'f ( AX~ A. 'I. .. Ay*-4. V) , t.. j , 0 , 0 1)(";0 T 0 1 0 5
-1119* __IF(']nRT(AX~AX''AV*An .CiT.l.0Q)(JO_ T01Q~ ._
: 11 0 -I. c- - c. • = -= =1 F { ( ,) ~E (J • 1 ) • 0 f~ • n< n ( r ,.J) , [Q , 1 )" Cli-{ f ( I At J • NG• 1~ ) l,O .-Ta -= 10 ~ .~"-=
-111 *- !AN·11_
=112*- 'CALL: nRA\1< tr:- r x (AX"liJOO),( 2000"'1 r Ix (AY*1000))-
.,.113*.: ..• -. ---ccGO-TO-l06 .- -t- --. • ".'; ---
-i 1 ,p~,- - 1 (} 3 - CAL!. c IW V E ( j r: p« Ax ~1 Ii0 t1> I( 2 0 0 0 ...If' I x ( AY*' 1 n 0 0 » )
.11~.l~ -r- -- 1AN;t1- .......--. .--- -----
:1:16~ GO '1'0 106=
11.7 * _ 105. 1F ( Cl: EQ ~ 1) • 0 ~L ( Kn ( I '- J ) •E Q , 1) 0 f< I ( 1AN. NG , 2 )J 110_T (:1
...11 HJ<~ .. = I AN :;2... -- ·_C .. -,_:c...
'. 119 *---.- - CAL L~ nAW( I r I x ( AX 1$1(1 0 0 " 'J ) , ( 10 Cl0 + I F I X ( AY * 1000 Q Q ) ) )
'12u-lt ,-- GO '1'0106
c121 It _ 108 CAL l. M0 V~ ( I F I X ( t\ X It 1 n (,)0 (1 n ) , ( 10 rH) + I F I X , AY * ton 0 0 0) ) )
1 2 ;.:* .I A iJ ~ 2 . . - . '.'- -- ..
123* -' - ':_jQ'l'Oj,u6 ., -- .......,
124~ '--104: IF( (J:nl~1' .cH.(K!)( 1 ,J)tEO~l).OI~, (IANt~m.31HIOTO :10~-_-L
125 * 1M J ~ 3 . . - _
12 () oli· - , (,: ALt' tm AW( !F" !x ( AX ..1:)0 0 0 n 0 l , IF! X , AY 0(, 1 0 0 0 0 0 Ol )
1 ~ 7 * -. ....L. 0 ,. Cl 106 - - -_
1 ;2[J >:- 1u~ CAL.I. tJ, 0 VG (H' I X ( AX-1 0 0 0 0 no) • U·! X ( AY*1 0 0 {}0 0 0 ))
'-29-11'- -.IMJ:13-
L10~!· ld6 CO:~lIIl\:lW
13t~ DO 136 J~l~~O
-l::i~H< Ir('JI~lCI.J).f:Q.I').,n)t.o j!) 136
133- _ AX=~l'r.J)
'134* AY~Vl(I,J)
1;15* _IF'(CfonTCAX*AX·AY*.\Y)d.T.O.001'G(J TO 1~~4
1~6~ rr(~ORr(AXOAx~AV*.V),LT,OtOl)nO TO 1~'
137. IF(qORT(AX·AX·AY~AY),GT.1IO)Gn TO 136
13 H~ .. IF ( ( J: E (.1 ~ 1 ) • f) I~ • (K;' ( I , J) •EO, 1 ) ,0 F\ , ( I At~t NE. fi )tio-~-To;i33.,~
13'1* lAN·~1___ ....
140* :_ CAL C is f~A~: ( !r: I X ( A X il1 fl 0 0 ), ( I!Q (J 0+ 1FIX ( A Y·~i(100 1 ) )
141 ~ ClQ - TO 136_ cc- -- • -
142*"133 tALI.MOV[(Ir:IXCAX*1000),(2000~IFIX(AY*1000j»)
14 :S* 1A N ~ 1- -~ ..- - --- --
1,H" CO 'ro 136 -
14~j;._~·lJ51F'(J~F:O~1'.O~.(Vn<IIJ).EtJ.l) OF\.CIAN.N[,2)}GQ TO_"30
1.) 6 * IM~~2
147· CALL ~RAW(IFIX(AX*10000n),(10nO·lFIX(AY*lDOODO»)
141i* ·'-G(}·"fO-1~\6 ..
1<19 * _ 1~flee A l.L..-M 0 V E { H' 1X ( A X It 1110 0 O:J ), ( 10 n 0 ~.IF'I X ( AY * l.0 n PO 0 ) ) ~
l~;O" .~- JAN=:2 ''_' .. -- -----'-- ..----
1;;1* - ... liD 10 136. -. .... . .---...-------.- -.---e
1 :; ~~J!, 134 - I f' { ( ,.1~ ECl~1 ) • (1~ ; ( K t') ( l f J ), [Q • 1 ) -. 0n ,( I II N • NG. 3 ll-G O..::-..ro.i~.39~
153'10 lMl:;3 _. ~.. .___ __.._... .__. ..__...__
1 ~j4 ~ . CAL I~ b r~AW( I r: I X ( A X *1!J 0 0 (Hl 0 ) , IF! X ( A V .. :1. 00 0 n0 0 ) )
1~~,.. Li0 l'0 136 . -
1~6· 13Q GALL MOVE<Ir:lXCAX*1nooonO),IfrX(AV*100DOOQ) =
1~J7* IAN=!3
l~a· 136 CON1I~UF
159* 00 146 J=1,20
160* IfC·lK2CI,J'.[(Ln.(')I'() T,) 146
J.61~_--, AX::'<2( I ,J)-
162"" -- Ay:;v2(f,J>
-16~*- IF(10RT'AX*AX~AY*AY)tLT~O.D01'GU TO 144
'lG4~~~ If(10RT(AX~AX·AY*AY).LT.O.Ol)GO TO 145 -
165*, - IF(3~RT(AX*AX·AY*AV).GT.l.0)GO TO 146 _
16 6 {~ IF' ( C-l: F. ('J ~ 1 ). o fL (I<~rl( I , J ) •[Q , 1 ) , 0 t< , ( I AN. NF .1 i Hi 0 TO' 143
167* IAN~l _
168* CALL, DHAW(IF'IX(AX.luOO),nWOO ....lfIX(AY*1000))
1 6 9 * , ,-- GOT 0 1 4 6 _ ,. __
1711 !I- 143-- CALL t-l 0 VE ( r I=" J ~ ( AX .1 n ()0 ) t ( 2000'" IF IX ( AY*1 n 0 0 ) ) ) '.
, 171 ~ z- .. - 1AN =11
172 it... - - , GO l'(} 146
17 ~*- 1 <15 ,1 f ( (J ~EO. 1 L 0 ~. 'K f) ( 1 I J ) I EQ I 1 > 0 f: , , JAN • f~E I 2.»oc T Q _~ 4 8
1 -, 'PL.c.:_ 1AN ::I2
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177* 14 Cl CAl. L ~IOVE { I ~ I x ( A X.. 111 0 0 (1 ;1) • (;l 0 n 0 + I F I X ( AY"l 0 0 0 0 0 ) ) )
--1 7 G*-'- I A f'J ::t 2
1 7 9 * -- GO" 0 1 4 6 ,- _ _ _
113u * ., 144 1r ( ( J ~F.n~1 ) • fJ ~ • (K!) ( I f J ),EO • 1 ) "0 Ii I ( I AN. t.l E ~3 » GO TO-·'149
1 H1 * -- r M~;13 -- - - __
Ht ~ ft:--·- ..:: C AU~ URHI ( I FT X ( A X~ 1,1000'10 ) , I r I x ( AV* 1 0 (J 0 0 0 0 ) )
"103* - Cia '1'0 146_
104it- '149 CM.L MOV[< rp'r)((AX*lCOOO'JO), IFIX<AY*100QOOQ»
,10~j*c~ '. - IMJ=13
186* 146 CON1INUE-
_1 J 7 *_ _,_ 1 0 7 CO t...I ,. I ~Uf:
lUdiC
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END __
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